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KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM
FINAL REPORT

This final report will first focus on the program objectives and activities acaomplished to meet these
objectives. It will go on to describe the impact of the program during the three years of funding, as well as the
ongoing benefits deri, ed from the project. ihis final report will include a complete curriculum outline for
each year and the final evaluation and financial reports.

Program Objective #1
Develop and implement a District Resource Coordinator (DRC) program in Arts with the Handicapped to train
qualified individuals in an advanced comprehensive system of inservice delivery, technical assistance,
preserv ice and direct services,

Over 372 hours of training in a related arts approach to arts with the handicapped was provided to 9
DRCs and their apprentices. These training sessions focused on theory, methods, and experiential
aspects of the related arts, as well as practical applications for planning and implementing programs
and administrative elements. A variety of scheduling approaches were taken to try to mast the needs of
the DRC trainees. For the most part, training was held on weekends and summer vacations as the
majority of DRCs were teachers. These training sessions were also held in all five districts of the state
in an effort to distribute the travel burden for DRCs.

1,2,3 Ongoing on-site technical assistance, support and supervision was provided by both coordinator and
director. This was also provided before and after training sessions through extensive evaluation
conferences and personal assistance made available to all DRCs. The on-site assistance made it possible
to review DRCs in their school or institutional settings and proyide specific recommendations for their
purticular needs.

1.3 Extensive paper and pencil pre and post needs assessments ana evaluation instruments were used
throughout the three year program. The program also used observational and video documentation of
DRC skill levels in presentations. Ongoing evaluation conferences were held with DRCs on their
progress and areas that needed improvement. The comprehensive final evaluation report of Frances E.
Anderson, EdD, our 3rd party evaluator,, is included as a part of this report.

1.4 All three years of program and DRC competencies and responsibilities were reviEwed by a five member
evaluation committee made up of: a parent of a disabled child, a special education teacher, a lirector of
special education, a university professor of special education and a superintendent of a special purpose
school. This committce reviewed the DRC files and made specific recommendations on their eligibility
to receive certificates of program completion. They also commented on program policy and procedures.
(Committee's reports are on file.)

Program Objective 02
Develop a comprehensive plan to disseminate information across the state to service providers on accessing
District Resource Coordinators ( DRCs) and Kansas Arts with the Handicapped programs.

2.1 An extensive media campaign, including television, radio end newspaper interviews, was conducted
during the first year to provide public awareness of the program and recruit trainees for the project.
(Print, audio and video documentation on file.) After the formal program of training began, television,
radio and newspaper interviews were held by DRCs and the program coordinator on specific program
events both locally and statewide. ( Newspaper articles on file.)



0 0 Over the 3 year project the coordinator and director presented to over 46 local inservices, 28 state
conferences and meetings, 15 regional conferences and meetings and 6 national conferences. Through
these presentations, awareness of the program and the DRCs was disseminated to parents, special
educators, administrators, local and state boards of education, art therapists, art educators,
movement/dance therapists, movement/dance educators, music therapists, music educators, theatre
and drama specialists, university professors, head-start teachers and administrators, and Very Special
Arts National staff.

2.3 Information on the program and DRCs have been sent out in our newsletters biannually to over 2300
Arts with the Handicapped advocates on our mailing list. Those mailings go out to advocates across the
state of Kansas, as well as advocates across the nation. DRCs have also been listed on resource netwoi-ks
including; SpecialNet, Personnel Development Resource System , Kansas Arts Commission and Family
I nformotion Network,

2.4 Articles on the pi ogram have been written and published in: Kansas City Parent Magazine, Kansas City
Art Connection, the Kansas Council for Exceptional Children Newsletter,, Kansas Educational Slate; KSDE
Limited Edition Newsletter ; Emporia Sthte University At a Glance Newsletter ; The Ensemble:
Association of Community Arts Agencies in Kansas; KSDE's Spotlight; Kansas Art Education Association
Newsletter; American Art Therapy Association Newsletter ; Kansas Art Therapy Newsletter ; Specie Net
Newsletter ; The Olathe Daily News; The Ulysses News; The Wichita Eagle-Beacon; The Kansas City Star
and Times; Dodge City Globe; The Garden City Telegram; Great Bend Tribune; Hays Daily News; Emporia
Gazette; Ottawa Herald; The Salina Journal and The Pittsburg Morning Sun, (Articles on file.)

2,5 A color brochure was produced and over 5000 copies have been distributed to educators across the sthte
as well as to regional and national conferences and meetings. Each DRC wrote a 30 second Public
Service Announcement and recorded it for dissemination in her district. (Audio tapes on file) Two
District Resource Coordinators, Bonnie Burnside and Kay Martinez, took on the project of the KARTS
Video Documentary. Kay Martinez filmed and co-wrote and edited with Bonnie Burnside the final
production, ( Please find a copy of both the video and brochure included for your interest and
di ssem i nation purposes. )

Proar6m_Qblgctive
Disseminate information to other states within the region and other regions (as a part of Very Special Arts
[VSA] ) and provide technic& assisthnce for replication as requested.

3.1 Three volumes of material on: related arts, special education administrative issues, art therapy,
adaptive strategies, puppetry, drama, storytelling, music, personnel development, creative writing,
movement therapy, personal development and general information on handicapped conditions has been
compiled, as well as DRC case studies on child change, DRC pre-service course outlines and their
philosophical stotements on the value of a related arts approach to working with special needs students.
This extensive collection of material has been indexed. It has also been made available through the DRCs
and as an ongoing resource. The cost of publishing this extensive collection of materials was judged by
project staff to be too costly at this time, and funding to continue this unique resource has been
considered for the future,

An Arts with the Handicapped Resource Library has been established to share these and other invaluable
resources with the larger community through distributing our bibliography of over 450 'items to the
Kansas City Library System and Kansas State Deortment of Education,

3.2 There has been extensive cooperation with YSA organizations in the states of Montana, Oregon and
Colorado to help them explore replication of the KARTS project. Efforts with these sthtes have focused
on providing technical assistance through numerous meetings with VSA state directors, their board of
directors, and state directors of special education. KARTS staff also provided on-site training in related
arts to their artists and special needs constituencies, as well as grant writing suggestions, copies of the
KARTS grant bp p I lain ons and other funding resource assisthnce and ideas.

,
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to As early as 1984, Oregon was most active in pursuing the replication of the KARTS project,
Very Speci& Arts Oregon (VSAO)Director,, Julie Gottlieb, with much assistance from on-site visits by
William Freeman, accomplished awareness and acceptance of the concept of a comprehensive systems
approach to arts personnel training in her state. The 1986 VSA National's shift in priorities required
VSAO to become a nonprofit corporation. This in turn affected Oregon's allocation of time and money
away from the establishment of an arts personnel training program. Although it remains an approach
MAO would like to pursue, the lack of administrative time i'ind funds have lirited the organintion's
ability to respond to the KARTS recommendations for repl ,ation. In a report from Julie Gottlieb to
William Feeeman on VSAO's position on replication, these recommendations were adopted as future
priorities:

A. Identification of and advanced training for a limited number of educators whoare interested,
committed and skilled to become DRCs in at least two pilot sites (regions), one metropolitan and
one rural.
B. Cooperation between local directors of VSAO and DRCs to d termine needs for personnel
preparation within the region and provide services which combine major, follow-up and
support programs.
C. A linkage of services should be established to assure follow-through and ongoing capability
for participation by personnel , to result in increased services to special students.
D. Evaluation of progress.

Montana had also been active in pursuing the replication of KARTS in 1984. The VSA National's
focus on transition also affected Very Special Arts Montana (/SAM) and KARTS staff was required to
deal with three different VSAM directors. This made follow-up and continuation of efforts difficult.
VSAM was &so suffering in the change of it's board of directors. William Freeman did an on-site visit
in 1987 to provide technical assistance and do a needs survey. He also did a summary for VSAM of what
the organization could hope to accomplish and ways to implement an arts personnel training system.

VSAM wrote a small grant and did put into action a beginning plan to incorporate artist training
into one of its VSA Festival Agendas, In 1988, Maureen Craighill-Moran went to Montana and provided
more technical assistance, as well as an artist training program and served as an art consultant to
festival participants. Out of this Artist Workshop, the groundwork for a group of potential Montana
DRCs was established, The 22 artists participating were interested in further training and said they
would stay in touch for further developments on this type of training.

VSAM's administration has embraced, as a priority, pursuing funding to provide more ongoing
artist training. There is an ever present shortage of funds for these arts organizations and as the
concept for comprehensive training is embraced, funds become a major stumbling block to
implementing these programs.

Very Special Arts Colorado (VSAC) was contacted as a possible replication state when Montana
was in the middle of it's difficulties, KARTS staff met with VSAC's director to exchange resources and
discuss the possibilities for a personnel training program for VSAC. VSAC has since attempted some
limited artist training programs and has indicated an interest in a more formal and comprehensive
approach to a training program.

Very Speci& Arts Kansas (VSAK) is also a direct result of the Kansas State Department of
Education's support of the Arts with the Handicapped program and the KARTS project, VSAK was
officially organized and incorporated in 1988 by two of the DRCs in the KARTS project. Sherri Bone,
VSAK Director and Bobbie Koen, Program Coordinator are continuing a similar scope of programming
that William C. Freeman began in Kansas through his association with the National Committee, Arts
with the Handicapped (later National VSA), This continuing of a VSAK orgacjzation has also provided an
ongoing system to utilize the unique qualities and resources of the DRCs. The quality of training
received by the DRCs has provided VSAK and the entire state of Kansas with a cadre of related arts
consultants not available in most states, Such resources could enable VSAK to provide programming in
a cost-effective approach to service delivery.



3,3 One of the major accomplishments of the KARTS program was the compiling of materiel for the 3
volumes of the KARTS Training Manual (detailed earlier). These manuals provide a comprehensive
collection of articles on the arts compiled from nationally recognized experts in the field, DRC
networking efforts, and the Kansas State Department of Education. Copies of all of the materials in the
manuals are available in each of the DRCs' districts and have been widely used in statewide personnel
training programs offered by DRCs. The indexes of these manuals have been sent to all regional
resource centers in the nation, As mentioned earlier in the report, the development of an on-going
related arts resource library is another of the accomplishments of this project. The continued
expansion of the public's awareness of this resource is an ongoing objective of Accessible Arts, Inc.
(formerly the Arts with the Handicapped program)
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Over the three years of training, the impact of the project and the overall quality and integrity in the
implementation of the project was demonstrated by the:

Selection process for project coordinator which included both an in-state and national search. Each
of fifty (50) applications were reviewed by the Director of Personnel, and then reviewed by an
application review committee of four (4). The review of written materials was comprehensive with
each applicant being rated on seventeen (17) areas of competence, with composite scores determining
four (4) finalists for the interview process. These finalists engaged in an oral interview with a
committee of five (5) representing I HE faculty members in art therapy and special educatmn, SEA
special education coordinator and program specialist and the project director. Each finalist also viewed
a video tape of a teacher providing an arts experience with special students and then wrote an essay on
how she/he would provide technical assistance to the teeeher. This process enabled the committee to
determine writing, as well as technical assistance skills. Finally, each applicant conducted a forty-
five ( 45) minute in-service presentation on arts in special education with the interview committee.
Committee members rated and ranked each finalist and came to a consensus recommendation for hiring.
The SEA Director of Special Education and Assistant Commissioner interviewed the highest ranking
finalists. The candidate that the committee recommended was selected as Project Coordinator, This
thorough process insured quality in the selection of an employee who has proven to be highly
competent, dedicated, and capable of meeting the demands and scope of the project in accomplishing its
goals and objectives in a distinguished fashion.

Selection process of DRCs included an interview committee comprised of: an artist who is disabled,
IHE faculty members in art therapy and special education, and the director and coordinator of the
project. The selection not only included submission of an extensive written application, but also
documentation of participation and accomplishments in the field of arts with the handicapped, in additon
to the oral interview with the committee. The interview covered attitudinal areas regarding people
with disabilities, arts arid special education content areas, self-confidence, career direction and other
personnel development issues.

Needs assessment was comprehensive and thorough, identifying DRC competency and training needs
in a pre/post-test fashion for each of the 3 years of training. This approach enabled the content to be
geared specifically to DRC needs, while still satisfying general competencies required of the project.

Nationally recognized consultants for training content, including each art form, special education
categorical areas, and related fields, as well as external evaluators represented the most highly-skilled
experts in arts with the handicapped.

Local Education Agency (LEA) understanding of and support for' the project was expanded by meetings
of project staff with DRC trainees and their supervisors, principals and superintendents to discuss the
project, it's mission and requirements of trainees as well as needs for specific cooperation from school
districts. Signed agreement form by these individuals were to guarantee support for the trainees and
project for it's duration. Speeific commitments of trainees and districts were fully and clearly
discussed. In addition, presentations on the project were made to teachers, special education
administrators, principals and superintendents on numerous occasions in regions throughout the state
for the duration of the project.

Awareness of targeted groups of educators and related services personnel, as well as the general
public, was achieved through a brochure, public service announcements and a video documentation of
the project. In addition, awareness and recruitment at the start of the project included presentations
and field reviews by interested educators in each of five ( 5) regions in the state. In addition, over fifty
(50) media interviews were conducted throughout the state to further awareness of the project by the
general public through use of print, radio and television media.

The apprentice program was turned over for DRCs for re-establishment and initiation early on in
the program to assure backup support for and assistance to DRCs, to meet the geographical needs of
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their region of the state. Additionally, the plan for apprentice selection was to enable the project to
respond to possible attrition of DRCs in the program. It was through this plan that each region would
be able to still have an identified resource specialist in arts with the handicapped.

On-site technical assistance to DRCs in their classrooms, in demonstration sessions with
handicapped children and youth, as well as in-service presentations for teachers, paraprofessionals
and interested others, was comprehensive in nature. These sessions were also supervised by the
project coordinator, director, content consultants and both third party evaluators over the period of 3
years. Technical assistance was individualized to the needs of each DRC and was provided orally, in
writting and with follow-up sessions as required or deemed necessary.

DRC responsibility for providing arts with the handicapped programming in their region fostered
regional awareness of their expertise and availability to provide support to teachers, related services
personnel, parents and interested others. The facilitation of public awareness, in-services locally and
statewide, support groups, arts festivals with demonstration components and distribution of no-cost
arts supplies for constituents, achieved the effect of statewide support for DRCs and the KARTS project.

State Education Agency's (SEA's) understanding of and support for the project was promoted through
presentations to SEA staff by project personnel and DRCs. This brought about understanding of the
program's mission, goals, objectives and it's impact on personnel and the students they serve.
Involvement by special education program specialists, the special education coordinator and director,,
the assistant commissioner and commissioner of education, and a state board of education member, led
to greater ownership of the KARTS project by the SEA. This participation included training of DRCs in
specific content and categorical areas, which also proved a cost-effective approach to DRCs meeting
required competencies while gaining recognition.

The ongoing benefits and outcomes of the project are:
Provided trainees with hands-on experience in planning, coordinating and presenting at local and

statewide conferences and functions, providing dissemination to the field of special educators,
administrators and to special needs students, as well as training opportunities and statewide DRC
recognition as a cadre of related arts professionals for the State of Karsas. They, also have learned to
work together and are fully aware of each others' strengths and weaknesses. This enables them to make
referrals for each other on specific training opportunities throughout the state.

Opportunities for staff and trainees to expand both personal and professional contacts through
networking with nationally recognind consultants after hours of the formal training sessions. This
has provided the project and personnel with national recognition on a very personal level.

Providing more acceptance and recognition, for the value of the arts in education and a related arts
approach for special needs individuals on a local, state, regional and national basis. The ground work
was laid for state Very Special Arts (\ISA) organizations to replicate this need for a comprehensive
training system and a new awareness of the need for personnel training was achieved with the VSA
national office.

The project built 1;p an extensive collection of resource material in the form of handouts, articles,
books, videos and manuals on related arts with special needs individuals. This is the basis of an ongoing
Related Arts Resource Library being established at the Accessible Arts Center in Kansas City and
publicized throughout the state and midwest region.

The foundation was laid for further implementation of related arts training on the much needed
preservice DRCs will make outstanding liaison for university professors. Universities have
indicated a need for this toe of training before they can incorporate related arts into the curriculums
for special education, arts or other appropriate undergraduate programs. DRCs are also presently
pursuing teaching opportunities at the university and community college level to further expand the
outcomes of this project,
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ADMI NI STRAT I VE COMMENTS

In an effort to provide an objective review and report the areas of the project that could have been improved
include:

While the extensive goals and objectives for the program were accomplished and provided a
comprehensive base, they were too far reaching for the limited staff. There was clearly not enough
staff to fully expand on portions of the grant, such as recruiting, out-of-state program dissemination,
public awareness and implementation, to meet the highest expectations deserved for such a project,

There was not enough start up time allowed and there were no funds included in the project for ;;t1ff
recruitment, relocation expenses and trainee recruitment.

Original location at Emporia State University was not well suited foil the dep,f1-: of the program.
AlthNigh the school administration had been cooperative at the start, they did not embrace the full
concepts of the project. It was centrally located for trainees, but was more than a 2 hour drive from
the director's home and a 1 hour drive to the sponsoring agency, the Kansas State Department of
Education, adding to the "travel nightmare".

Some trainees never seemed to fully comprehend and value the uniqueness, scope and potential of the
training. The logistical and extensive paper work issues seemed at times to overshadow the long term
benefits of training for them.

Although the project's grants guidelines and agendas were given out to all trainees, some failed to
either read or fully comprehend the details of the project, causing confusion in logistical and
programmatic areas.

Kansas being such a large, diverse state, the travel time involved for DRCs became a problem. Three
of the DRCs, two from Kansas and one outreach candidate from Montana, dropped out of the program due
largely to this issue.

a Although the content was field reviewed and DRCs were appraised of the commitment necessary, in
reality the time commitment required involved too many personal sacrifices to be fully overcome. A
different program format in the future may be indicated, eg. one week a month over the 3 month
summer vacation or equivalent, with 2 weekend seminars during the school year and on-site technic&
assistance or an even smaller soaped program of one year's length in region& settings to lessen the
travel problem.

While the intention of the project was to develop a personnel development system that would sustain
itself after the project's completion, and although this intention and suggestions for it's
implementation were conveyed to DRCs, no clear and specific follow-up guidelines were established for
DRCs to provide post-project services in their communities. As DRCs are now individu&ly providing
services after this training project has been completed, it still might have been helpful to have an
agreement with DRCs to engage in a systerratic approach to training, technical assistance and resources
following the project's completion.

The accounting and fiscal management of the program had to be redone every year due to logistical
changes and this was very difficult on staff. A strong, flexible, ongoing relationship with the fiscal
management for the project would have been helpful.

An evaluation consultant who was located on-site may have helped facilitate the communications with
project staff and consultants. The gathering, cornpthation and housing of the vast amounts of program
and evaluation data would have also been simplified in one location and would have made &1 program
information avaithble to the evaluator thr reference,
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KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM (KARTS)

Training Agenda for 1985-86

I May 2, 1986, 8:30 am to 9:30 pm 12.0 hours*
May 3, 1986, 8:00 am to 6:00 pm 9,0 hours*

21.0 hours of training
*lunch and dinner breaks excluded

TOPIC: ijaeKansasforum on Arts with the FianacIpped
Training focused on assessment, training evaluation and child change in arts with special education
students.

INSTRUCTORS:

Elise Tropea, MCAT, ADTR, presented movement assessment techniques.

Frances Anderson, EdD, ATR, presented key issues on evaluation instrument,

CASE STUDY PRESENTATIONS EsY:

Elaine Bernstorf, BME, MME, music with adolescents.

Lois Mirkin, BFA, MA, art therapy with a developmentally delayed, spina bifida, adolescent.

Sharon Loveless, MA, Spec. Ed., communication through art experiences and the process of
reaching a behavior disordered adolescent.

William C. Freeman, MA, ADTR, and Gayle Ledgerwood, MS, movement therapy perspectives by
student, parent, teacher and therapist.

Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA, introduction to assessment procedures for new District
Resource Coordinators in the KARTS program.

READING ASSIGNMENTS (on file in KARTS office):
1. Assessment and Evaluation Issues as They Relate to the VisuaLArts, paper by Frances E.

Anderson
2. Through Art_the Child says, "I AM", paper by Lois Mirkin
3. cer_egLy_e_Ex. rollaktlyaleailleyereent is LanguageYVith Words, paper by Mary Whitehouse
4. Moveme.nt Glossary, paper by Dianne Dulicai and Elise Tropea
S. Personalizino Music Education for the Adolescent Handicapped: Puffing_inlaaerlithed j.

Student, paper by Elaine Bernstorf
6 The Enabling Process, paper by William C. Freeman

H. June 17, :986, 8:00 am to 4.00 pm 7.0 hours*
June 18, 1986, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 7.0 hours*
June 19, 1986, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 7,0 hours*

21.0 hours of training

*lunch breaks excluded

TOP IC: Training tor Professional Presentations
Training focused on presentation skiliL and techniques for "Training the Trainer" ar;t1 presented on
trainer strengths, warm up and Nad identification, facilitator roles, resistant participants,
communication skills, roadblocks to good presentations and helpful hintP

8
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IOSTRUCTOR:

Betsy Husband, Personnel Development Trainer

The remaining two days of training were 45-minute presentations of each District Resource
Coordinator's area of expertise. These were videotaped and reviewed to record their level of skills in
presenting when they first began the program.

July 17, 1986, 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm 1.0 hour (per DRC)
( Individual appointments for evaluations with coordinator, Maureen Craighill-Moran)
July 18, 1986, 8:00 am to 6:00 pm 9.0 hours*
July 19, 1986, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 1.Q. hours*

17.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOPIC: Music Therapy for Personal n d Group Cohesion
Training focused on growth through music. The goals of training were to experience self-expression
through music, to identify personality aspects and their impact on interactions with students, to
formulate a contract to focus on training objectives and group dynamics, to examine roles and
relationships as they evolve through the music experienoes, and to explore the effects of relationships
with students in the areas of: empathy, directiveness, transference and role integration.

INSTRUCTOR:

Ken Bruscia, PhD, RMT, CMT

IV. August 16, 1986, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
August 17, 1986,10:00 am to 3:00 pm
August 17, 1986, 7:30 pm to 10:30 pm
August 18, 1986, 9:00 pm to 8:30 pm
August 19, 1986, TOO pm to 5:00 pm
August 20, 1986, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

*lunch and dinner breaks excluded

7.0 hours*
4.0 hours*
3.0 hours*

11.0 hours'
9.0 hours*
7,0 hours*

41.0 hours of training

TOPIC: Combining the Related Arts
Training in related arts included movement, chant, puppetry, slides and mask making.

INSTRUCTORS:

Norma Canner,, ADTR, focused on exploring the integration of related arts with special needs
students and those that serve them through movement, visual arts, chanting and music.

Frances E. Anderson was there to evaluate the growth of the DRCs as well as present training on
adaptive strategies for the related and expressive arts with disabled students.

Readings, evaluation and assessment instruments on file in the KARTS office.

SUMMARY OF KARTS TRAINING

May 2, 3, 1986
June 17, 18, 19, 1986
July 17, 18, 19, 1986
August 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 1986

1

21.0 hours
21.0 hours
17.0 hours
41,0 hours

100,0 hours of training



4 KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM (KARTS)

Training Agenda for 1986-87

I. October 17, 1986, 7:00 pm to 10:30 pm 3.0 hours'
October 18, 1986, 9:00 pm to 5:00 pm 7.0 hours*

10.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOPIC: Art_Therapv 'Mary and Methogia_ofatamigieugua
Training focused on group process using the Island Mural as the experiential and processing tool. We
also studied and experienced the Swassing-Blrb Learning Modality Testing Instrument to determine the
learning and teaching modalities of trainees.

'NSTRUCTORS:

Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA, presented the art therapy theory and methods.
Sherri Austin Boese, MA, presentod the Swassing-Barb Learning Modality Test.

READING ASSIGNMENTS:

Art Therapy Activities and Lesson Plans for Individual and Groups by P.J. Furrer, MA.

II. November 7, 1986, 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm 3.0 hours
November 8, 1986, 9:00 pm to 5:00 pm 7.0 hours*

10.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOP IC:

Training focused on innovative and motivational approaches to learning using a variety of storytelling
techniques, exploring examples of: Children's literature, folk and fairy tales, traditional and personal
experience stories.

; $ I i II I I I 1 I is ;is ;

INSTRUCTORS:

Lynn Rubright, MAT , presented this training workshop on storytelling.

READING ASSIGNMENTS:
1. leactiing_Writing.willif_affilly Stories by Susan Gundlach
2. nilesafink.,Lag_atitgLorigii ississippi Keelboatman by Lynn Rubright
3, Eersimmon Pudding that Spoiled the Preaching by Lynn Rubright

III. December 5, 1986, 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 4.0 hours*
December 6, 1986, 7:30 am to 4:30 pm 8.0 hours*

12.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOP IC: 6:1_Ther_agy_Rmo chr_rD111Qm5,aliliwal and Rewards.
Training was interfaced with the Art Therapy Symposium presented by the Kansas Art Therapy
Association. Training focused on art therapy research, problems, solutions, approaches and rewards.
It also included biofeedback: the use of visualization and imagery in healing and self regulation. An
introduction to art therapy film "Art Therapy a Healing Vision" was shown as well.
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PRESENTER/INSTRUCTORS:
Linda Gantt, MS, ATR, on research
Stephen F. Davis, PhD, on research
Patricia Norris, PhD, on biofeedback
Roberta Shoemaker,, MFA, ATR, on imagery art therapy
Robert Ault, MFA, ATR, HLM, on art therapy

IV. January 16, 1987, 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 4.0 hours
January 17, 1967, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm hours*

10.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOPIC: Administrative Workshops: The Ins and Outs of Administrative Issues.
Training focused on awareness of administrative roles and functions, issues and politics, managing and
coping skills development, administrative logistics in program planning end technical assistance for
case studies, and arts experiences presentations.

I NSTRUCTORS:

William C. Freeman, MA, ADTR
Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA

READING ASSIGM
1. "Plain TL -ticles by Sally Smith on learning disabilities
2. j(eeping a kyEneLfor_sW. -magma by Alicia Fortinberry
3. "All I Ever Really Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten" by Robert Fulghum

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS:

Action plans; review comments on propos& for arts demonstration center.

V. February 12, 1987, 8:30 am to 11:30 am
February 12, 1987, 1:30 pm to 9:30 pm
February 13, 1987, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
February 14, 1987, 8:30 am to 7:30 pm
February 15, 1987,8:30 am to 2:30 pm

*lunch and dinner breaks excluded

- 3.0 hours
- 8.0 hours

8.0 hours*
- 8.0 hours*

5.0 hours*
32.0 hours of training

TOPICS: The Kansas Forum on Arts with Special Needs Individuals: _Initauman_namaatiarti_Is
Through the Arts. Training focused on extensive and intensive movement experiences, presentation
skills, clay sculpture, art therapy and administrative meetings with the Kansas Advisory Council on
Arts with the Handicapped.

PRESENTER/INSTRUCTORS:

Trudi Schoop, ADTR, on movement therapy
Robert Ault, MFA, ATR, HLM, on art therapy
Michael Naranjo, artist, on sculpture
Sharon Freden, Assistant Commissioner of Education, on the arts in education

All of the DRCs presented at the Forum as part of their training in presentations.



READINO ASSIGNMENT:
1. Aonnpujoillha_angt by Trudi Schoop and Peggy Mitchell

VI, March 20, 1987, 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm 3,0 hours
March 21, 1987, 8:00 am to 4:30 pm - 7,0 hours*

10.0 hours of training
*lunch break excluded

TOPIC: Art Therapy Case Studies and IndividualDRO_Presentation on Their Work in the Arts. Training
focused on presentation of seven case studies of emotionally disturbed students' artwork and discussion
of indicators and issues in this artwork. Individual DRCs presented on music with special populations,
the use of therapeutic art in the classroom and persoial growth issues and answers found in the process
of the KARTS training.

INSTRUCTORS:

Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA, on art therapy
DRCs on their discoveries and achievements

READING ASSIGNMENTS:
1. A 1 ir k; 11 II AI ;II on fi by Heather Hanlon
2. Art Therapy Funding from Arts Related Sources by Cathy A. Malchiodi
3. You Are Not Alone: For parents when they learn that their child has a handicap

by Patty McOill-Smith
4. Pain Control: An Experiment with Imagery by Betty D. Pearson

VII. April 15, 1987,6:00 pm to 9:00 pm 3.0 hours
April 16, 1987, 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 6.0 hours*
April 17, 1987,9:00 am to 4:00 pm La hours*

15.0 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOPIC: Very Special Arts Festival at the Wichith Art Museum. Training focusedon theory and methods,
as well as demonstration sessions with special populations in movement, storytelling, visual arts and
music.

PRESENTER/INSTRUCTORS:
Mara Capy, EdD, ADTR, in storytelling
Dianne Dulicai, MA, ADTR, in movement
Lois Mirkin, MA, ATR, in visual art
Sherri Boese-Austin, MME, in music

No reading assignments as this workshop was experientially and observationally oriented.

VIII. May 8, 1987, 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm 3,0 hours
May 9, 1987, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm - 7,0 hours*

10,0 hours of training
*lunch break excluded

2
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TbIDIC: Adaptive Strategies and Mainstreamtng Approaches hi Related Arts, Training focused on
sequencing activities: body awareness and shapes dealing with feelings; adapting the arts, "how many
ways can you teach a concept?", theme approaches, children's literature and al t, adapting lessons for
specific students' needs and team planning of integrated arts and basic skills units.

INSTRUCTOR:

Jeri Changer,, MA, on related arts approaches

READING ASSIGNMENTS
1. How_riaLy__WanceanjoiLlamjia_Ctonciaa by Jeri Changer
2. Art for Learning by Wendy Perks, Louise Appel], Eleanor Owen
3. &was C_hi _o_n_theill 1:111 ajk I WOILIP, I i I I

Process by Jer Changer , et al
4. Suggestions for Teaching Students with Learning Disabilities by Libby Cohen

IX. June 29, 1987,9:00 am to 9:00 pm
June 30, 1987, 9:00 am to 9:30 pm
July 1, 1987, 9:00 am to 5:30 pm
July 2, 1987, 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
July 3, 1987, 8:30 am to 11:45 am

*lunch and dinner breaks excluded

8.50 hours*
- 8.75 hours*
- 6.50 hours*

6.50 hours*
- 3,00 hours*
33,25 hours of training

TOPIC: Arts Related Services in Special Education. Training focused on current issues in arts related
services for personnel preparation in special education, with an emphasis on the development of a
systems approach for implementation of arts related services with special education students. The
sessions covered in-service and direct-service skill development; assessment, evaluation and impact
on child change; IEPs and team conferences; local-state agency administrative issues and cooperation;
awareness and advocacy; marketing; funding; lobbying and legislation. Kansas State Department of
Education staff also presented on state issues of finance, role and function, categorical reimbursement,
VI-B funding, compliance, new special education laws and policy, and paraprofessionals.

INSTRUCTORS:
William C. Freeman, MA, ADTR, on administrative approaches to arts with the handicapped.
Dale Dennis, Acting Commissioner of Education
Sharon Fro:len, Assistant Commissioner of Education
James E. Marshal], Director of Special Education
Betty Weithers, Coordinator of V I-B and Special Education
Harold Hodges, Education Program Specialist
Jane Rhys, Education Program Specialist
Phyllis Kelly, Education Program Specialist
Fran Lee, Education Program Specialist
Jan Beck, Education Program Specialist
Lowell Alexander, Director of Special Education, USD#500
Patrice Schmitz, President, Lake Mary Center

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS:
1. 3 - topical reaction papers (2 pages)
2. 1 action plan for implementation assignment
3. 1 integrative paper ( 4-6 pages)
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X. July 31, 1987, 1:30 pm to 6:30 pm 5.0 hours
August 1, 1987, 9:00 am to 5:30 pm 7.5 hours*
August 2, 1987, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm 6,0 hours*

18,5 hours of training
*lunch breaks excluded

TOPIC: Ifitegullyk jtygnigiatand_221gr ILegu, Training focused on integrative movement, individual
storytelling in movement and color theory for use in special education settings and for personal and
professional growth.

INSTRUCTORS:

Mara Capy, EdD, ADTR, in movement
Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA, in color theory

READING ASSIGNMENTS:
1. Art: Another Language for Learnino by Elaine P. Cohen, Ruth S. Gainer
2. Mandalas and the MARI Card Test by Joan Kellog

SUMMARY OF KARTS TRAINING

October 17, 18, 1986
November 7, 8, 1986
December 5, 6, 1986
January 16, 17, 1986
February 12, 13, 14, 15, 1987
March 20, 21, 1987
April 15, 16, 17, 1987
May 8, 9,1987
June 29, 30,July 1, 2, 3, 1987
July 31, August 1, 2, 1987

10.0 hours
10,0 houi .s
12.0 hours
10,0 hours
32.0 hours
10.0 hours
15.0 hours
10.0 hours
33.25 hours
18,5 hours

160,75 hours of training



KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAIN!NG SYSTEM (KARTS)

Training Agenda for 1987-88

I October 23, 1987, 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm

October 24, 1987, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

2.0 hours (KARTS business meeting and last minute
preparation for Statewide Inservice
Presentations)

8,0 hours
10.0 hours of training

(Breaks have not been excluded in this final year of training because DRC's utilized these break times
for networking opportunities)

TOP IC: .11 0: : 1111.1 1 : ta. Training focused on presentations mace by
DRCs on related arts material pertaining to IEP goals and objectives. This training experience was
designed to give DRCs direct participation in the planning, coordinating and presenting of a statewide
inservice program. DRCs teamed up to present movement, music, storytelling and arts to inservice
participants made up of 25 special education teachers, administrators and related service personnel.

INSTRUCTORS/FACILITATORS:
Maureen Craighill-Moran, Coordinator
Tammy Her I , Sharon Loveless and Joleen Haffner,, Developing IEP Goals through Visual Arts
Sherri Bosse and Toni Dort, Developing IEP Goals through Music
Joleen Macy Thompson and Bobbie Koen, Developing I EP Goals through Storytelling
Bonnie Burnside and Kay Martinez, Developing IEP Goals through Movement

ASSIGNMENT:

Plan, coordinate and implement a participatory inservice presentation with a focus on using the arts to
develop I EP goals end objectives.

PRODUCT: I EP Goals and Objectives, a Related Arts Approach.

II. November 13, 1987) 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm 3.0 hours
November 14, 1987) 9:00 am to 4:30 pm 7,0 hours

10.0 hours of training

TOPIC: arjEmix _the_felosackgrund the Art of Body Movement. Drama training focused on giving
participants experience in the use of drama as a tool for motivation: to include how to use drama and
movement as a way to enhance self esteem; to look at similarities and differences of each other and to
integrate role playing as an approach to problem solving. The Art of Body Movement focused on giving
participants basic experiences in dance as a free creative art activity for the purpose of developing
their own creativity and providing them with materials for educational use. Movement problems were
presented for solutions and participants learned how to improvise in studies of movement in: sound,
sight, action and relating to others in the environment,

INSTRUCTORS:

Priscilla Sanville, MA, presented on drama for classroom use
Barbara Mettler,, BA, pioneer and author of books on Creative Dance and the art of body

movement

1 f;,
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READING ASSIGNMENTS
1, The Language of Movement by Barbara Mettler
2. The Art of Body Movement by Barbara Mettler
3. Imprinisttion;11131krartailleADPagritLia= by Barbara Mettler
4. A Drama Lesson by Diane Carp and Bethany Clay
5. Why Drama by Priscilla Sanvi Ile

III, December 4, 1987, 5:30 pm to 9:30 pm 4 hours
December 5, 1987,8:30 am to 4:30 pm hours

12 hours of training

TOPIC: Creative Arts Therapies A Spectrum of Expression. Training was interfaced with the Art
Therapy Symposium presented by the Kansas Art Therapy Association. The featured speaker on Friday
evening was Kathryn Zerbe, MD, on "The Mother and Child: A Psychobiographical Portrait of Mary
Cassatt", providing insight into the development of a woman artist.

Saturday presentations featured presentations on: "The Therapeutic Impact of Contour Drawing" by R.
Ault, K. Kerstenbrock and B. DeSota; participatory workshops on Movement, Storytelling and Music by
DRCs and on Visual Arts, Drama, Creative Writing and Movement by Menninger Foundation Activity
Therapists and Washburn University professors,

PRESENTER/INSTRUCTORS:
Charles Anderson, BA, ATR
Robert Ault, MFA, ATR, HLM
Sherri Boese, MME
Bonnie Burnside, MME
Lane Chazdon, RMT-BC
Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA
Brenda DeSota, MS Candidate
Toni Dort, MA
Jo leen Haffner,, MS, MS
Tammy Herl, BA
Charmaine Hodges, RMT-BC
Leigh Humphries, BA
Kim Kerstenbrock, MS Candidate
Bobbie Koen, MA
Sharon Loveless, MS Ed
Kay Martinez, MA, M$, ATR
Roger Nyfler, BA, RDT
Joleen Macy Thompson, MS
Debra Wilde, BS
Kathryn Zerbe, MD

READING ASSIGNMENTS
1. "Developmental Stages in Children's Thinking and Art", Robert Ault article comparing Piaget

and Lowenfeld.
2. "Instructional Needs of Handicapped Students Transitioning from Institution-Based to Public

School-Based Special Education Services", Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE) article
3. "Poetry as Healing Ideas", Creative Writing handout by Debra Wilde
4, "The At Risk Student in Kansas information and facts", KSDE article
5. "Arts vs. Crafts" by Kathryn Zellich
6. "Storytelling Handouts" by Sherri Boese, Tammy Herl, Joleen Macy Thompson and Bonnie

Burnside



IV, January 17, 1988,2:30 pm to 8:30 pm 5.0 hours
January 18, 1988, 9:00 am to 3:30 pm 6,5 hours

11.5 hours of training

TOPIC: k.ts Celebration for Special PwQ1a. This training experience provided a personnel training
session for 32 teachers and pares, as well as experiential sessions in Music, Visual Arts, Movement
and Storytelling for 218 Southwest Kansas special needs students. This entire event was planned,
coordinated and implemented by the coordinator and DRCs of the KARTS program, This was an
invaluable hands-on experience for the trainees and provided a much needed and valuable resource for
special students and their teachers. AN DRCs received supervision of and technic& assitance for their
personnel training and experiential demonstration sessions with special students, by the coordinator
and/or director.

INSTRUCTOR/PPESENTERS:

Maureen eraighill-Moran coordinated, planned and budgeted a festival with DRCs, facilitated
the 2-day event, and provided supervision and technical assistance to DRCs.
William C. Freeman provided supervision and technical assistance to DRCs.
Tammy Herl , Jo leen Haffner and Sharon Loveless presented visual arts.
Sherri Boese and Toni Dort presented music.
Bobbie Koen and apprentices, Karen Knox and Jennifer Johnson, presented storytelling.
Kay Martinez and Bonnie Burnside presented movement.

READING ASSIGNMENTS/HANDOUTS
1. "Kw to Successful Puppetry" by Tamara Herl
2. "Using the Sense of Smell as a Springboard to Related Arts Activities" by Tamara Herl
3. "Related Arts with Learning Disabled: Storytelling" by Bobbie Koen
4. "A Music Philosophy" by Toni Dort
5. "Progression of Narrative Development", excerpts by Carol E. Westby, PhD
6. "How to Learn a Story---Some Suggestions" by Celia Lottridge
7. "Enabling the Disabled Choral Singer" by Patricia Coates

V. February 26, 1988, 7:30 pm to 10:30 pm 0.0 hours (optional)
February 27, 1988, 8:30 am to 5:30 pm -.3S hours

9,0 hours of trlining

TOPIC: EYal attortgrolgnt_acxinationand Pr edures asas and DRC networking
presentations to each other,

INSTRUCTORS:

Deborah L. McVey, Field Investigator for KSDE on Preassessment
Maureen Craighill-Moran on KARTS program termination and future plans
William C. Freeman on KARTS program ter minatthn and future plans
Bonnie Burnside on music and movement
Toni Dort, experiential with visual art and music
Joleen Haffner on her progress with the school system and administrators
Tammy Herl, slide presentation on her work with puppets and storytelling
Kay Martinez on the proposed video documentation of KARTS
Joleen Macy Thompson on her work with L.D. children and material from a conference on left

brain, right brain end whole brain concepts.
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READI NO ASSIGNMENT/HANDOUTS
1. "Right Brain/Left Br&n Conference Handouts" shared by J. Thompson
2. "KSDE Report on Ev&uation of Identification and Preassessment Procedures in Kansas" by

S. Cooley, D. McVey and K. Barrett-Jones
3. "Drawing to Write" by Janet Olson
4. "Look, Mom-I'm in Print" by Sharyn Kane and Richard Keeton
5. "The Light Lady" article about Jan Parenteau and Kinaesthetic Imagery shared by Kay Martinez

VI. April 7, 1988, 10:30 am to 4:30 pm 5.0 hours
April 8, 1988, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm 7.5 hours
April 9, 19881 9:00 am to 1:30 pm 4,5 hours

17.0 hours of trairing

TOPIC: The Kansas Forsiro_z_AciLwitILUrdiaLiggthinclitiliala. Training focused on awareness,
advocacy, and access to the arts with special needs children, youth and adults.

INSTRUCTORS/PRESENTERS:
Norma Canner,, ADTR, presented "An Interacting and Moving Experience with the Environment:
Knowing and Feeling through Touch, Shape, Texture, Color and Sound" and supervised DRCs
presentations.
Rick Curry, S.J., PhD., presented "The Body as Instrument and Participatory Theatre Games",
"Access te Communications: Transference of Theatre Skills to the Marketplace" and "Arts
Advocacy".
DRCs presented experiential related arts sessions with special needs students
Toni Dort
Joleen Macy Thompson
Joleen Haffner
Tammy Herl
Kay Martinez
DRCs presentad case studies
Bonnie Burnside
Bobbie Koen
Sherri Boese
Maureen Cr&ghill-Moran provided supervision and technic& assistance to DRCs
William C. Freeman provided supervision and technical assistance to DRCs

READING ASSIGNMENTS/HANDOUTS
1. "Newsletter of the National Theatre Workshop of the Handicapped"
2. "Using Related Arts to Enhance Learning" by Tamara Herl
3. "John: A Case for the Learning Disabled; Piano Lessons and the Mid-line Crisis" by Sherri

Boese

4. "I EP Goals and Objectives for RancY" by Bonnie Burnside
0. "Studying Music's Role in Child Development" by Tom Cohen
6. "Stimulating Sounds and Vocalization through Body Movement and Rhythm with Hospitalized

Children" by Norma Canner
7. "The Experience of Touch: Research Points to a Critical Role" by Daniel Goleman
8. "Dancing Shadows: Exploring Body Image and Developing Gross and Fine Motor Skills"

by Kay Martinez

VII, May 6, 1988, 8:30 pm to 10:00 pm 0.0 hours (option&)
May 7, 1988, 8:30 am ta 5:30 pm 91 hours

9,0 hours of training
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TOPIC: Communication throw:1111101 Training focused on the termination process, exploring through
music and vlsual arts the difficult task of letting go and going forward,

INSTRUCTOR:

Ken Bruscia, PhD, RMT , CMT

READING ASSIGNMENTS/HANDOUTS
1. "Portrait of the Child as a Young Artist" by Jacqueline Goodnow
2. "What Your Child's Art is Telling You" by Stewart Alter
3. Motivational Handouts on Creative Writing shared by Joleen Macy Thompson
4. George Latshaw Puppet Instructions shared by Tamara Herl

VIII. June 15, 1988, 8:30 am to 5:30 pm 8.5 hours
June 16, 1988, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 8.0 hours
June 17, 1988, 9:00 am to 5:30 pm 8.5 hours
June 18. 1988, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm 8,0 hours

33.0 hours of training

TOP IC: i I deco cal as _and ow the Related Ar
focused on the KARTS program , DRCs' future and all areas of special education the DRCs mi
impact.

II et I Training
ht be able to

INSTRUCTORS:

Raylene Heitman, Director of Lamb Early Childhood Preschool, on developmental approaches for
arts in preschool
Woody Houseman, PhD on gifted education and the arts value to enhancing laarning
Chuck Tyrrell on transitional community work settings for special needs children as they
prepare to leave the public education system
Nancy Dassett (Mann) on the value of the arts for deaf/blind children with a case study on a
deaf/blind girl
Floyd Hudson, PhD, provided a lecture and on-site visit to the University of Kansas Medical
Center's Lab School for the Learning Disabled
William C. Freeman, MA, ADTR, presented program closure through the movement process
Placido A. Hoernicke EdD, on pre-vocational/vocational and transitions the arts can provide
Frances E. Anderson, EdD, ATR, on research, Hterature review and how the KARTS program data
can impact child and arts programming change
Bonnie Rubinow, on marketing and professionalism for the teacher/consultant
Pat Gallager, PhD, on "Photography Made Fun for All Children"
Maureen Craighill-Moran, MA, program closure through a group clay process, "Making New
Forms from Old" and final DRC evaluations

READING ASSIGNMENTS/HANDOUTS
1. "Characteristics of Persons with Disabilities", handout provided by VSA
2. "Marketing Yourself as a Consultant" by Bonnie Rubinow
3. "General Vocational Training Information and Work Samples Instructions"

by Placido A. Hoernicke
4. "Least Restrictive Environment", KSDE handout
5. "A Clearing in the Field of Vision" by Lisa Harbatkin
6, "A Review of the Published Research Literature in Arts for the Handicapped"

by Frances E. Anderson
7 "There's a Fly in Your Soup" by Tom Turpin
Es "Distinctive Competence: A Marketing Strategy for Survival" by Thomas Neil

41
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THIRD YEAR SUMMARY OF KARTS TRAINING

October 23, 24, 1987
November 13, 14, 1987
December 4, 5, 1987
January 17, 18, 1987
February 26, 27, 1988

April 7-9, 1988

May 6, 7,1988

June 15-18, 1988

10.0 hours

10.0 hours

12.0 hours

12.0 hours

9.0 hours

17.0 hours

9.0 hours

.33.0 hours

112.0 hours of training

THREE YEARS TOTAL HOURS OF TRAINING

FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

THIRD YEAR

100.00 hours

160.75 hours

112,00 hours

372.75 hours of training
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FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
(Short Form)

(Follow instructions on the back)
1. Federal Agency and Organizational Element

Us APCtIgglifft t.ltittriflea t i 0n
Office of Sp. Ed. & Rehab. Service;
Personnel Prep for the Ed of the Handicapped

2. Federal Grant or Other Identifying Number Assigned
By Federal Agency

IM8530251

_______________

OMB Approval
.No.

0348-00311
29-R0218

P, je

1

01

d

pages

3. Recipient Organization (Name and complete addreis; including ZIP code)

Kansas State Department of Education, Special Education Administration
120 East Tenth, Topeka, KS 66612

4. Empioyer Identification Number

48-602-9925

5. Recipient Account Number ,:s Identifying Number

Project #029JH70022

6. Final Report
9 Yes 0 No

7. Basis
p Cash 0 Accrual

8. Funding/Grant Period (See Instructions)
From: (Month, Day, Year)

10/1/85
To : (Month, Day, year)

L 12/31/88*i

9. Period Covered by this Report
From: (Month, Day, Year)

10/1/87
To: (Mond+, Day. Year)

12/31/88 *.

10.Transactions: A
90 day no-cost exteosion

was granted 8/26/88)

I

Previout $y
Reported

("143 700.00

II III
This Cumulative

Penod --
$87 960.00 $231 6FJ.00

a Total outtavs . rSt"jr-64774270f)
Includes -Indirect cost 2nd yr 78,958.00

3rd yr 87 960 00
b. Recipient share of outlays

0.00 0 00 0.00
c, Federal share of outlays

$143,700 00 $C7 960 00 $231 660 00
d. Total unliquidated obligations

.

. 0.00
e. Recipient share of unfiquidated obligations

t 0.00
I. Federal share of unfiquidated obligations

),. , 0.00
g. Total Federal share (Sum of lines c and f)

g ranf
,

.

$231,660.00
h. Total Federal funds authorized for this ki914%) period

0

I , 87 960.00
1. Unobligated balance of Federal funds (Line h minus line g) i

A *$143,700.00

11.Indirect
Expense3rd

Total G-ant

a. Type of Rate (Place "X" in appropriate box)
0 Provisional 0 Predetermined ti Final 0 Fixed

V.ri3ate 3%

EN
c. BM $ 81,444.00

i214,4q9.00
[d. Total Amount $ 6 516. . Federal Share4; 6,516.0

$17,1nJt
12. Remarks: Attach any explanations deemed necessary or information required by Federal sponsoring agency in compliance with governing

legisiation. *Line item 10(i) was expended in the previous two funding periods. All federal
dollars for this project have been expended. See attached financial reports
from 1985, 1936, 1987, 1938.

13. Certification: I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that this report is correct and complete and that all oudays and
unliquidated obligations are for the purposes set forth in the award documents.

Typed or Printed Name and Title

Gilbert Kemnitz, Director, KSDE Agency Budgeting & Programs

..._..,

Telephone (Area code number and extenw3n)

913/296-3263
Signatuia of Authorized Certifying Official

..
Ue Peport Submitted

,'f so /4. fir I , i , : 6- 7

Previous Editions not Usable

Report prepared & submitte1 by
Mau1reen Craig ll-Moran, qordinator

COAAJA, A (Alo,(), date IV
22 2

Standard Form 2094 (REV 4.80)
Prescrtbed 14 OMB Circulars 4.102 and 4-110



FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
(Short Form)

Please type or print legibly. The following general instructions explain how to use the form itself. You may need
additional information to complete certain items correctly, or to decide whether a specific item is applicable to this
award. Usually, such information will be found in the Federal agency's grant regulations or in the terms and
conditions of the award. You may also contact the Federal agency directly.

Entry Item F. ltry

1, 2 and 3. Self-explanatory.

4. Enter the employer identification number
assigned by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.

5. Space reserved for an account number or other
identifying number assigned by the recipient.

6. Check yes only if this is the last report for the
period shown in item 8.

Self-explanatory.

Unless you have received other instructions from
the awarding agency, enter the beginning and
ending dates of the current funding period. If this
is a multi-year program, the Federal agency
might require cumulative reporting through
consecutive funding periods. In that case, enter
the beginning and ending dates of the grant
period, and in the rest of these instructions,
substitute the term "grant period" for "funding
period."

9. Self-explanatory.

10. The purpose of cblumns, I, H and III is to show the
effect of this reporting period's transactions on
cumulative financial status. The amounts
entered in column I will normally be the same as
those in column HI of the previous report in the
same funding period. If this is the first or only
report of the funding period, leave columns I and
H blank. If you need to adjust amounts entered
on previous reports, footnote the column I entry
on this report and attach an explanation.

10a. Enter total program outlays less any rebates,
refunds, or other credits. For reports prepared on
a cash basis, outlays are the sum of actual cash
disbursements for direct costs for goods and
services, the amount of indirect expense charged,
the value of in-kind contributions applied, and
the amount o:cash advances and payments made
to sub.recipier ts. For reports prepared on an
accrual basis, outlays are the sum of actual cash
disbursements fur direct charges for goods and
services, the amount of indirect expense
incurred, the value of in-kind contributions

P"

contributions applied, and the net increase or
decrease in the amounts owed by the recipient for
goods and other property received, for services
performed by employees, contractors,
subgrantees and other payees, and other
amounts becoming owed un .er programs for
which no current services or performances are
required, such as annuities, insurance claims,
and other benefit payments.

10b. Self-explanatory.

10c. Self-explanatory.

10d. Enter the amount of unliquidated obligations,
including unliquidated obligations to subgran-
tees and contractors.

Unliquidated obligations on a cash basA are
obligations incurred, but not yet paid. On an
accrual basis, they are obligations incurred, but
for which an outlay has not yet been recorded.

Do not include any amounts on line 10d that have
been included on lines 10a, 1 r c.

On the final report, line 10d n. st be zero.

10e, f, g, h and i. Self-explanatory.

lla. Self-explanatory.

11b. Enter the indirect cost rate in effect during the
reporting period.

11c. Enter the amount of the base against which the
rate was applied.

lid. Enter the total amount of indirect costs charged
during the report period.

lle. Enter the Federal share of the amount in 11d.

Note: If more than one rate was in effect during the
period shown in item 8, attach a schedule
showing the bases against whii7h the different
rates were applied, the respective rates, the
calendar periods they were in effect, amounts
of indirect expense charged to the project, and
the Federal share of indirect expense charged
to the project to date.
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KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM 3rd Year Final Report

FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
(Follow instructions on Ole back)

3. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION (Name and goonplato odairm. including ZIP cod()

Kansas Stlte Department of Education
Division of Special Education
120 East 10th
Topeka, KS 666121103
10.

_

PROGRAMS/FUNCTIONS/ACTIVITIES

a. Net outlays provlously reported

b. Total outlays this report period

c. Less: Program income credits

d. Net oi!llays this report period
(Line b minus line c)

e. Net outlays to date
(Line a plus line d)

I. Less: Non-Federal share of outlays

g. Total Federal share ol outlays
(Line e minus line /)_

h. Total unliquidated obligations

i. Less: Nonfederal share of unliquidated
obligations shown on line h_

I. FEDERAL AGENCY AND OROANIZATIONAL ELEMENT TO WHICH REPORT IS SUBMITTED

US Department of Education/AMPS
Special Education & Rehabilitation/Personnel Prep.
C EMMLOYER 10ENTIFMATION NUMBER I 5. REMPMNT ACCOUNT NUM ER OR IDENTIFYING NUMBER I G. FINAL REPORT

I
7. OASIS

2. FEDERAL GRANT OR OTHER IDENTIFYING OMB Approved
NUMBER

NO. 80R0180
G008530251

29-R0218 1

'GE OF

48-602-9925
1 Project

I. PROJECT/GRANT PERIOD (Soo thelrueliona)

FROM (Month. daa, vecIrl TO (Month. dmil. yew.)

OCt. 1, 1985 *Dec. 31, l:,

kamwoou 17,11,yrs [1 NO . )0q_--_.---._-_
9. PERIOD COVERED BY Tills REPORT

FROM (Month, day, yrs,'

STATUS OF FUNDS

(a)
Personnel

(b)
Fri nge Benefits Tersonnel Travel

$ 69,369.00

47,669.00

I. Federal share of unliquidated obligations
. . _.

k. Total Federal share of outlays and
unliquidated obligations for 3rd year

I. Total cumulative amount of Federal funds
authorized for 3rd year

O.

47,669.00

117,038.00

0.

117,038.00

O.

O. ,

O.

47,669.00

47,670.00

in. Um:obligated balance of Federal hinds +1.00

a. TYPE OF NATE

(Mee "X" in approprinie box) ( j PROVISIONAL ( PIlLOLTLINAINFO FINAL LI rixtoINDINECT

Ic4rTnISWE
ixycwic b nom c. DATE d TOTAL AhloWIT

For 3rd Year 8% of direct cos $81,444.00 $6,516.00
2 , !OMAHAS: oltluelo any explanations (Piled nerts.ary or inlormqhus rupared by rymrbance

$ 12,513.00

6,557.00

O.

6,557.00

19,070.00

$ 11,888.00

4,103.00

O.

4,103.00

15,991,00

(d)

Equipment

821.00

O.

__QLL-41UL

(e)

Des1.,3_1,1913a

Supplies

$ 2,417.00

2,021.00

0.

o.

O.

19,070.00

O.

O.

6.

6,55/.00

* 6,586.00

+29.00

"---" "'a"' *a 90 day no-cost extension was (rante

769 m/Total indirect for 3 yeaT'S-137-7-5214;499 = $17,I60.00

O.

O.

4,103.00

4,055.00

(-43.00)

821.00

O.

821.00

O.

O.

2,021.00

4,438.00

rn
Other

$ 36,047.00

21,094.00

O.

21,094.00

57,141.00

TOTAL

(9)

$ 133,055,00

81,444.00

O.

4,438.00

0.

0.

0.

CENNHCATION

I cehify to the best ol my knowledge and be-
lief that this report is correct and complete and
that all outlays and unliquidated obligations
are for the purposes set forth in the award
aocuments,Prepared & submitted by
Maureen Craillill-Moran
Program Coordinator

0,

2,021.00

2,023.00

+7.00
A ,

O.

57,141.00

O.

O.

O.

21,094.00

* 21,105.00

+11.00

O.

81,444.00

214,499,00

O.

214,499.00

O.

0.

O.

81,444.00

* 81,444.00

O.

SMNATURE OFAUTHORIZED CERTIFYING DAIL R f PORT
OFFR.,1AL SULIMIT1 I D

,

.

Gilbert Kemnitz,Director Agency

'ft LEPHoNt (.4 veil

"7:1];=)
TYPED DR MINED NAME AND Tau

_ ____
rlig-8- vrogramTmumfin I OUM 76q ri mo

,"11----........___....

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



KARTs L.\ E(...k.v.

FINANCIAL STATUS REPOR r
(Follow instructions on the back)

3. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION Warns and templets addrsee, (neharitop ZIP code)

10.

Kansas State Department of Education
Division of Special Education
120 Last 10th
Topeka, KS 66612-1103

PROGRAMS/FUNCTIONS/ACTIVITIES O-

a. Net outlays previously reported

b. Total outlays this report period

c. Less: Program Income r..redits

d. Net oiltlays this report period
(Line b 1/1i1Ills line c)

e Net outlays to date
(Line a plus line d)

I. FEDERAL AQENCY AND ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT TO WHICH REPORT IS SUBMITTED 2. FEDERAL. GRANT OR OTHER IDENTIFYING OMB Approvedfit MUER
U.S. Department of Education/AMPS No. 00-R0180
Special Educ. and Rehabilitation/Personnel Preparatior. G008530251 29-R0213

.
4. EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 5. RECIPIENT ACCOUNT NUMBER OR IDENTIFYING NUMBER 6. FINAL REPORT 7 IIASis

PAGE OF

1 1 PA01

48-602-9926 Project ;1029015051
S.

rnom IkloitOt, day, wort

October 1, 196,5
TO (6444a, 416, vigi)

Septer*er 30, 1988

9.

FROM (644.16, d.v. pisr)

October 1, 1936

PERIOD COVERED AT THIS REPORT

1 TO ;Mega, date, wags)

September 30, 190

PROJECT/GRANT PERIOD (Sea Instructional
[1] YES (X1 NO CASII 1-1 ACCRUO

(a)
Personnel

$ 30,613.63

STATUS OF FUNDS

Pri°nge Uenefits i'ersonnel Travel

38,753.42

0.00

$ 5,634.54

6,U72.47

0.00

$ 3,977.30

(d)
Lquipment

7,910.66

0,00

30,755.42

69,369.27

6,i1,73.47
I 7,910.66

12,513.01
J 11,323,16

I. Less: Non-Federal share of outlays

g. Total Federal share of outlays
(Line e minus line

0.00

69,369.27

0.00 I 0.03

12,513.01
I 11,tL6.1C

$821.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

321.00

0.00

321,00

Supplies

$ 1,596.'04

(I)
Other

319,67

0.00

019.67

2,416.51

0.00

2,416.51

TOTAL

AO

lst.yr direct co
$17,302.27 59,946.00

nd yr direct cos

73,109.36

0.00.

73,109.36 iL
133,055.36

0.00

13,745.14

0.00

18,745.14

h. Total unlIquIdated obligations
. . . _........_._ _ .

i. Less: Non-Federal shaia of unliquidated
obligations shown on line 1i

1. Federal share of unliquidated obligations
.

k. Total Federal share of ontlpys aq0 ,

unliquidated obligatIons TOr Gi10 year
. _

. _
I. Total cumulatiye amoun) of Federal funds

authorized tor end year
.

tn. tinobligated balance of Federal funds
N. TYPE Or RATE

I I (Place "X" in appropriate box) t_.] ritu.'oNAL 1,1 PREDETERMINED [-.] FINAL n FIXEDIHOIRiCt . _ ... . -CxPI.14st b. RATE C. inSE tl. TOTAI. Alvi/IIT a. FEDERAL SIIARE
t'A of direct cost N/A :05,043.o :5,54`6.15

I 2. REMARKS: AttarA enp explanations
deemed necessary or information required by Pederot

eponeorine aPtAtit IP comPliab-ct will'.In.., o.: 0 leyietution. *

0.00

0.00

0.00

30,75.3.42

33,756.00

4 .33

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,07C.47

6,033.00

+ 4.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,910.66

7,910,66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

dfred and-THF&CI of Lai year =-47,956.11 Spent out of

--
13. CERTIFICATION

1 certify to the best of my knowledge and be.
lief that this report Is correct and complete and
that ail outlays and unliquidated obligations
are for the purposes set forth In the award
documents.

73,062.0Tlocated and sent
for sole

0.00

0.00

0.00

819.67

816.20
4

0 -3.47 + 7.00
h t_

-SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING
OFFICI

36,072.41

0.00

36,072.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

13,745.14

18,752.14

133,05..3.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

73,109.36*

73,1113.0gT

iaardigce(CloYA

dearve.'
'TYPED OR PRINTED NAME-AND TITL

Gilbert Kemnitz
Director,Agency Budgetin.9 5 Pro ram

to E.SU -Accoup,t, i ronm 269 It /61
, I ' I i/sourc: contract. i utax9 .

)

N'Ag.151LAkaiL49.A

+ 8.64-
DATE IIEPONT
SUBMITTED

3/1/30

Tat:mom (Area (wile,
ni(Illbi". fund c.cletwWn)

. 913/296-3263



cAL 9 eat/.
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HNANCIAL STATUS REPORT

(Fottoto inelnations on the baek)

I. FEDERA-C-11;;;..:.;CI AN-0 ORGA'NZATIONAL
(LEMENT TO VINICR dEPORT 111 SURMIT11.)

U.S. Department of Education - AMPS
Speical. Education le Rehabilitation Perrsonnel Preparation

2, fiDitIAL GOA ON CTH1N IDENTIFYING
NUMBER

G008530251

OMB Approved
No, EIG-R0100

29-R0218

PAGE

1

Of

1 PAGES5.11ECIPIENT ORGANIZATION iN.,. and ....Ode arts,l.dimikg err cam

Kansas State Department of Education
Special Education Administration
120 East Tenth
To.geka, Kansas 6i2

4. EMPLOYER IDENTMCATION NUMPER

48-602-9925
5. RECIPIENT ACCOUNT NUMBER ON IDENTIFYING NUMBER

Project 0029KII5051
5. FINAL Iteponr

111 TES ID NO
7, ASIS

1.1 CASH 0 ACCRUALS. reencifICIsAur PERIOD (Su f.arveatall
S. PERIOD COVERED 117 THIS REPORTFROM (ShnitS.1.r. yliar)

October 1, 1985
TO (Walk, i4y. rear)

September 30, 1986
FROM (ONA, far. pear)

October 1, 1985
TO (0.001. day rest)

September 30, 198610
STATUS OF FUNDS

.

PROGRAMS/FUNCTIONS/ACTIVITIES IP
(a)

PERSONNEL
(6)
F RINGE BENEFITS

(a) PERSONNEL
TRAVEL

(d)
E.gU I PMENT

$ 0

( )
SUPPLIES

$ 0

(I)
OTHER

,

$ 0

TOTAL
(a)

$

t outlays prevlously reported $

, Total outlays thls report period
30 613.85 5,634.54

0

5,634.54

3,977,50

0

_2,977.50

3 977.50

0

821,00 1,596.84 17,302,27 59,946,00
c. Less: Program Income credits _9

30 613.85

0

821.00

821.00

0

o

1,596.84

1,596.84

0

0

17,302,27

17,302,27

0

0

59,946.00

59,946.00

d. Net odtiays this report period
(7ine b minus line e)

e. Net outlays to date
(Line a plus lUse d)

30,613,85 51634,54

1. Less: Non." ' il shore of outlays
0 0

g Total Federal ere of outlays
(Line e minta tine 0

30,613.85 5,634.54 3,977.50 821.00 1,596.84 17,302.27 59,946,170-otal unilquidated obligations
0 0 0 0 0 0 0Less: Non.Federa I share of unlIquidated

obligations shown on Ilne h
0

0.

0

AL_

o

a

0 0 0 0i Federal share of unliquidated obligations

k. Total Federal share of outlays and
unlIquidated obligatIons

30.613,85

30,613.00

(.65)

_

5,634.54

.635.00

4

3,971.50

.3.970,59

e

821.00

taxL._
o

1.5.96.84

1,603.00

. .

SIGNATURE OF AUTH9
OFFICIAL ,-

I

17,29_6.00

.
ZED CERTIFYING

'

o O II
* PLUS

59-14 fl_ DO r 14)4411

a

DATE REPORT
SUBMITTED

/i /n-

I. Total cumulative amount of Federal funds
authorlzed

..

ni , Unobligsted balance ot Federal funds
I.

I 1.

incInECTcount

TvrE or nme
(Place "X" in appropr(ate box) El PROVISIONAL ga PREDETERMINED 0 nHAL 0 FIXED

et corriricArtors
I certify to the best of my knowledge and be.
lief that this report Is correct end complete and

b. RATE 1 4. BASE
8% N/A

d. TOTAL AMOUNT

*4796.(10
4. rtornm. SNARE

4.7_96, Oo

b...L.I.:( it/I 4,tAGt icthat all outlays and unlIquidated obllgations
are for the purposes set forth In the award
documents.

-
TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE

LT % (1)4,.. t KeiVrint{z, -0 "t: i ci r
Ot 0..z.,11.e .....y i 3.1.,.c9.. \sti N.11.11_ el 1)1 ,..;, .-4,..u.

TELEPHONE (Area cod*,
number and extension)

G-? /. -

IF. REMARKS: Affach any szpl..atiefu fumed asamitp in' 10n.414% rtoymir.4 15 Federal 0...arfmr Seeger to tempU.Nee trOAoe.n.,.v4priatio...
-
169.102

)

0 CY

STAN ronm tee (Nu)

.40/Zeit Aa, J6. ..ef/i/cLN,e Tad-
O.../CJACIL

PF444.11NR1 by 0 144 01 Manostraint and Oudget
Clt,No, A-110
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PRELIMINARY ARTs
...

FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
(raw isufinweims. ere tAa &deb)

L MOW. &WIC( IL/40 04143141412ATIOKAA. Imam 110 WHICH ISTORT 13 SUNIAITTED

U.S. Cecertnent of Education - AMPS
Snezial Bizntirn 6 REtebilitatimiltcFarel Pitparatim

2. FILDERAL GRANT OS OMER Itierrnrromo
NIIMUR

G008530251

0MB Approved
No. 80-R0180
29-R0218

PAGE OF

PACES

ZIP 4. EMPLOY= yourrwicanoN numatit

48-602-9925

I. RICHNENT ACCOUNT MAIM OR 1001TIFTINCI RUi4SEll

Projr.r.t #0291:0i5051

I. FINAL MIPORT

0 YU 0 NO
7. SASIS

E:3 CASH ACCRUAL

3. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION ItIarr *ad ...14444 yold.-.1.,1041.4... 0.4.)

Kansas State Department of Education
Special Education Aininistration
120 East Tenth
Topeka, KS 66612

a MA(T/SWIM 00 1544 loalmbrw I S. PI11100 CORM ST THIS REPOIET

11041 I YhoHl. dm. roar)

Dctoter 1, 1985
TO IM.014. 44, Nbw)

SepteMber 30, 1986 )

MOO 111.443. day. moo I 1TO 1144.0i. Lay your)

Cctober 1, 1985 I June 30, 1986
10. STATUS OF FUNDS

PROGRAMS/FUNCTIONS/ACTIVITIES lo
()

Personnel

$ - 0 -

00
Fringe _13f,t_n_f_asMrsug,l_fallignent

$ - 0 -

(OPersonnel

- 0 -

(11)

- 0 -

(0
SuPplies

- 0 -

(1)

Other

- 0 -

TOTAL

(0)

0 -a . Net outlays previously t o p o r t o d

b. Total outlays this report period 17,983.00 3,194.27 3,234.17 821.00 1,098.61 7,163.84 33,494.89

C. Lew Imgrarn Income avdits - 0 - - 0 - - C.1 - - 0 - - 0 - 0
d, Net odtlays this report parted

ILots b inirtio lima a) 17,983.00. 3,194.27 3,234.17 821.00 1,098.61 7,163.84 33,494.89
a. Net outlays to dale

(Lite a plat law d) 17,983.00 3,194.27 3,234.17 821.00 1,098.61 7,163.84 33 494.89

I. Lan: Non-Adana sham of outlays - - - 0 - - -
g. Total Federal sham of outlays

(Line s minus lisw f) 17,983.00 3,194.27 3,234.17 821.00 1,098.61 7,163.84 33,494.89

h. Total unlIquidated obligations - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 -
I. Lou: Non-Federal share of unliquidated

obligations sham ort Une h - - - - - - - - - - - -

I. Federal sham of unliquidated obliptIons - - - -
h. Total Federal shore of outlays and

unliquidated obligations 17,983.00 3,194.27 3,234.17 821.00 1,098.61 7,163.84 33.494.89
I. Total cumulative amount of Federal funds

uthorind 32,080.00 5,039.00 3,500.00 821.00 1,276.00 17 230.00 59.946.00

rn. Unobligated balance of Federal funds 14,097.00 1,844.73 265.83 - 0 - 177.39 10 066.16 26A51.11 (*S4,
DATE REPORT
SUBMITTED

Eti2.9116.--

TELEPHONE (Aria coda,
ituother and a:faction)

lin -1200-)

it.
INDIRECT
anima

L TYPE OF RATS

(Plea "/" ic apprapriate boa) 0 PROVISIONAL Ed PacoaTritentio 111 MA 0 rum
U. CUITtiricA)of4 SIGNATURE OF AUTHOR CE1FflNG
I certify to the wet of my impeded', ancor-f-OPrielkL
litif that this report is correct and comptetiandS. "TE

8%

SAN

N/A
Y. TOTAL AMOUNT

*$4,796.00
FIDERAL Omuta

ItS4,796.00
that all outlays and unilquidated oblIgations
ars for the pommies set forth mi TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLEn tI award
document,. William C. Freeman

KARTS Dire= ___Lilw

12. *MAI" Abta.4 111111 oryLsayNy.w domed by Palma I Milsyryarry N. worimAy. esysitul yrrourriry wow, oesevilmbre

"7.4=15;dth durdwerUntu-setionaantoricr tr first year's firalreccrt,
1,9-1O2 iFChr mly Lust rum (9) malts of ptoject. ETANOAND roam EU (7 41)

dIsed by 01114.41 Mbn.5on414 I and Wolfe
Cls.Ao. A-110

796.00)

5823



KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM
(KARTS)

EVALUATKIN REPORT ON THE THIRD YEAR OF KARTS

Prepared by

Frances E.Anderson, Ed.D.,ATR
Professor of Art

Illinois State University

December 20,1988
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KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING SYSTEM
(KARTS)

EVALUATION REPORT ON THE MEM =AR (F KARTS

Prepared by

Frances E.Anderson, Ed.D.,ATR
Professor of Art

Illinois State University

December 20,1988

Abstract

During this final year of training the DRCs received 112 hours of
instruction by way of 19 instructional days and 17 different
wckkshops. Five of these workshops over 10 days provided the DRCs
with opporunities for direct training in giving professional
presentations. With only one exception there was a constant steady
pattern of increase in the Process Measures after DRC training over
all the workshops and training sessions during the third year of
KARTS. The range was from a score of zero increase on Ability to
Internalize the Process (Learning Disabilities Workshop-June 16) to a
high of 59% on Knowledge Level of Workshop Topic- ( Art of Body
Mbvement and Drama in the Classroom-November 13 and 14,1987). The
average increase after training for each item on the Process Measures
for each workshop was at least 13.2%.

The 9 workshops that had content measures showed steady increases in
DRC posttest scores that ranged from none to 100%. In only two
instances were there decreases in the DRCs Posttest scores (one DRC on
the Gifted Education Test-June 15, 1988 and one DRC on the Learning
Disabilities Test on June 16, 1988). The average increase for the
DRCs on the Workshop Content Assessment Posttests was 46.5%! (And this
mean score includes the 2 minus scores cited above).

These "hard figures" substantiate the more subjective assessments made
by the KARTS Director, Mk. William Freeman, the KARTS Coordinator, Ms.
Craighill-Moran, Dr. Nancy Brooks-Schmitz, the third party evaluator,
and the 5 member evaluation panel of experts. The DRCs themselves
reinforced the "quality training aspects" of the KARTS project in
their own final evaluations. They perceived the major strengths of
the KARTS program as:

1. In-depth hands on training with "the experts".

2. The opportunity to receive training over an extended 3 year period
that was definately "in depth".

3. Personal and professional growth as a result involvement with the
arts.



4. Increased special education training and hands on experience with
students who had a variety of handicapping conditions.

5. An increased understanding of the power of the arts and how they
can be interrelated.

6. The development of a network of like-minded persons who are
committed to the arts for special needs persons.

Several issues that limited sone aspects of the KARTS project were
also discussed and suggestions for modifying the model were made.
Clearly the in depth, quality aspect of training in the arts and in
fine tuning these skills in working with handicapped students has been
achieved. Additionally, there is now a professionally trained cadre
of experts strategically located across the state of Kansas.

The suodess and uniqueuss of the KARTS program/las been due to the
use of: 'the experts° for traiding; the aultilevel, multifaceted
evaluation strategy used througbobt; the strong abilities and
commildmemt of the Coordinator, Ms. Maureen Craighill MOran and the
Director, mr. minim Freemen; and the dedication of the Ws that
"hung in there" for the three year stretch. It was the exceptional
talents of Ms. Craighill Moran, spurred on by mr. Freeman's commitment
to excellence and professionalism that enabled a hercubaan project
sudh as KAM to succeed.
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KANSAS AIM RESOURCE TRAINING SWIM
(KARTS)

EVALUATION REPORT ON IMM: THIRD MR (r KARTS

Prepared by

Frances E.Anderson, Ed.D.,ATR
Professor of Art

Illinois State University

December 20,1988

INSZKINENTATION

Evaluation instruments used included both formal assessment tools,
informal observations by nationally recognized arts, evaluation, and
special nducation specialists, subjective assessments by the DRCt
themselves, and photographic and video documentation. Examples of all
formal assessment tools are included in the appendix of this report.
A brief description of each tool will be included here.

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (WPE): This form consists of 16
forced choice and open ended items. It poses questions about the
workshop objectives, materials, staff, needs, structure, media, future
needs, time, methods, pacing of instruction, learning climate,
scheduling usefulness of information, reascas for attendance, and
overall assessment of the workshop. This form was used for all
wprkshops.

Needs Assessment-Pre and Post Wbrkshop Training ,NA): A needs
assessment was developed to identify existing eupertise of DRCs in
special education, art, music, movement, drama/storytelling (both
personally and professionally), problems in teaching the arts to
students with specific handicapping conditions, and rank ordering of
identified needs for training. At the end of all the workshop
training for the year, a post needs assessment was administered. This
form included the same kinds of items as the pre needs assessment, but
also included questions about the personal and professional usefulness
of each workshop the DRCs attended. The post needs assessment also
asked DRCs to report if they had increased their levels of expertise
in specific arts forms and in working with specific handicapped
populations. A summary of responses on the post needs assessment is
included in the appendix of this report.( See the final report for
KARTS, Year One, a Ad Year TWo for the results of the needs assessment
from the first and second year of training.) Responses to the needs
assessment will be discussed in detail later in this report.
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Unobtrusive Measures:(UM) There were two unobtrusive measures
developed for KARTS. The first (Unobtrusive Observation Notes)
included open ended questions abeut the physical set up, beginnings of
the presentations, participant response to the material, the quality
of performance/work produced, group process, emergent problems,
nonverbal indicators fram participants as to response/cm.fort level
and nonverbal indicators from presenter as to level of expertise and
quality of response of the group. The second was a forced choice 23
item questionnaire (called the Worshop Presenter Form (WP)) that was
developed for the presenter to assess the quality of the participants'
participation in the workshop. The second measure was first used
during the evaluator's site visit in February, 1987. This year the WP
was used in the October and November DRC presentations/training
sessions.

Wbrkshop Content Assessment (CA): Tests of workshop content were
developed for the following workshops: Sanville-Drama in the
Classroom, Nov. 1987; Gifted Education, June,1988; Wbrk Transition,
June, 1988; Early Childhood, June, 1988; Learning Disabilities, June,
1988; Hoernicke-Prevocational/Vocational Arts, June,1988; Anderson-
Literature Review, June, 1n8; Rubinow-Marketing Yourself, June, 1988;
Gallagher-Photography, June, 1988. These wsre given immediately
before and after these workshops. Copies ei these assessment tools
may be found in the appendix.

Process Measures (PM): A measure of artistic process was developed to
be used in concert with the content assessment tools. This PM
consists of 52 forced choice items assessing the workshop experience
including pre and post skill levels, commitment to the arts form,
internalization of the artistic process, flexibility, ability to
improvize, problem solving ability in the arts form, and transference
of art skill mastery to use in the classroom. In an effort to
streamline tbe evaluation tools Used, 10 items from the original 52
items were used this final year only. These are the same 10 items that
have been reported and analyzed throughout all three years of the
KARTS project. A copy of this PM (both the long and shortened form)
and summaries of DRC responses on this form for the workshops may be
found in the appeniix of this report.

Wbrkshop for 11.3achers (WT): A three page form containing items related
to the background of workshop participantc their prior experience in
attending workshops for arts with handicapped persons, and forced
choice items related to the quality of the workshop, relevance to
classroom use of materials, and level of skill development. The WT was
used in the training session held in October, 1987; November, 1987;
December, 1987; and January, 1988; to individually evaluate the DRCs
in their professional presentations.

Wbrkshop Participant Fbrm (WP): A brief two page form enables a
presenter to assess the physical setup and the quality of the
participant's responses to the mz,...erial presented during a workshop.

This was first used during the February, 1987 evaluations by the DRCs.
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EVALUATIONS OF DRCS BY OTHER EXPERIS

Site Visit

One site visit was made by the evaluator. This was a three day visit
from June 15-June 18th, 1988. During this visit the DRCs had their
final three days of training and a final closing session. During this
site visit, the evaluator did a final observational assessment of the
DRCs and their efforts.

During the site visit the third party evaluator noted that each DRC
observed had made gains in the past year in their ability to
oommunicate, to make clear, informative, professional presentations.
The DRCs were much better able to handle the give and take that comes
in a session that dealt with issues on many levels including in depth
emotional issues.

EXternal Experts

Two evaluations were made of the DRCs by external experts. One was
dcoe by Dr. Nancy Brooks-Schmitz. Dr. Brooks-Schmitz is a movement
specialist and head of the Arts Education Department at Columbia
University. She based her evaluations on videotaped presentaticas
made by each DRC in June, 1986 and in April 1988. This report is
included in its entirety in the appendix. Briefly based on these
observations, each DRC made gains in their presentation skills and in
their grasp of multiple arts modalities as modes to reach and instruct
and remediate the problems of spocial learners. The DRCs reported
making the most gains were: Sherri Austin Boese, Kay Martinez and
Bonnie Burnside.

Evaluatice Panel

A panel of 5 representatives from different areas of special education
involvement and also geographically representative of the state of
Kansas formed an evaluation committee to assess the DRCs. The panel
consisted of the following: a Special Education Professor and
professional sculptor from Ft. Hays University, the Superintendent of
the Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped, the Director of
Special Education for a South Central District of the State of Kansas
and president of the Kansas Associatio of Special Education
Administration, a special education teacner of TMH and SMH visually
handicapped children, and a parent of a special needs child. This
panel reviewed all the evaluation materials of each DRC and made final
recommendations as to whether the DRCs had completed all aspects of
the training and to what level this completion had occurred. Copies
of individual reports from this committee are included in the appendix
of this report. In each case a certificate of completion was
recommended. Those who were singled out for especially outstanding
work and growth in skills were: Sherri Austin Boese, Bonnie Burnside
and Kay Martinez.

1
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Report of Project Coordinator on DRCs

The Karts Project Coordinator, Ms. Maureen Craighill-Moran was also
asked to provide a summary of the major areas of growth which she had
observed in the DRCs over the tenure of the project. In every case
substantial growth was noted in terms of both the attainment of
professional skills and competencies as well a6 personal growth. Most
notable growth was observed in the following DRCs; Sherrie Austin
Boese, Bonnie Burnside, Kay Martinez and Joleen Thompson. Another
index of success is that two DRCs (Sherri Boese and Bobbie Koen) have
taken over the direction of the state wide Very Special Arts Programs.

EVALUATION DAM FROM 'ME imam Fat THE =RD YAW

CUrriculum Development Through Interactive Arts. October 23 and 24,
1987 SE Statewide In-service held at Brick Mountain Art Center
Arcadia KS.

Workshop Content Assessment (WCA)

There was no Wak developed for this workshop material.

Wbrkshop Participant Evaluation Form (WPE)

Post workshop evaluations (WPE) of this workshop indicated the
presenters were thorough (13), the objectives were clear (13 yes-
no.0), the materials fit the objectives (13), the structurer media and
supplies were adequate (13) and 11 felt the workshop was excellent or
very good(2 left item blank); 10 felt the information would be either
extremely useful or very useful (3 left the item blank). Thirteen
participants completed this form.

Wobtrusive Measures (UM)

The unobtrusive measures of the workshop indicated that the group
worked well together and were eager to have their information
presented. This was the first scheduled presentation of the new KARTS
training year. While the DRCs were nervous and somewhat
overstructured at the beginning, they relaxed in the afternoon and
they were well received by the participants. This experience in which
the DRCS made their presentations provided needed experience and
"confidence building" for them as they move toward their goals of
being Related Arts Consultants.

Visual arts presentations were given by Haffner, Herl and Loveless,
music presentations were given by Boese, and Dort (Fenn) (T. Dort got
married halfway through the year and will be referred to in the rest
of this report by her married name), storytelliaig/drama presentations
were given by Koen and Thompson and movement presentations were made
by Burnside and Martinez. In each instance there was excellent
development of IEP plans as a result of the workshops.
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Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed. This measure was very helpful in quantifying
important "process" issues and was utilized during the first two
training years. While there were NO monies for either the development
or the assessment of this instrument, 10 of the most pertinent items
were utilized during this third year and will be summarized here.

Knowledge level of Art Topic of Workshop
(NUmbers after responses are the total number checking this item).

BEFORE
Low (1) Moderate (2) High (6)
Score=23

AFTER
Law (0) Moderate (2) High (7)
Score=25
Percent Increase=8%

Personal Commitment To Art Fonn

BEFORE
Nbne (0) Small (0) Average (0) Above Aver.(5) High (4)
Score=40

AFTER
Nbne (0) Small (0) Average (0) Above Aver. (2) High (7)
Score=43
Percent Increase=6%

Ability To Internalize Process

BEFORE
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(8) High (1)
Score=29

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(3) High (6)
Score=42
Percent Increase=30%
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BEFORE
Mane Exisi-ant(0) Low (0) Aver.(4) Above Aver.(3) High (2)
Score=34

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (1) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(4) High (4)
Score=38
Percent Increase=10%

Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (0) Law (1) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(6) High (1)
Score= 28

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver,(1) High (6)
Score= 43
Percent Increase=34%

Workshop for Teachers form (UM)

Nine participants completed this form. One stated that this was the
first time he/she had attended a workshop for arts with the
handicapped, 6 reported that they had attended 3 other similar
workshops and one reported having attended 7 or more simflar
workshops.

(Numbers in brackets reflect the actual numbers responding to items).
Awareness in the arts increased either samewhat(3) or greatly (6). New
arts skills were provided either somewhat (5) or greatly (4). The
applicability to classroom use of the material was either samewhat(2)
or a great deal (7). TWo felt the content was somewhat clear and 7
felt it was very clear. All felt the environs were highly stimulating
and 8 felt that questions and opinions were encouraged. All felt the
presenters were knowledgeable in the content areas. Seven felt the
materials were explained at an appropriate level for understanding
while 2 felt this was at a moderate level.

All felt the presenters helped them plan arts activities for their
students and all felt that they had been given specific help and
guidelines for developing their own arts experiences. Seven felt that
they had been given ideas to use in teaching other subjects through
the arts( one did not and one was uncertain). All felt they had been
given specific lessons and demonstrations of how to use the arts with
the disabled. All felt they had increased their own skill level and
all felt the purpose of the arts activities were clear. All also felt
they had used the arts themselves to create unique personal products.
The level of skill in the arts beforehand was: law(3), moderate(3) and
high(3). After the workshop they felt their level of skill was;
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moderate (5), or high (4).

Six felt their purposes in attending were completely met (3 reported
partial attainment of their goals). Six felt the workshop was
extremely vaauable. Five either definitely planned to attend another
workshop like this in the future and also definately felt they would
use the arts as a part of their teaching as a result of the workshop.

Workshop Participant Form (WP)

The WP forms generally reflected sindlar observations of the
participants by the DRC presenters. The group was attentive, willing
to participate and expressed a willingness to explore additional
materials related to the topics covered (see appendix for specific
tallies).

The Art of Body Movement with B. Mettler and Drama for the Classroom
with P. Sanville-North West and North Central Statewide Seminar held
at Lindsborg4 KS at Bethany College, November 13 and 14, 1987.

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form

The DRCs' and other participant's evaluations(WPE) of the workshop
indicated that the objectives were clear(15); that the presenter was
thorough (13) and that their needs were Met(14). All felt the media
and learning aids were appropriate and that the learning climate was
supportive. All felt the workshop was a supportive learning climate.
Eleven felt the workshop material was useful to a good or great extent
and 3 felt it was somewhat useful. The workshop was rated as
excellent by 11, and good by 1. A sumWary of responses is included
in the appendix.

Wbrkshop Content Assessment (WCA)

A 10 item que..tionnaire with mostly open-ended questions was used a
pre/post an assessment of content.

Boese scored a 45 on the pretest and a 54 on the posttest resulting in
a gain of 16 percent.

Burnside scored a 33 on the pretest and a 49 on the posttest resulting
in a gain of 32 percent.

Fenn scored a 32 on the pretest and a 42 on the posttest resulting in
a gain of 23 percent.

Koen scored a 30 on the pretest but did not turn in a posttest.

Haffner scored a 37 on the pretest and a 54 on the posttest resulting
in a gain of 31 percent.
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Herl scored a 25 on the pretest and a 40 on the posttest resulting in
a gain of 37 percent.

Loveless scored a zero on the pretest but did not turn in a posttest.

Martinez scored a 42 on the pretest and a 30 on the posttest resulting
in a loss of 28 percent.

Thompson scored a 20 on the pretest and a 40 on the posttest resulting
in a gain of 50 percent.

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

The UM revealed that the group was enthusiastic and the attention
level was high. There was good group interaction and pk:ticipation.
The observer noted that the DRCs level of participation was on a
highly sophisticated level. Their participation and enthusiasm helped
ease the anxiety level of other participants. The only problem
encountered was that at one point the DRCs got a little too involved
in one of the role plays and spent a little too much time in
preparation and "playing out" of the situation (a hospital board
making decisions). Haaever, it was a terrific learning experience for
the DRCs. The overall presentation was excellent and very appropriate
for training and learning how to adapt to different special
populations.

Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluaLor developed which was discussed. Responses to 10 items from 5
areas of the most appropriate and pertinent questions will be
summarized here.

Knowledge level of Art Topic of Wbrkshop

BEFORE
Low (5) Moderate (3) High (1)
Score=9

AFTER
Low (0) Moderate (5) High (4)
Score=22
Percent Increase=59%
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Personal Commitment Ttio Art Form

BEFORE
None (0) Small (4) Average (2) Above Aver.(2) High (1)
Score=27

AFTER
None (0) Small (1) Average (1) Above Aver.(6) High (2)
Score=39
Percent Increase=31%

Ability To Internalize Process

BEFORE
Mc* Existant(0) Law (3) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(2) High (2)
Score=30

AFTER
Nicne EXistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(4) High (3)
Score=37
Percent Increase=23%

Fe_el.iermen s

BEFORE
Mine Existant(1) Law (2) Aver.(2) Amy,. Aver.(3) High (1)
Score=27

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(4) Above Aver.(2) High (3)
Score=35
Percent Increase=23%

Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (1) Low (3) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(2) High (1)
Score= 28

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(4) High (3)
Score= 33
Percent Increase=15%
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DRC ExperientiAl Presentations in Music, Movement and Storytelling at
the Kansas Ar;.. Therapy Association Conference, Menninger Foundation,
Topeka,Ks; Deceiber 4 and 5, 1987.

Wbrkshop Participant Evaluation Form (NPE)

The DRCs' and other participant's evaluations (WPE) of the workshop
indicated that the objectives were clear to 8 of them and unclear to
one. The presenter was thorough (8) and that 5 felt their needs were
met. Seven felt the media and learning aids were appropriate and the
learning climate was supportive . TWo felt the workshop material was
useful to some extent, 3 felt it was to a good extent and 3 felt is
was useful to a very good extent. The workshop was rated as good by
3, and very good by 5. A summary of responses is included in the
appendix.

Wbrkshop Content Assessment (WCA)

There was no specific measure of content developed for this training
session.

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

The unobtrusive measures provided by Maureen Craighill-Moran revealed
that the the setting was most impressive for these presentations. The
DRCs were L bit anxious about presenting in this setting and at this
conference. There were several presentations by the DRCs: a) music
and visual arts presented by Fenn, Koen and Haffner, and b)
storytelling, puppets and movement presented by Bcese, Burnside,
Thompson and Herl; c) movement and creativity presented by Martinez
and Loveless. The first workshop observer reported that Koen was the
strongest presenter in this group and that the music portion (led by
Fenn) needed better pacing and sound synchronization with the voice
parts and it needed more openendness and creativity. Haffner only ran
the equipment.

The storytelling, puppets and movement workshop showed excellent
cooperation among the three DRCs involved. There was good
responsiveness to the needs of the participants. There was a lot of
positive feedback and praise for the three presenters at this workshop
(Burnside,Thompson and Herl).

The movement and creativity workshop also had some problems. The 2
DRCS (Martinez and Loveless) had not cooperated well prior to the
presentation and so during it, it was unclear who was in charge. The
movement material and the choice of music was limited and the overall
disorganization of the presentation made it hard to follow. All DRCs
were able, however, to elicit involvement on the part of participants
(both individually and as a group) in exploring movement expression.
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Wbrkshop for Teachers (WT)form.

Eight participants from the movement and creativity workshop (Martinez
and Loveless) completed this form. Four stated that this was the
first time they had attended a workshop for arts with the handicapped,
4 reported that they had attended other similar workshops (1 having
attended 0-3 workshops; 1 having attended 4-6 workshops and 1 reported
having attended 7 -10 similar workshops.)

(Numbers in brackets reflect the actual numbers responding to items).
Awareness in the arts increased either somewhat(4) or gr(_Atly (4).
New arts skills were provided either somewhat (3) or greatly (5). The
applicability to classroom use of the material was either none (1)
somewhat(3) or a great deal (3). Two felt the content was somewhat
clear and 6 felt it was very clear. All felt the environs were highly
stimulating and 7 felt that questions and opinions were encouraged
highly (1 moderately). All felt the presenters were knowledgeable in
the content areas. Six felt the materials were explained at an
appropriate level for understanding while 1 felt this was at a
moderate level.

Fbur felt the presenters helped them plan arts activities for their
students (1 did not) and 5 felt that they had been given specific help
and guidelines for developing their own arts experiences (1 was
uncertain). Five felt that they had been given ideas to use in
teaching other subjects through 'he arts( one was uncertain). Three
felt they had been given specific lessons and demonstrations of how to
use the arts with the disabled (2 did not and 1 was uncertain). Five
felt they had increased their own skill level and felt the purpose of
the arts activities were clear (1 was uncertain about these two
options). TWo also felt they had used the arts themselves to create
unique personal products (2 did not and 2 were uncertain). The level
of skill in the arts beforehand was: low(1), moderate(4) and high(0).
After the workshop they felt their level of skill was: moderate (4) or
high (2).

Three felt their purposes in attending were completely met (3 reported
partial attainment of their goals). Two felt the workshop was
extremely valuable (2 somewhat valuable and 2 felt it was valuable).
Four definitely would Ittend another workshop like this in the future
and also definitely felt they would use the arts as a part of their
teaching as a result of the workshop (2 felt they only would possibly
attend another workshop and use the arts as a part of their teaching
as a result of this workshop).

NOrkshop for Teachers (WT)form.

Fourteen participants from the storytelling, movement and creativity
wcrkshop (Bcese, Burnside, Thompson and Herl) completed this form.
Eight stated that this was the first time they had attended a workshop
for arts with the handicapped. Six reported that they had attended
other similar workshops (6 having attended 0-3 workshops; and 1
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reported having attended 7-10 similar workshops.)

(NUmbers in brackets reflect the actual numbers responding to items.)
Awareness in the arts increased either somewhat(4) or greatly (4).
New arto skills were provided either somewhat (4) or greatly (9). The
gpplicability to classroom use of the material was either somewhat(6)
or a great deal (7). One felt the content was somewhat clear and 12
felt it was very clear. TWelve felt the environs were highly
stimulating (one felt it was somewhat stimulating). Eleven felt that
questions and opinions were encouraged highly (2 mcderately). Twelve
felt the presenters were knowledgeable in the content areas (1 only
somewhat knowledgeable.) TWelve felt the materials were explained at
an appropriate level for understanding while 1 felt this was at a low
level.

Seven felt the presenters helped them plan arts activities for their
students (1 did not) and 12 felt that they had been given specific
help and guidelines for developing their own arts experiences. Ten
felt that they had been given ideas to use in teaching other subjects
through the arts( 2 were uncertain). Eight felt they had been given
specific lessons and demonstrations of how to use the arts with the
disaLied (1 was uncertain). TWelve felt they had increased their own
skill level and felt the purpose of the arts activities were clear (1
was uncertain about these two options). Seven also felt they had used
the arts themselves to create unique personal products (6 felt this
was not applicable). The level of skill in the arts beforehand was:
low (6), mcderate(5) and high(2). After the workshop they felt their
level of skill was: low (2), moderate (3) or high (3).

Pour felt their purposes in attending were completely met (9 reported
partial attainment of their goals). Eight felt the workshop was
extremely valuable (2 somewhat valuable and 3 felt it was valuable).
Ten definitely planned to attend another workshop like this in the
future (3 felt they possibly would attend). Ten also definitely felt
they would use the arts as a part of their teaching as a result of the
workshop (1 felt they only would possibly use art activities as a part
of their teaching--2 would not use the arts).

Process Measures (PM)

There were no process measures used as a part of these presentations.

Technical Assistance and Demonstrations Sessions in Music, Movement
Storytelling and Visual Art. KARTS Arts Celebration for S. ial

PecVle, Ulysses Civic q21.1t2EL_EIYERELIAL_Mallar_17221L12.21._

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (4PE)

Twenty-eight reported that the objectives were clear. TWenty-six
reported having their needs met and 2 felt that their needs were
somewhat met. All felt the presenters were thorough and 21 felt they
were consistent. All felt the audio visual media and materials were

rt-
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appropriate. All felt the climate was supportive. Eleven reported
the material was somewhat useful ( 3 felt it was very useful and 6
felt it was extremely useful). Eight rated the workshop overall as
good, 9 felt it was excellent and 7 felt it was exceptional.

Workshop Content Assessment (MIA)

There were no content measures used at this workshop.

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

There were four workshops offered to 218 children (story telling with
Koen and 2 apprentices, Music with Dort and Boese, visual arts with
Haffner,Herl and Loveless, and dance with Burnside and Martinez). The
storytelling was held in a roam that waa too large and caused echos
and sound distractions. Koen was well prepared and had good visual
aids, clear material and a good related arts approach.

The music workshop was also held in an inappropriate space. The
presentation contained clear concepts and Fenn and Boese did a good
job adapting to the poor physical space. However, these two DRCs did
not work well together.

The visual arts workshop had too many children for the space. Herl
and Haffner spoke too quietly to be heard and did not do a good job of
separating the kids by ability levels-some were in the wrong groups.
There was no provision for the children to take their work home and
some did not finish their puppets in the time frame. The major effort
for organizing the workshop and putting it on was done by Herl.
Loveless did not cooperate with the other co,presenters although her
interactions with the children were very good.

The dance workshop also had a poor space in which it was located (too
large and too much "echoing"). The, presenters (Burnside and Martinez)
had done the most preplanning and had also discussed the antivities
with the teachers the day before. This preplanning really helped as
there were too many children with too many different levels of
disabilities in the workshy. The presenters broke down the groups
and assigned "leaders" to each group which really solved a lot of the
problem.

51
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Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed which was discussed. Responses to 10 items from 5
areas of the most appropriate and pertinent questions will be
summarized here.

Knowledge level of Art Tbpic of Wbrkshop

BEFORE
Low (1) Moderate (2) High (4)
Score=15

AFTER
Low (0) Moderate (1) High (6)
Score=19
Percent Increase=21%

Personal Conudtment To Art Form

BEFORE
None (0) Small (1) Average (0) Above Aver.(4) High (2)
Score=24

AFTER
Male (0) Small (0) Average (0) Above Aver.(2) High (5)
Score=33
Percent Increase=27%

Ability TO Internalize Process

BEFORE
None Existant(0) Low (1) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (2)
Score=25

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(2) High (4)
Score=31
Percent Increase=',%

Feelings of EMpowerments

BEFORE
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(6) High (0)
Score=27

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (3)
Score=30
Percent Increase=10%
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Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(3) High (2)

Score= 28

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(2) High (4)
Scol= 28
Pe' ent Increase=0%

Workshop for Teachers opmform.

TWenty-three special education teachers and 1 aide completed this
form. (NUmbers in brackets reflect the actual numbers responding to
items.) Awareness in the arts increased either somewhat (17) or
greatly (5). New arts skills were provided eitherf,somewhat (13) or
greatly (10). The applicability to the arts( 3 did not). Fifteen
felt they had been given specific lessons and demonstrations of how to
use the arts with the disabled (3 did not). TWenty felt they had
increased their own skill level and 24 felt the purpose of the arts
activities were clear. Nineteen also felt they had used the arts
themselves to create unique personal products (4 did not and 5 felt
this was not applicable). The level of skill in the arts beforehand
was: low (2), moderate(19) and high(2). After the workshop they felt
their level of skill was: low (0), moderate (14) or high (9).

Seven felt their purposes in attending were completely met (16
reported partial attainment of their goals). Eight felt the workshop
was extremely valuable (15) somewhat valuable. Twelve definitely
planned to attend another workshop like this in the future (11 felt
they possibly would attend). Eleven also definitely felt they would
use the arts as a part of their teaching as a result of the workshop
(11 felt they only would possibly use art activities as a part of
their teaching--1 would not use the arts).

DRC Networking, sharing and reviewing the year. Use of Guided Imagery
Pointers and Assessment withD.N_Ve.Feicand,

Workshop Content Assessment (WCA)

There was no kVA developed for this workshop material.

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (INTE)

Post workshop evaluations (WPE) of this workshop indicated the
presenter was (6), the objectives were clear (6-no.0). The materials
fit the objectives (6), the structure, media and supplies were
adequate (6). Five felt the workshop was excellent and 1 felt it was
very good; 2 felt the information would be extremely useful and 3 felt
it would be very useful (1 felt it was somewhat useful). (There were
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6 DRCs responding to the WPE) .

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

There were no unobtrusive measures available for this workshop.

Canmuni. cation throu h the Arts with N. Canner and R. Curry, &Dril 7-9
1988 Statewide Forum at Wichita Art Museum, Witchita, Ks.

This presentation had two parts. The following DRCs gave
presentations: Burnside, Boese and Koen made case study presentations,
Herl, Martinez and Haffner gave a related arts presentation together
as did Dort and Thompson (Loveless did not attend).

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

UM were obtained on all the DRC's presentations. Boese's presentation
only had one major problem--the overhead projector was inadequate to
dhow the information. This should have been checked out beforehand.
The information presented was clear and Boese related to all levels of
expertise in the audience. She did seem to spend too much time on the
test results of her child and this meant that there was no time for
questions at the end.

Martinez's workshop went well in spite of the fact that her co-
presenter (Loveless) dropped out at the last minute. This
presentation was excellent. The preserter related well to the NR
students and their teachers. The related arts concepts of bcdy
movement and awareness and body sculptures was conveyed in a clear
comprehensive manner. Martinez has demonstrated exceptional
personal/and professional growth in this presentation.

Another observation of a second presentation given by Martinez (on a
different topic) reinforced the fact that Martinez has made
significant strides in both her perscmal and professional self
confidence.

The workshop by Herl and Haffner was with behavior disordered children
and their teachers. Haffner led the activity while Herl assisted.
Haffner had difficulty engaging the group and keeping their interest
(sometimes she was too abstract for the children). She seemed too
"teacher directed" through the activity and had difficulty in
processing the drawings/feelings evOked by the process.

Another observation of a session given by Herl and Haffner indicated
that they were more relaxed with the presentation (was a different
topic-animals). It was suggested that they NOT dhow examples of
completed animal drawings as it tends to inhibit the children's own
expressions of the subject. The observer felt that Herl and Haffner
worked well together. They needed a specific closing activity for the
session.
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The observation of the case study presented by Koen iudicated that she
was very organized and stimulating in her presentation. She made a
strong clear case for incorperating more integrated arts into the
classroom to support :he developmental and learning problems of
children.

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (WPE)

Post workshop evaluaticms (WPE) of the presentations by the rect
indicated that the objectives were clear (7 yes-l-no); the needs of
participants were met (7 yes, 2-no); the materials fit the objectives
(8), tl-e presenters were thorough(10); the structure, media and
supplies were adequate (9). One felt the workshop was good, 1 felt it
was very good, 4 felt it was excellent and 4 felt it was exceptional;
2 felt the information would be extremely useful and 3 felt it would
be very useful (4 felt it was somewhat useful). (There were 10
participants responding to the WPE).

Wbrkshop Presenter Form (WP)

The WP forms generally reflected similar observations of the
participants by the DRC presenters. The group was attentive, willing
to participate and expressed a willingness to explore additional
materials related to the topics covered(see appendix for specific

Also within the forum, the DRCs received training in movement from N.
Canner and R. Curry. The analysis of completed Workshop Participant
Evaluation Forms (WPE) and Process Measures (PM) for this training
follow.

isbrkshop Participant Evaluation Form (WFE)

Post workshop evaluations (WPE) of the presenters by the DRCs
indicat:d that the objectives were clear (8 yes-); the needs of
participants were met (8 yes). All felt the materials fit the
objectives and that the presenters were thorough. All also felt the
structure, media and supplies were adequate (8). Three felt the
workshop was very good, 5 felt it was excellent. TWo felt the
information would be useful and 5 felt it would be very useful and 1
felt it would be extremely useful. (There were 8 DRCs resporling to
the WPE).
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Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed. This measure was very helpful in quantifying
*portant "process" issues and was utilized dmring the first two
training years. Questions from 5 of the most pertinent areas were
utilized during this third year and responses to these will be
summarized here.

Knowled e level of Art Topic of Wbrkshop
(Numbers after responses are the total number checking this item).

BEFORE
Law (1) Moderate (7) High (1)
Score=25

AFTER
Law (0) Moderate (0) High (9)
Score=27
Percent Increase=7%

Personal Camitment To Art Form

BEFORE
None (0) Small (0) Average (3) Above Aver.(5) High (1)
Score=34

AFTER
None (0) Small (0) Average (0) Above Aver (1) High (7)
Score=39
Percent Increase=13%

Abilit prernaocess

BEFORE
None ENistant(0) Low (2) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(5) High '0)
Score=30

AFTER
None ENistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(4) High (5)
Score=41
2ercent Increase=27%

Feelings of Empowerment

BEFORE
None 2Xistant(0) Low (1) Aver.(6) Above Aver.(1) High (1)
Score=27

AFTER
None ENistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(2) High (7)
Score=43
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Percent Increase=37%

Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (0) Low (1) Aver.(3) Above Aver.(5) High (0)
Score= 31

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(3) High (6)
Score= 43
Percent Increase=28%

Communication Through Music with K. Bruscia, May 6-7,1988, KSSVH,
Kansas City,KS.

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (INTE)

All reported that the objectives were clear, and their needs were met.
Also all reported that the presenter was thorough and that the audio-
visual equipment and set up was adequate and that the climate was
supportive. One reported the information was not very useful to her,
1 reported the information was somewhat useful, 2 reported it was
useful to a good extent, 3 felt it was useful to a great extent, and 2
reported it was useful to them "a very great deal". The overall
rating of the workshop was: excellent (1), exceptional (8).

Unobtrusive Measures (UM)

After a slow start, things went well. The ERCs had worked the first
year with the presenter and trusted his approach and also had more
trust in each other. Wile the group does work well via an art media--
there is a lack of willingness to assume leadership and or to be led
by one of the other ERCs. The workshop was helpful in dealing with
issues of termination (the KARTS training was to end in June) and with
some of the disgruntlements of various group members.
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Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed which was discussed. Responses to 10 items from 5
areas of the most appropriate and pertinent questions will be
summarized here.

Workshop
(NUmbers after responses are the total nuMber checking this item).

BEFORE
Low (3) Moderate (4) High (2)
Score=15

AFTER
Law (0) Moderate (3) High (6)
Score=24
Percent Increase=38%

Personal COmmitment To Art Form

BEFORE
None (1) Small (1) Average (1) Above Aver.(3) High (3)
Score=33

AFTER
None (0) Small (1) Average (0) Above Aver (2) High (5)
Score=35
Percent Increase=6%

Ability To Internalize Process

BEFORE
None Existant(1) Low (2) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(2) High (4)
Score=39

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (1) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(2) High (6)
Score=40
Percent Increase=3%

Feeliserment
BEFORE
None Existant(1) Low (1) Aver.(3) Above Aver.(1) High (3)
Score=35

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (1) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(3) High (5)
Score=39
Percent Increase=10%
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Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (1) Low (3) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(4) High (1)
Score= 28

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (1) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(l) High (5)
Score= 37
Percent Increase=24%

Final workshops held at the Kansas State School for the. Visually
Handicapped, June 15-18,1988. Gifted Education, Early Childhood,
Transitional Programs- Terrell, (6/15/88) ,Learning Disabilities-Hudson
and Colson; Movement-Freeman (6/16/88); Prevocational/Vocational Arts-
Hoernicke, Literature Review-Anderson (6/17/88); Marketing Yourself-
Rubinow, Photography-GalLagher, Clay art closing-Craighill-Moran
(6/18/88).

Unobtrusive Measure (UM). This was the closing series of workshops for
the KARM program. Unfortunately 2 of the DRCs could not be in
attendance. This impacted the entire group and made the group less
cohesive. The Accessible Arts facilities at the Kansas State School
for the Visually Handicapped were in a separate building and were well
suited for the workshops.

The only other interference was that two DRCs were also trying to
finish up a videotape on the KARTS program. This meant that they were
participating in the workshops and also running around trying to tape
parts of the sessions at the same time.

In spdte of these influencing facts, the DRCs worked well. This
evaluator was impressed with the amount of growth each DRC in
attendance had made, not only from the first year, but since the DRCs
were last observed giving presentations in February of 1987.

Wbrkshops held on June 15, 1988
(Early Childhood, Gifted. %ark Transition)

Vbrkshop Content Assessment (WA)

Each of the three presenters developed a brief 10 question pre and
post measure of the content of their workshop. When these measures
included forced choice items they were a more rigorous aLaessment of
ccatent retained. (Open ended questions permittel opinions and
differing answers.) While every workshop presenter was given a model
to follow that did not have opinion/attitude questions that were
openended, many disregarded these models and provided more subjective
open ended questions for assessment. Thus, in some cases it was
difficult to obtain a pre/post workshop assessment of the amount of
content retained by each DRC.
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Gifted Wucation Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese 12 15 2%
Burnside 10 15 33%
Fenn No test for her
Haffner 16 14 (13%)

Herl Not at Workshop
Koen 10 16 38%

Loveless 13 15 13%
Martinez 8 15 47%
Thompson 8 15 47%

Totals 77 105
Mean Scores 11 15

Wbrk Transition Test

26%
27%

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese 1 12 57%

Burnside 0 16 84%
Fenn 0 17 89%
Haffner 0 11 57%
Herl Not at Workshop
Koen 3 13 53%
Loveless 1 5 2%

Martinez 0 7 11%
Thompson 0 15 21%

Tbtal 5 68 93%
Mean Scores .62 12 95%

Early Childhood Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Bcese 16 17 5%

Burnside 13 13 0%
Fenn 16 16 0%

Haffner 12 13 5%

Herl Not ac Workshop
Koen 16 16 0%

Loveless 12 15 2%

Martinez 12 12 0%
Thompson 8 14 42%

Tbtal 105 116 9%

Mean Scores 13 14.5 10%
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Wbrkshop Participant Evaluation (WPE)Form

Seven reported that the objectives were clear, and 6 stated their
needs were met. Also all reported that the presenter was thorough,
that the audio-visual equipment and set up was adequate, and the
climate was supportive. One reported the information presented was
not very useful to her. One reported the information was somewhat
useful, 3 reported it was useful to a good extent, 2 felt it was
useful to a great extent, and I reported it was useful to her "a very
great deal". The overall rating of the workshop was: terrible (1-
Terrel's presentation) fair (1), good (3), excellent (1), and
exceptional (2).

Process Measures (PM)

CIRCs also respcnded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed which was discussed. Responses bo 10 items from 5
areas of the most appropriate and pertinent questions will be
summarized here.

Workshop
(Ntimbers after responses are the total number ohecking this item).

BEFORE
Low (3) Moderate (3) High (1)
Score=14

AFTER
Low (0) Moderate (2) High (5)

Score=19
Percent Increase=26%

Personal Carmitment To Art Form

BEFORE
Nbne (0) Small (2) Average (0) Abovi. Aver.(5)

Score=27
High (1)

AFTER
Nbne (0) Small (0) Average (2) Above Aver (3) High (3)
Score=33
Percent Increase=18%

NgAlity To Internalize Process

BEFORE
Nbne EXistant(1) Low (1) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (0)
Score=15

AFTER
Nbne Existant(1) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (1)
Score=21
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Percent Increase=28%

Feelings of Empowerment

BEFORE
None Existant(1) Low (0) Aver.(3) Above Aver.(2) High (2)
Score=28

AYTER
None Existant(1) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (3)
Score=31
Percent Increase=14%

Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (0) Low (2) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(4) High (1)
Score= 23

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(1) High (3)
Score= 25
Percent Increase=8%

Wbrkshops held on June 16,1988
(Learning Disabilities-Hudson and Colson; Movement Closing-Freeman)

Workshop Content Assessment (WC.A)

One ten item true/false and fill in the blank pre/post test was given
covering the material on learning disabilities.

Learning Disabilities Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese 7 8 13%

Burnside 7 8 13%
Fenn 8 7 (13%)

Haffner 7 8 13%
Herl Not at Wbrkshop
Koen 7 8 13%
Loveless 7 8 13%
Martinez 6 7 13%
Thompson 6 9 33%

TOtals 55 63 13%
Mean Scores 6.9 7.9 13%
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Workshop Participant Evaluation FCTM (WPE)

Seven reported that the objecttves were clear, and 7 stated their
needs were net. Also all reported that the presenter was tl'orough.
Seven reported that the audio-visual equipment and all felt set up was
adequate. Six felt the climate was supportive. Two reported the
information presented was the information was somewhat useful, 2
reported it was useful to a good extent, and 2 felt it was useful to a
great extent. The overall rating of the workshop was excellent (5),
and exceptional (1).

Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also respcmded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed which was discussed. Responses to 10 items from 5
areas of the most appropriate and pertinent questions will be
summarized here.

Knowledge level of Art Topic of Workshop
(NUmbers after responses are the total number checking this item).

BEFORE
Low (1) Moderate (4) High (3)
Score=18

AFTER
Low (0) Moderate (2) High (6)
Score=22
Percent Increase=18%

Personal Carmitment To Art Form

BEFORE
None (0) Small (0) Average (4) Above Aver.(4)
Score=32

High (2)

AFTER
Nione (0) Small (0) Average (0) Above Aver (4) High (4)
Score=36
Percent Increase=11%

Ability To Internalize Process

BEFORE
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(5) High (3)
Score=35

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Abcve Aver.(3) High (4)
Score=35
Percent Increase=0%
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Fteli1222_21,_Fawerment

BEFORE
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(5) High (2)
Score=33

AFTER
None Existant(0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(2) High (6)
Score=38
Percent Increase=13%

Problem Solyilalq?illty

BEFORE
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(5) High (2)
Score= 33

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(0) Above Aver.(4) High (4)
Score= 36
Percent Increase=8%

Wbrkshops held June 17,1988
Prevocational/Vccational Arts-Hcernicke, Literature Review-Anderson

(6/17/88);

Workshop Content Assessment (ICA)

Too ten item true/false and fill in the blank and multiple choice
pre/post test were given covering the material on
prevocational/vocational arts and the literature review.

Prevocational/Vocational Arts Test

DEC

Bocce

Pre Post

Not at the Wbrkshop

% Increase (Decrease)

Burnside 3 8 22%
Fenn 1 8 87%
Haffner 0 6 60%
Herl 0 10 100%
Koen Not at the Workshop
Loveless 0 9 90%
Martinez 3 9 66%
Thompson 0 10 100%

Totals 7 66 89%
Mean Scores 1 9.4 85%
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An eleven item forced choice and fill in the blank pre/posttest was
developed to cover the material related to the literature review
workshop.

Literature Review Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese Not at the Workshop
Burnside 35 45 22%
Fenn 10 60 83%
Haffner Not at the Workshop
Herl 20 50 60%
Koen Not at the Workshop
Loveless 20 50 60%
Martinez 35 60 42%
Thompson 20 50 60%

Tbtals 140
Mean Scores 23

315
52.5

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (WPA)

55%
55%

All reported that the objectives were clear, and stated their needs
were met. Also all reported that the presenter was thorough. All
reported that the audio,visual equipment and the set up were adequate.
Five felt the climate was supportive. Two reported the information
presented was somewhat useful, 2 reported it was useful to a good
extent, and 1 felt it was useful to a great extent. The overall
rating of the workshop was good (2), and exceptional (3) -(2 left this
item blank).

Process Measures (PM)

DRCs also responded to an assessment of process (PM) that the
evaluator developed. Ten questions from 5 the most pertinent areas
were utilized during this third year and responses to these questions
will be summarized here.

Knowled e level of ArtSopilgotllorksheR
(NUmbers after tesponses are the total number checking this item).

BEFORE
Low (4) Moderate (3) High (0)
Score=10

AFTER
Low (0) Moderate (4) High (3)
Score=17
Percent Increase=41%
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Personal Commitment Tb Art Form

BEFORE
None (0) Small (2) Average (1) Above Aver.(3)
Score=19

High (0)

AFTER
None (0) Small (0) Average (1) Above Aver (1) High (4)
Score=27
Percent Increase=42%

Ability TO Internalize Process

BEFORE
None EXistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(4) High (0)
Score=22

AFTER
None EXistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(3) Above Aver.(3) High (0)
Score=27
Percent Increase=19%

Feelings of Ellipowerment

BEFORE
None EXistant(0) Low (1) Aver.(2) Above Aver.(4) High (0)
Score=24

AFTER
None EXistant(0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(3) High (3)
Score=30
Percent Increase=20%

Problem Solving Ability

BEFORE
Zero (0) Low (1) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(4) High (0)
Score= 21

AFTER
Zero (0) Low (0) Aver.(1) Above Aver.(2) High (3)
Score= 26
Percent Increase=19%
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Marketing Yourself -Rubinow, Photography-Gallagher, Clay Art Closing-
Craighill -Moran (6/18/88).

Workshop Content Assessment (MA)

Two, ten item, true/false, fill in the blank, and multipde choice
pre/post test were given covering the material on marketing yourself
anl on photography.

Marketing Yourself Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese Not at the Workshop
Burnside 5 10 50%
Fenn 4 10 40%
Haffner 0 9 90%
Herl 7 10 30%
Koen Not at the Workshop
Loveless 5 10 50%
Martinez 6 10 60%
Thompson 4 9 55%

Totals 31 68 54%
Mean Scores 4.4 9.7 54.5%

Photography Test

DRC Pre Post % Increase (Decrease)

Boese Not at the Workshop
Burnside 7 17 58%
Fenn 7 17 58%
Haffner 17 17 0%
Herl 7 17 58%
Koen Not at the Workshop
Loveless 7 17 58%
Martinez 7 17 58%
Thompson 7 17 58%

Totals 59 119 48%
Mean Scores 8.4 17 50%

Workshop Participant Evaluation Form (WPE)

All reported that the objectives were clear, and stated their needs
were met. Also all reported that the presenter was thorough. All
reported that the audio-visual equipment and the set up was adequate.
Six felt the climate was supportive. TWo reported the information
presented was somewhat useful, 3 reported it was useful to a good
extent, and 1 felt it was useful to a great extent. The
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overall rating of the workshop was good (1), and exceptional (5) (7
responded to this form)

Analysis and Interpretation of Evaluation Data for
WorksL,ps/Presenthtions Given During the Third Year of KAMM

In summary, the DRCs participated in, or presented at, seventeen
different workshops this third year covering 19 days of training and
received 112 hours of instruction. Five of these workshops, covering
10 days focused on experiential training in giving presentations.

The first workshop on Curriculum Development Through the Arts held on
October 23, and 24, 1987, had a range of increase after training on
the Process Measures from 6% (Personal Commitment to Art FOrm) to 34
% (Problem Solving Ability).

The second workshop on the Art of Body Movement (Mettler) and Drama
for the Classroom (Sanville) had Process Measures that included a
range of increase scores after training from 15% (Problem Solving
Ability) to a high of 59% (Knowledge Level of Workshop Tbpic). There
was one Workshop Content Assessment (WA) developed by Sanville on
drama. The posttest DRC scores ranged fram a 15% increase to a 50%
increase.

The third training session consisted of DRCs' presentations on music,
movement and storytelling given during the Kansas Art Therapy
Association meeting in December, 1987. Despite some problems with the
physical space and some lack of cooperation between same of the DRCs,
the presentations went well and were well received by the
participants. The strongest presentations were by Bcese, Burnside,
Thompson and Herl on storytelling, puppets and movement.

The fourth workshop was the KARTS Art Celebration for Special People
held at the Ulysses Civic Center in Ulysses, Kansas on January 17th,
and 18th, 1988. Again this was an opportunity for the DRCs to make
presentations. This time, 218 special education children were the
main participants. There were some space problems and crowding. The
presentations that were the strongest were by Boese in music, Koen, in
storytelling, and Martinez and Burnside in dance/movement. The
Process Measures ranged from zero percent increase after training
(Problem Solving Ability) (although, there was a shift in actual
rankings from "above average" to "high" on the part of 3 DRCs) to a
high of 27% increase (Knowledge of Tbpic of Workshop).

The fifth workshop was the workshop on Networking (Craighill-Moran)
and the Use of Guided Imagery and Assessment with McVey which was held
February 26, 27, and 28, 1988 at the Kansas State School for the
Visually Handicapped (KSSVH) in Kansas City. The workshop evaluations
gave the presenters high marks in every category from clear objectives
to future usefulness of the material covered. Unfortunately, the only
assessment tool available for this workshop was the Workshop
Participant Evaluation form (WPE).
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The sixth workshop was held in conjunction with the Statewide Fbrum at
the Wichita Art Museum in Wichita, Kansas on April 7-9, 1988. Again
the DRCs made presentations. The strongest case study sessions were
those given by Burnside, Koen and Boese. The strongest workshops were
given by Martinez, Herl and Haffner (in that order). The MOvement
Workshop given by N. Canner for the DRCs resulted in Process Measures
that ranged from an increase after training of 7% on Knowledge Level
of Workshop Topic, to a high of 37% on Feelings of EMpowerment.

The seventh workshop was Bruscia's on Communication through Mbsic held
on May 5-7, 1988 at the KSSVH in Kansas City. The WPE revealed avery
satisfied group of trainees. This was, in part, because the group of
DRCs knew Bruscia from the first year of training. They had a high
level of trust in him and worked very well during this training
period. The Process Measures ranged from a level of increase after
training of 3% on Ability to Internalize the Process, to a 38%
increase on Knowledge Level of Tbpic of Workshop.

The final workshops covered a four day period in June (June 15-
18,1988). Nine different topics were covered by 11 presenters. Eight
ct these presenters developed pre/posttests of workshop content. The
first day of training revealed DRC posttest scores that ranged after
training from a decrease of 13% to an increase of 47% on the Gifted
Education Test. It is difficult to provide an explanation for the
decrease score on the part of one DRC. In actuality this was the
difference in missing only 1 additional question on the posttest.

The scores on the WOrkshop Content
Transition Workshop resulted after
from 2 % to 95% on the posttests.
in DRC posttest scores that ranged
42%.

Assessment (WCA) for the Work
training in a range of increases
The Early Childhood Test resulted
from no increase to an increase of

The Process Measures for this first workshop day (June 15,1988) ranged
atter training from an increase of 8% on Problem Solving Ability to a
26% increase on Knowledge Level of Tbpic of WOrkshop.

Only one workshop held on June 16 had a pre/posttest of content. This
was the workshop on Learning Disabilities. One of the workshops was a
movement closing session and it was not appropriate to have either a
content measure or a process measure of this session. The DRCs'
scores on the Learning Disabilities posttest had a range from a
decrease of 13% to an increase of 33%. Again it is difficult to
explain the decrease in score for one DRC (except that this in
actuality represented only 1 additional missed question on the
postttest). The Process Measure for this workshop day showed after
training a range of increased scores from zero (Ability to
Internalize) to a high of 18% (Knowledge Level of Topic of Workshop).
It is difficult to explain the "zero increase" since this is the only
workshop in which scores actually decreased on the Process Measures in
individual ratings (which caused the lack of increase).
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The WCA for the 2 workshops on June 17th revealed increses in scores
on the posttest from 22% to 100% on the Prevocational/Vocational Arts
test and a range of fram 22% increase to 83% inclease on the
Literature Review test. Scores on the posttest for the Marketing
Yourself workshop ranged after training fram a 30% increase to a 90%
increase on the DRCs' scores. The Photography posttest revealed
increased DRC scores from ncoe at all to a high of 58%. The Process
Measures after training for this workshop day ranged from an increase
of 21% on Problem Solving Ability to a high ot 42% on Knowledge Level
of Workshop Topic.

asenary of Data from Final Needs Assessment

The final needs assessment was completed after all workshop training
had been completed. It was distributed in mid August of this year to
all DRCs. In terms of increased skill levels in the arts, all
reported increases in skill level in every art form. In some cases
this was from a beginning level to and advanced (drama, visual arts
and storytelling). All DRCs reported an increase in their special
education expertise in at least one specific handicapping condition.
The most frequently reported areas were mentally handicapped, learning
disabilities, and behavior disorders (in that order). The DRCs were
asked to rank all the workshop training received during the past year.
Those workshops that were reported to be the most useful were (in
descending order); Communication Through MUsic-May, 1988; and How to
Market Yourself-June,1988; Networking and the year review/ GUided
lmagery-February, 1988; Curriculum Development Through the Arts-
October, 1987.

All the DRCs reported increased contort levels in the arts as a result
of KARTS training. The arts forms most often cited were music, and
visual arts. TWo DRCs reported feeling comfortable teaching all the
arts to both peers and students. Stated needs for arts training were
in the areas of music, movement and drama. The stated priority items
for training were as follows:

1. Identifying student needs

2, Evaluating student performance or progress (tied with)

2. Evaluating effectiveness of instruction

3. Writing IEPs in the arts

4. Planning instructional activities

5. Increasing knowledge in content areas

(Please refer to the appendix for the complete compilation of
responses on the KARTS Needs Assessment for the Third Year.)

7s)
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Administrative Comments from KARTS Project Director and Coordinator

It seemed appropriate at this point in the evaluation report on the
FARTS program to include commentary from both Mr. William Freeman,
KARTS Director, and Ms. Maureen Craighill-Morin, KARTS Coordinator.
What follows then is this commentary.

I. Quality and Integrity in Project Implementation.

The following factors insured the overall quality and integrity of the
implementation of the KARTS project.

1. Selection process for the KARTS Prvject Coordinator.

The selection process for the projcat coordinator included both and
in-state and national search. Each of the fjcty applications were
reviewed by the Director cf Personnel, and then reviewed by a four
member applications review committee. Each application was rated on 17
competency areas. The resulting top four rated appaicants became those
who were interviewed. The interview was an oral one before a comlittee,
of five professionals that represented: a faculty person from higher
education ia art therapy, and one in special education, a SEA special
education coordinator and a program specialist and the project
director. Each of the four finalists viewed a video tape a teacher
providing an arts experience with special students. Then each finalist
wrote an essay on haw she/he would provide technical assistance to
the teacher. This process enabled the committee to determine technical
assistance skills and writing abilities. Finally, each applicant
conducted a 45 minute in-service presentation on arts in special
education with the interview ccamittee. The interview committ(
rated and ranked each finalists on these tasks coming to a const.osus
recomnendation for hiring. The SEA Edrector of Special Fducation and
Assistant Commissioner interviewed the highest ranking finalists. The
candidate that the committee recomnended was selected as Project
Coordinator. This thorough process insured quality in the selection
of an employee who has proven to be highly competent, dedicated and
capable of meeting the demands and scope of the project in
accomplishing its goals and objectives in a distinguished fashion.

?. Selection process for the District Resource Coordinators (DRCs).

The selection process for the DRCs included an interview committee
comprised of: a disobled artist, faculty members from an institution
of higher education in art therapy, and in special education, and the
director and coordinator of the KARTS project. The selection process
encompassed the following: an extensive written application,
documentation of participation and accomplishments in the field of
arts with the handicapped and an oral interview, with the selection
committed. The interview covered additional areas including issues
related to working with people with disabilities, arts and special
education content areas, self-confidence, career direction and other
personnel development issues.
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3. Needs assessment of the DRCs.

A comprehensive and thorough needs assessment was made of the CRCs.
This included DRC competencies and training needs in a pre/posttest
fashion for each of the three years of training. This approach
enabled the training content to be geared specifically to DRC needs,
while still satisfying general competencies renuired in the project.

4.Naticmally recognized consultants.

Consultants with nationally and internationally recognized expertise
were utilized for training in all the art forms and in each special
education categorical area, and for program and DRC evaluation. These
expert consultants in the arts, in special education and in evaluation
represented the most highly skilled professionals in arts with the
handicapped.

5. Local Education Agency (LEA).

The understanding of and support for the project by the LEA was
evidenced by meetings of project staff with trainees, supervisorn,
principals and superintendents. Ttese meetings were held to discuss
the project and its mission , and the requirements of the trainees and
the needs for specific cooperation from school districts. Signed
agreement forms by these individuals were to guarantee support for the
trainees and the project, for the project's duration. Specific
commitments of trainees and districts were fully and clearly
discussed. In addition, presentations on the project were made on
numerous occasions to teachers, special education administrators,
principals and superintendents through the state for the duration of
the project (3 years).

6. Project awareness and dissemination of information about KARTS.

A brochure, public service announcements, and a video documentation of
the project were all utilized to dissemination information about the
project. Additionally, at the start of the KARTS project, awareness
and recruitment included presentations and field reviews by interested
educators in each of 5 regions in Kansas. Also, over fifty interviews
in newspapers, on radio and television were conducted throughout the
state to further awareness of the project.

7. Apprentice prognmn.

An apprentice program wts initiated early on in the provam to assure
backup support and assistance to the DRCs and to meet the geographical
needs of each region of the state. This apprentice program was under
the control of the DRCs. The plan for the apprentice selection was to
enable the project to respond to possible attrition of the DRCs in the
program. Also the apprentice program enabled each region to still have
an idutd.fied re'.ource specialist in arts with the handicapped.
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8. On-site technical assistance.

On-site technical assistance was comprehensive in nature. Technical
assistance was available to DRCs in their classrooms in demonstrations
sessions with handicapped children and youth, as well as in in-service
presentations for teachers, paraprofessionals and interest others.
These technical assistance sessions were also supervised by the
project coordinator, director, content consultants, and both third-
party evaluators over the entire 3 years of the KARTS project.
Technical assistance was individualized to the needs of each DRC and
was provided orally, in writing and with follow-up sessions as
reguired or deemed necessary.

9. Regional awareness cr DRCs as professionally trained resource
persons.

Through the provision of arts with the handicapped programming in each
region of the state by the DRCS, the expertise and availability of
each DRC was made known to teachers, related service personnel,
parents and interested others. The facilitation of public awareness
in-services locally, and statewide support groups, arts festivals with
demonstration components and distribution of no-cost arts supplies for
constituents helped to achieve an awareness of the availability of
DRCs as professionally trained resource persons.

10. State Education Agency's support fcr KARTS.

An understanding of and support for the KARTs project on the part of
SEAd was promoted through KARTs staff and DRC presentations to SEA
staff. These presentations brought about understanding of the KARTs
program mission, goals, objectives and impact on personnel and the
students they serve. Involvement by special education program
specialists, the Kansas Special Education Coordinator and Director,
the Assistant Commissioner and Commissioner of Educatica for Kansas,
and a Kansas State Board of Bducation member, led to greater ownership
of the KARTS project by the SEA. This involvement included training of
DRCs in specific content and categorical areas, which also proved a
cost-effective approach to the DRCs meeting required competencies
while gaining recognition.

II. Project Impact and Outcomes.

The impact and outcomes of the KARTS project include the following
items.

1. Trainees were provided with hands-on experience in planning,

coordination and presenting at local and statewide conferences and
functions. This training provided dissemination of, and training
opportunities and statewide recognition of the DRCs to special
educatcrs, administrators and special needs students.

2. A cadre of related arts professionals for the State of Kansas has

7:i
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been trained. This cadre has learned to work together, bef ig aware of
each others strengths and weaknesses. The cadre can make referrals for
each other on specific training opportuilities throughout the state.

3. Due to the length and depth aspect of the many hours of formal
training sessions with natidnally and internationally knaon experts
many opportunities have been established for both project staff and
trainees. This establishment and expansion of personal and
professional contacts with nationally recognized consultants has
strengthened existing networks and built new ones.

4. The provision of greater acceptance and recognition for the value
of the arts in education for special needs individuals on a local,
state, regional and national level.

5. A collection of over 450 resource materials in the form of
handouts, articles, books, video tapes and manuals cn related arts
with special need individuals now exists. This collection has become
the basis of an ongoing Related Axts Resource Library which is now
part of the Accessible Arts Center in Kansas City. The availability of
this collection for use by any interest party has been and is being
advertised throughout Kansas.

6. A foundation for further (and greatly) needed training at the pre-
service level in related arts has been laid. The DRCS have and will
continue to make outstanding liasions for faculty at institutions of
higher education in Kansas. Universities and colleges in Kansas have
already indicated a need for staff training before related arts can be
incorporated into the special education curriculum in special
education, art, music, drama and other arts and other appropriate
undergraduate programs.

1II.Areas for Improvement

1. There was insufficient staff to Ichieve fully and in an outstanding
way many aspects of the grant. While extensive goals and objectives
for the program were accomplished, and a comprehensive base was
provided, these goals and objectives were far too ambitious for the
limited staff to accomplish. There were only 3 staff membersone
full time secretary, one full time coordinator and me director who
was only assigned to work with the grant for a very limited percentage
of the time. Because of these staff limitations, portions of the grant
could not be accomplished in any in-depth fashion. These portions
included; recruiting, developing an out of state program,
disseminating information about the grant, developing public awareness
and implementing the program.

2. There was not enough start up time at the beginning of the grant.
Also, there was no time allowance and no funding in the grant for
staff recruitment, relocation costs and trainee recruitment.

7
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3. The original location at Emporia State University was not well
suited for the depth of the program. At the beginning the ESU
administraton was cooperative. However, there was a lack of
commitment and understanding of the full concepts that the project
represented and was trying to accomplish. ESU did provide a central
location for trainees but the campus was more than a 2 hour drive (one
way) for the Director and a 1 hour drive from the project sponsoring
agency ( the Kansas State Department of Education). These travel
distances added to the already heavy travel burden for the project
staff.

4. Some trainees never seemed to fully conprehend and value the
uniqueness, scope and potential of the training. The logistical and
extensive paper work required of the trainees seemed at times to
interfere and overshadowed the long term benefits of training.

5. Although the project's grant guidelines and agencies were given
out to all trainees, same failed to read or fully comprehend the
details of the project. This lack of comprehension caused confusion
in logistical and programmatic areas.

6. Tte sheer size of the state of Kansas became a problem in terms of
the travel demands made on the DRCs.

7. Although the content was field reviewed and DRCs were aware of the
commitment necessary, in reality, the time commitment resulted in too
many personal sacrifices for some DRCs to overcome. A different
program format in the future is indicated. One possibility would be
one week a month over the three month summer vacation, or an
equivalent with two weekend seminars during the school year or on-site
technical assistance, CT smaller scoped programs on one year's length
in regional settings.

8. The intention of the project was to develop a personnel development
system that would sustain itself after the project's completion. The
DRCs were informed of this intention and of suggestions for its
implementation. However, no clear and specific follow-up guidelines
uere established for DRCs to provide post-project services in their
communities. As DRCs are now providing services after training
sessions have been completed, it still might have been helpful to have
an agreement with DRCs to engage in a systematic approach to training,
technical assistance and resources following the project's completion.

9. The accounting and fiscal management of the program had to be
redone every year due to logistical changes. These changes that
occurred three times was very difficult on staff.

lg. An on-site evaluation consultant may have been a better
arrangement. This would have facilitated communicating with project
staff, gathering and computation of and housing of the vast amounts of
program and evaluation data required.
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SUMMARY, aimusIctis, AND RECOMINDIdICINS

During this final year of training the DECs reoal;,ed 112 hours of
instruction byway of 19 instructional days wid 17 different
workshops. Five of these workshops over 10 days provided the ABCs with
opportunities for direct training in giving professional
presentations. With only one exception there was a constant steady
pattern of increase in the Process Measures after DRC training over
all the workshops and training sessions during the third year of
KARTS. The range was from a score of zero increase on Ability to
Internalize the Process (Movement and Learning Disabilities Workshope-
June 16) to a high of 59% on Knowledge Level of Workshop Topic- ( Art
of Body Movement and Drama in the Classroomr-November 13 and 14,1987).
The average increase after training for each item on the Process
Measures for each workshop was at least 13.2%.

The 9 workshops that had content measures showed steady increases in
DRC posttest scores that ranged from none to 100%. In only two
instances were there decreases in the DRCs Posttest scores (one DRC on
the Gifted Education Test-June 15, 1988 and one DRC on the Learning
Disabilities Test on June 16, 1988). The average increase for the
DRCs on the Workshop Content Assessment Posttests was 46.5%! (And this
mean score includes the 2 minus scores cited above).

These "hard figures" substantiate the more subjective assessments made
by the KARTS Coordinator, Ms. Craighill-Mbran, Dr. Nancy Brook
Schmitz, the third party evaluator, and the 5 member evaluation panel
of experts. The DRCs themselves reinforced the "quality training
aspects" of the KARTS project in their own final evaluations. They
perceived the major strengths of the KARTS prograni as:

1. In-depth hands on training with "the experts".

2. The opportunity to receive training over an extended 3 year period
that was definitely "in depth".

3. Personal and professional growth as a result involvement with the
arts.

4. Increased special education training and hands on experience with
students who had a variety of handicapping conditions.

5. An increased understanding of the power of the arts and haw they
can be interrelated.

6. The development of a network of like-minded persons who are
committed to the arts for special needs persons.

Clearly the in-depth, quality aspect of training in the arts and in
fine tuning these skills in work with handicapped students has been
achieved. Also, there is now a professionally trained cadre of
experts strategically locatmd across the state of Kansas.
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The question arises as to whether the KARTS mcdel for achieving this
goal was the mcet feasible. The DRCs themselves identified several of
the weaknesses of the KARTS program. These were:

1. Geography! The state of Kansas covers a huge area and trying to
serve the entire state became a travel nightmare.

2. Scheduling of training. The DRCs felt it was almost an impossible
task to work all week long(often in high stress teaching pceitions),
and then be ready for training on Friday evenings.

3. Intensity of Traihing. The DRCs felt that often there was too much
information and experiential training in too concentrated a time for
assimulation.

4. Need for Greater Cooperation from School Districts. Same schools
were reluctant to release DRCs for training and presentaticos during
the regular school day. This made it impossible for some DRCS to
participate in the statewide meetings such as the Kansas Art Therapy
Association meeting, the Statewide Arts Forum and the Arts Celebration
that held sessions on weekdays.

5. Loss of DRCs. Several DRCs dropped out early (one at the end of the
first year and two during the second year). This had a negative effect
on group cohesiveness.

6. Failure to Include Apprentices Sooner. Many DRCs felt that it
would have been much more beneficial to the entire KARTS program to
have identified and included the apprentices much earlier in thc t,:zTS
training program.

7. Endless Paper Work. Many DRCs were overwhelmed by all the paperwork
required of them. Many were late in getting evaluations and travel
forms returned on timesome refused to complete the final evaluations
requested of them.

RECCVMENDATIONS

From an evaluation perspective there were several other issues that
were not adequately addressed. The major issue throughout the three
year KARTS training, was the difficulty in getting the workshop
presenters to author a bLief (nu, mcre than ten item) pre/posttest of
the content they were to cover during their workshops. The initial
year, the evaluator was able to provide these items for three of the
wcrkshops. The next year, the presenters were to do this as a part of
their contract with KARTS. This was met with minimal success. The
same problem occurred this yearexcept that specific test examples
were given to all presenters. These examples were acconpanied by a
specific request for each consultan, giving workshops to include one
of their pre/posttest comprised of forced choice items, true/ false
items, and multiple choice items as opposed to open-ended questions
that asked for opinions.
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The constPA issue/difficulty was that many of the presenters were not
trained tc write these kinds of tests, nor were they philosophically
sympathetic to "testing" the material/content they planned to cover.
This was especially true for the older generation of
artists/presenters who are "at the top" of their particular
discipline. Their training never included test makingnor test
giving in the paper and pencil sense of test giving. Fortunately, the
evaluator assisted byMr. William Freeman and Ms. N. Canner was able
to develop a measure of the artist process that was utilized during
the second and third year of KARTS. These Process Measures did help
determine the degree to which participants have acqpired the artistic
skills being imparted to them by "the artistic experts".

The demands ct the KARTS evaluation plan necessitated the collection
of many measures of process and content. (At several points during
the training over the three year period, the DRCs lost patience with
all the forms they were asked to complete.) It is rare to ha able to
obtain assessments of both the more subjective "process" in ÷.:".a arts
as well as the "content" in the arts. It is also rare that evaluation
can include both objective and Subject instrumentation (Anderson,
1988) as well as multiple measures of effectiveness. This multilevel,
multifaceted evaluation methodology wu cme of several of the very
unique features of the KARL'S prowam. Hopefully, this multiple
measures/e loctive/subjective evaluation approach can be continued in
future arts ,:raining programs. (At the same time there is a need to
streamline and ccadense assessment instruments so that participants
are not omerwhelmed with forns and paperwork.)

The success and uniqueness of the KARTS program has been due to: the
use of "the experts" for training; the strong abilities and commitment

of the Coordinator, Ms. Maureen Craighill Moran and the Director, Mr.
William Freeman; and the dedication of the DRCs that "hung in there"
for the three year stretch. It was the exceptional talents of Ms.
Craighill Moran, spurred on by Mr. Freeman's commitment to excellence
and professionalism that enabled a herculean project such as KARTS to
succeed. Also there are few professionals that possess the multiple
talents of administrator, artist, eftcator, therapist, author,
arcountant, and organizer, that were needed to run the KARTS program.
Lesser adninistrators would have failed.

One practice that was not dropped (although last year's evaluation
report recommended that it be discontinued this third year) was the
"piggybacking" of training on to another function such as the State
Form. It is dlfficult to make presentations, and then be involved in
expert training as a student initially as a part of a larger
conference group, and then as a pert of a smaller KARTS group, at the
same meeting. This conEuses roles, makes it difficult to take full
advantage of tht training available, and is hard on the "expert"
presenter as well. Future training projects in the arts should ,void
this kind of "piggybacking of training".
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The KARTS training is the equivalent of a two year full time master's
degree program. It is unfortunate that not more DRCs (only one did
pay tuition and earn graduate credit from ESU for the training) took
advantage of earning graduate credit for the KARTs training. The DRC's
success is more formidable when one is aware that they all hell down
full time jobs and had family responsibilities as well all during this
time.

In spite of all the evaluation data obtained, the third party
evaluator regrets that some standardized measure of self-concept (such
as the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, (Fitts, 1971) or the Piers Harris
Self-Concept Scale, (1969) were not given to the DRCs as a pre/post
KARTS training test. It is so apparent that major gains were made by
all DRCs in the area of self confidence during the three years of
KARTS training. These gains evidenced through observational data,
undoubtedly would have shown up on these standardized measures of
self-concept.

Indeed, standardized measures of change are lacking or limited for
handicapped children in general. Those of us who are arts
professionals must address this important issue or we will not be able
to "sell" the arts to the layperson. Future funded projects should
address this issue of documentation of child change as the result of
involvement in the arts. This recommendation is in keeping with the
DRCs stated top priority needs (reported in the final needs
assessment) in terms of future training. "Identifying student needs"
was first, followed by "evaluating student performance or progress",
which tied with "evaluating effectiveness of instruction " for second.
"Writing IEPs in the arts" was third (and IEPs necessitate measures of
child change).

The question arises how might one provide solutions to the weaknesses
raised by the DRCs about their training with KARTS? Perhaps it is too
ambitious to try to cover the entire state of Kansas with this kind of
training. Other training models might be more feasible; such as
shorter term in-depth training in only 2 or 3 population centers,
perhaps during summers; or, infusing key special schools with
artist/special educators in residencies for extended periods during
the school year, or the development of an arts center with satallite
programs in which not only training can occur, but child change data
can be easily obtained. After all, it is in the schools where the
arts training will mcstly be implemented. Why not train direcUy in
selected schools for 2 or 3 month periods followed by teacher
workshops during the summers? Certainly, it would be important to
provide degree credit for this training via nearby institutions of
higher learning--cr stipends for the teachers (OR B(TH)!

Finally, greater direct involvement of local school administrators
would be a key element in the success of this kind of project. Without
strong local administrative support for the arts, nothing will ever
change. KARTS did make efforts to include local administrators. The
Kansas State Director of Education met with Special Education
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Department staff members who provided training sessions. Also, a
Kansas State Board of Education member net with the DRCs and opened up
dialr-male between the DRCs and others at the Kansas State Board of
Education level. This kind of exchange and interaction helped make
the DRCs aware of haw the system works in the state.

If a program such as KARTS were run on site in a school, then there
would more be a higher probability of increased local administrative
support. It is an axiom that those who are involved in the arts are
the strongest supporters of the arts. AdMinistrators must ,therefore,
be directly involved in training projects such as KARTS, for we are
also after "adult change" as well as child change in the arts. If
more administrators could be directly involved perhaps the stated
needs that the DRCs expressed for more support for the arts in terms
of resources and payment for service/reimbursement for professional
delivery of arts programs to special needs individuals (on the final
needs assessment) might be more readily met.

In summary, Maureen Craighill-Moran, William Freeman and the DRCs must
be commended for their exceptional efforts to bring a very complex and
professionally run project to a successful conclusion. It is most
unfortunate that further funding for a continuation of the KARTS
concept was not deemed a priority at the national level. It is this
writer's fervent hope that funding will be obtained from other sources
so this outstanding program can he continued and can grow since the
key personnel (the DRCs) are already very well trained and in place.

KARTS was an excellent personnel development project that provided the
needs/evaluation data to indicate the benefits of further
institutionalization at the preservice level of arts with the
handicapped content material. Although the provision of in-service
training has a continued need and value, the data indicates the
advantages in providing this material at the preservice level, where
future related service personnel and educators are developing their
methods and style of mrking with special needs students.
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Kansas Arts Resource Training System, (KARTS)
District Resource Coordinator

POST WORKSHOP TRAINING NEEDS ASSESS
Year THREE.

Carpi lation

101

Directions: Please complete this form by BLOCK PRINTING or typing your
answers giving as complete answers as your are able. Then, return it
to: Dr. Frances E. Anderson, 311 Orlando Ave, Normal, Il. 61761.
PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE and %%THIN 7 DAYS
OF RECEIVING IT. WANKS!

Name:
last first

Mailing address: ,City KS,
street Zip code

Phone # (home) (Wbrk)

(area code) (area code)
Agency and/or program in which you NOW work:

A0dress: City KS

APEA OF EXPERTISE:
zip code

1. Has there been an increase in your areas of expertise in the fine
arts as a result of your participation in the KARTS program this
year7NO YES 7

1.2 If yes, please rate your expertise on All arts forms listed below
and note your level of expertise ("B" for beginning, "I" for
intermediate, or "A" for advanced) BEFORE FARTS 3nd year and AFTER
KAR1S,3nd year

Drama(level before KARTS)Beg. 61; Cur.Level:Beg.0,Int.5;Ad.2.
Vis.Arts (level before KARTS)Beg.2,Int.4,Ad. 1;Cur.level:Beg.0,
Int.2, Ad. 5.

Movement:(level before KARTS)Beg.5, Int. 2, Ad. 0 Cur.Level Beg. 0,
Int. 1, Ad. 5.

Music:(level before KARTS)Beg. 3, Int. 4, Ad. 0; Cur.Level Beg.0,
Int.4, Ad. 3.

Storytelling(Level before KARTS)Beg. 4, Int. 3, Ad. 0; Cur.Level Beg.
0, Int.2 , Ad.5.

Other: (please specify) (level before KARTS)
Current Level
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1.3 Has there been an increase in your special education expertise as
a result of your participation in the KARTS program this year? No ;

YES 7 .

If yes, please list the specific special education area (content
and or handicapping condition and ages ) and note your level of
expertise BEFORE KARTS and your CURRENT Level)by placing a "B" for
beginning, "I" for intermediate, and "A" for advanced after the
special education area.
(Limit your answer to no more than 5 entries)

Ph.H. (BEFORE KARTS) B (1) AFTER KAM I(1)
Learn Dis.B (1); After Int..(1); Work with Ment. Hand. bea.(1) to
Ad.(1); Wbrk with EMH Beg.(1) to intermed. (1) , Parents from
beg.(1);to Ad.(1);Gifted from beg. (1) to adv.(1); Adaptations from
intermed.(1) to adv.(1); Wbrk with Deaf/Blind (beg. 1) to Ad (1) ; LD
from beg,(1) to adv.(1); TMH from beg. to intermed (1); BD from
intermed. (1) to advanc. (1); SMH from beg. to intermed(1); physically
handicapped from intermed.(1), to advanced (1).

FEEDBACK ON INORKSHOPS OFFERED DURING YEAR

2. For the workshops listed below, please provide an overall rating of
their usefulness to you a. personally and b. professionally. Wbuld
you also please indicate on what topics from each workshop(if any) you
would like to have additional information/tra ming ?

1. Curric. Devel thru inter- Extremely Very Some Little No
active arts (Arcadia,KS) Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(3) 3 4(2) 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(3) 3(3) 4 5

I would like more information about:
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2. Body Movement-Mettler

Personal Usefulness of workshop

Extremely
Useful

Very
Useful

Some Little No
Use

(circle one option)
(not applicable 4)

1(1) 2(1) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(1) 3 4 5

I would like more information about:

3. Drama for Classroom Extremely very Some Little No
Sanville Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(3) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

4. DRC Presentations in music,
movement and storytelling

Extremely
Useful

Very
Useful

Some Little No
Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(2)

Professional Usefulness 1(3)

2(4)

2(3)

3(1)

3(2)

4(1)

4

5

5

I would like more information about:

5.Tech. Asst. & Demonstrat. Extremely Very Some Little
sessic Ls in music,movement, Useful
storytelling & visual art

Useful T,

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(1) 3(3) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

,
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6. DRC networking, year Extremely Very Some Little No
review-Craighill Moran Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(4) 2(5) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(6) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

7.Guided Imagery & Assess- Extremely Very Some Little No
ment-MdVey Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1 2(3) 3(4) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1 2(3) 3(3) 4(1) 5

I would like more intonation abcut:

8. State forum-Movement - Extremely Very Some Little No
N. Canner Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(3) 3(2) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(5) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

Extremely Very Some Little No9. State Forum -COmmunic.
thru arts-Curry Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option)

Professional Usefulness

I would like more information about:

2(3) 3(4) 4

2(2) 3(5) 4 5
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10. Communic thru music- Extremely Very Some Little No
Bruscia Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(5) 2(3) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(1) 5

I would like more information about:

11. Pre-Voc,Voc training- Extremely
Hoernike Useful

Personal Usefulness of workshop

Very
Useful

Some Little No
Use

(circle one option) 1(1) 2(1) 3(4) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1 (1 ) 2(4) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

12. Literature Review- Extremely Very Some Little No
F.Anderson Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1 (1 ) 2(3) 3(2) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1 (1) 2(5) 3 4 5

I would like more information about:

13. How to market yourself Extremely Very Some Little No
Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(4) 3(1) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(3) 2(5) 3 4(1) 5

T would like more information about:
Networking
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14. Photography Extremely Ve-y Some Little No

Personal Usefulness
Useful

of workshop
Useful Use

(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(1) 4(1) 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(3) 3 4 5(1)

I would like more information about:

NEEDS AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

3. What do you currently feel are your three most pressing needs in
enabling you to teach/ train persons in the arts for the handicapped?
(Limit your response to only three.)

1.(most pressing) time (2), supplies

2.(next.most pressing) need for central office to act as a clearing
house, marketing and development of opportunities, networking.

3.(third most pressing problem) lack of monetary compensation, more
direct experience with the arts and handicapped children, energy,
public relations/advocacy for the arts.

4. What are the three most pressing problems you are having in
teaching the arts to persons with handicapping conditions:(Be specific
and limit your response to only three).

1.identifying groups of children who need arts, lack of pay for
working with special education and the arts.

2.(next most pressing problem) materials, lack .upport of the
local school district.

3. (third most pressing)-in teaching the arts to persons with
handicapping conditions(be specific) lack of time and money, getting
children involved, the lack of a music library and music resources.

5. Has your comfort level increased in any of the arts forms as a
result of your KARTS training this year? NO YES 4 . If yes, with
what art form(s) experiences( limit your answer to no more than 5)
has your comfort level increased as a result of your KARTS training
this year?

1. music(2), visual arts, storytelling

2. movement (3)

3. drama, guided imagery, music

4. storytelling (2), music, drama
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5.visual arts(2), integrated arts

5 b. Which of these listed above would you feel comfortable
teaching to peers? all arts (2), visual arts (2), storytelling (1),
music (1), movement (1).

5 c. Which of these listed above would you feel comfortab3e
teaching to students? all arts (2)visual arts, (2), storytelling
(2),movement (1), music (1),

6. With which art(s) forms are you least comfortable ? (Please list up
to 5 areas/or activities):

6 a. personally: =sic (2), movement (1), clay (1), drama (1).

6 b.in teaching to students: drama (1), music (1), movement(1),
clay(1).

7. Has your comfort level increased in teaching any specific
handicapping condition as a result of your KARTS training this yeax?
NO YES_4 . If yes please list (up to 5) handicapping conditions
in which there has been an increase in comfort level.

). blind, visuAly impaired, physically handicapped, paraplegic,
spina bifida.

2.SMH, multiply handicapped, deaf, blind and visually impaired(3).

3.TMH, EMH young adult, severely emotionally disturbed, multiply
handicapped.

4.F24H,autistic.

5.hearing impaireu.
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8. Please assign a rank order from ONE (top priority ) to TWELVE for
the following items IN TERMS OF YOU OWN NEED FOR TRAINING : Please
assign only one number to each item.

a. Motivating, encouraging students 10, 12, 12
b .Developing student self confidence.", 11, 10
c. Using a variety of teaching methods..12, 10,9
d. Teaching students to read 8. 8. 1
e. Evaluating effectiveness of instruction..4. 4. 2
f. Managing disruptive behaviour among students...11, 11, 9
g. Identifying student needs_1, 1, 1
h. Presenting individualized learning activities 5, 5, 8
1. Increasing knowledge in the content areasi, 7, 3
j. Planning instructional activities 6, 6, 4
K. Evaluating student performance or progress..2, 2, 6
j. Writing IEPs in the arts 3, 3, 5

identifying student needs was overall no. 1 (both year'two and this
year); evaluating student performance or progress and and evaluating
effectiveress of instruction were tied for second. Writing IEPs in the
arts was third. Planning instructional activities was
fourthancreasing knowledge in content areas fifth. These were the
same top 6 priorities as last year accept no. 2-6 were in a slightly
different order (IEPs in the arts was 2nd last year and increasing
knowledge in the content areas was third last year).)

8.1 Are there any other items that should be included in this
list? Please list them and be as specific as you can.

9. IS there any other feedback, or oomment(s) you would lik to make
either about the program in general or in terms of any specific
component? (Your comments will be held in confidence by the
evaluator).

9.1 May we quote your comments? Yes (Please sign indicating your
permission to be quoted)NAME DATE

PLEASE RETURN OOMPLI:ITD FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO DR.
F.E.ANDERSON,311 Orlando Ave. Normal,I1. 61761. Thanks for your time
and effort!!!
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Appendix A

Evaluation of DRCs Based on Video-Taped Presentations
June, 1986 and April 1988

Dr. Nancy Brooks-Schmitz



An Evaluation of the KARTS Trainees' Development
from June 1986- April 1938

This evaluation is based on presentations by the KARTS trainees which were
video taped in June 1986 and April 1988. These video taped presentations
were evaluated for structure, content, and methodology. The following
observations being made:

Dobbie Koen:

6/19/86 At first, the trainee appears slightly nervous with shaking
voice and wringing of hands. It is obvious from her verbal and body attitude
that she listens well and is able to present materials from a strong
background with her subject, LD learners. The content of the presentation is
a sharing of her work with LD learners utilizing storytelling, drawing,
movement and music. This trainee u:-.fes a voice tone which may be
interpreted as talking down to her listeners. During the presentation she
uses much positive reinforcement with the participants. At first, she
draws from them responses to her questions, making use of their answers in
lending from one activity to another. When working with music and drawing,
however, she responds to musical cues with own ideas rather than eliciting
responses from the participants. She provides suggestions about the story's
character rather than eliciting this information and details from the
participants. The lesson is very slow paced. The use of movement is
developed by dividing the group into two with half of the group being
firebirds and half of the group observing. During this movement phase the
movement continues too long without development or suggestions for
development. The other group then has a similar experience with the second
character from the story, the monsters. She uses a prop to get into the
movement thus involving the students readily.

She does provides clear directions throughout. Koen gave a good wrap up
about interrelationship of the arts to the classroom. She also shared t..3
development of these materials and other possibilities for use with
language development. She noted that she had moved through the materials
normally taught in a one week sequence in rapid order rather than
demonstrating the content of a single lesson. The art focus of the lesson
seems to be that music tells a story. The outcome of the lesson seems to be
developing imagination through interacting with these four art areas.

4/88 Whili- the voice quality and the tone is similar to first presentation,
this trainee presents a more comfL lble presence as noted by the voice
quality and her body attitudes. She pi .?sents a case study of one of her
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students. This presentation is clear. She demonstrates her Own openness to
coming to know her student during the period of the case study, tracing this
student's abilities, skills, challenges and behaviors in a sensitive manner to
enable the audience to share this experience and understand the child and
the methodologies and materials used with the student.

During the presentation,. Koen shows an understanding of the terminology of
Special education, the arts; and education. She used these terms in a clear
and unambiguous way whicn added to the presentation and her authority. She
handled questiels well with refernece to assistance available to the field.

Summary: This trainee demonstrates a growth in presentation skills,
specific vocabulary, ability to structure presentations and to adjust pacing
appropriate. She else clearly demonstrates new arts resources to draw upon
for her work with students/clients.

Sherri Austin (Boese)

6/86 This initial presentation to peers was active and engaged
participation of all members of the group. She limited quick answering of
her questions by the already informed, thus allowing others to think ang
grow. Her presentation was clear. She was supportive of the learners. She
clearly brought practice, experience and a solid understanding of her
primary art area to this presentation. She clearly brought insightful use of
research in child development, language acquisition and learning theory to
her presentation while illustrating her presentation with concise examples
clearly demonstrating to the participants the main objectives.

4/88 Boese's presentation of a case study began with a song and rhythmic
involvement of the audience in a follow-the-leader format. This
immediately attracted the audience's focus. Her introduction to her self
provided a way to link this focus to careful attention to .what would follow,
especially having them look for the reappearance of the preceeding musical
format with the case to be presented.

Her presentation of the actual case study initially focused upon what the
child did well and discussed problems in context to his skills and interests.
She utilized an appropriately paced slide presentation of student engaged in
interesting projects. Her simultaneous presentation focused on family,
family setting, and child's abilities. Moving from this slide introduction of
the child to discussion of learning disabilities in general, Boese clearly
defines how subject fits this profile. Her handouts provided guidelines to
LD learners. She directs her case study from this handout to the child.
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Integral with her presentation was a discussion of 'what she learned about
the child as a result of tests and observations of other professionals also
working with the child. The is a most complete presentation utilizing
visual, auditory and kinesthetic modalities. SL3 provided clear
recommendation for further work with this student including developing
attention span and some accommodation for his disabilities. Conciuding the
presentation, she integrated her earlier musical activity with participants
with child's needs and abilities.

Summary: While the initial presentation was well paced and demonstrated
Boese's skills and confidence, the final presentation clearly demonstrated
development and refinement of ability +r. utilize multiple modalities in her
presentations. An impressive presentation.

Jo leen Haffner

June 18, 1986 In her initial presentation, Haffner presents her material
without discovering from group behavior whether group is ready to move on.
No outward behavior of students is required by this teacher as a guide to
student understanding. Her presentation clearly validated her student
behaviors, otherwise. Her presentation demonstrated her abilities to use
self validating techniques, but a lack of skills and comfortability of
integrating arts activities as a tool for learning. Her use of props in
presentation is well integrated and is a way to focus upon abstract
concepts.

4/88. Presentation provides a way for everyone to introduce self and
something about self to share. This acknowledges each individual taking
part in presentation.

Balloon provides a very good visual for self esteem, making concrete this
abstract and providing a focal point for the students. Presentation
demonstrated a need for Haffner to elict more responses from participants
and to work towards others to value. Directions given during presentation
were fuzzy especially given the particular needs of the students. Quality
arts experiences are missing-- movement and art are used to enhance suject
areas which is self-esteem. No new learning in the arts, however, is
developed through the presentation.

Summary: This trainee did not demonstrate much growth in the area of
ca,itent or methodology from earlier presentation to later presentation.
Grtrol of arts concepts and strategies seems missing. She does, however,
demonstrate that she is able to use, in a limited wag arts, materials to

,
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enhance her own area. A se.-And concern is that she ::-...eerns to react little to
student behaviors that might indicate a need to make adaptation to student
needs and comprehension. I wonder about the depth of learning within the
experience.

Kay Martinez

7/1E;/86 Presents a memorized story. This is obviously not a
comfort-1)1e presentation for this trainee. Her story would be enhanced if
she presented it in her own words rather than the words from the book. Her

use of voice dynamics enhances the presentation. She provides a connection
of self to the story. She seems nervous at presenting.

4/88 Presentation is energetic. Her behaviors affirm the students
and acknowledges each as individuals. She uses clear and simple directions
in sequential development of her presentation. These are clearly based upon

participants needs. With children and adults in presentation, she makes use
of the adults to hep in most difficult parts of prject thus fecilitateing the
experience for the children and ensuring ongoing interest and involvement of
the audts. She thkes participants from the familiar to new insights and use
of materials. Lessen continually reconnects to earliest idea and main theme
of lesson. While verbal responses from the children are limited, Martinez
provides positive feedback and acknowledgement for responses given.

At a second presentation the interaction with children was particularly
positive including involvement of the children in verbalizing experience.
The presentation was well paced. She showed ability to accept children's
ideas and then confirm 'idea by what followed. she allowed children to
problem solve by giving more cues rather than providing them with the
answer. She clearly linked her story to the art expeiences. Again she
integrated the adults in meaningful way with children to enhance the
experience and learning of both groups. Her facial expressions illustrated
the drama of the story and enthusiesm for her material. In reference to tlig
taking the project home to Morn , she needed to be more awared that all
children do not necessarity have traditional parenting rather °Take home
to put in your room or to gh:e it to someone special who you love or care
about."

Summary: Shows definite growth in presentation skills, ability to develop
qualitj arts experiences for the enhancement of learning, and ability to
integrate all knowledges. Clearly demonstrates understhnding of teaching
to dil children through pre:Antation using all learning modalities.
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Tammy Herl

June 1986 Unsure of herself in presentation to allow her own personality
to be exposed. Tends to work from notes and is not perceptive of
applications. Talks of activities as already set,"recipes". Gives ideas for
project springing from dramatic experience, but provides too much feedback
while students are working without ascertaing that students are listening.

Provides no summary to assist students in synthesizing experience and to
refocus students upon the objectives/main points of the presentation.
Presentation skills lacking and personal ability to see what learning is
taking place is limited. Needs to develop arts understanding as well.

4/88 Pacing is quick. Slides, music and discussion about animals in zoo is
striking experience. Needed to take time to develop what children actually
saw and go back to talk about each animal and its particular body parts and
manner of moving in an indepth way. The presentation of the bag and the
imaginary mixing of animals was not clear. A better solution to this would
have been to use cutouts o as puzzles to put together or flip pictures to
create tangible demonstration of concept of mixed-up animals with
different parts of different animals creating "new mixed-up" animals.
Drawing on the board as a spring board for ideas, memory, sound and
movement seemed successful and finally enabled students to understand
concept. The structure of the lesson seemed choppy with links to previous
activities not clear. Did not make attempt to integrate on-looking teachers
into presentation or to address their neEds. Does work well and relate well
with the children.

During urt activities moved around room to talk to each child to provide
assistance and support for child to work through ideas. Provided time for
children to talk about their drawing. Did not have a way of closure which
synthesized experience thus refocusing students on learning.

Summary: While this trainee clearly shows growth during training period,
there are still obvious problems in fully integrating learning and then
translating it to her own presentations. She needs encouragement to
continue to experience this type of presentation and to evaluate her plans
prior to end after the presentation to help inform herself of the
connectiveness of each part of the lesson to the others and to the main goal
of the lesson.

Jo leen Macy Thompson
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6/86 Choose exellent story which easily demonstrated different
types of corn g to know visual, kinesthetic, auditory, smell. Her
introduction was authentic and unselfconscious. She provided clear
directions and appropriate pacing for this group. This presentation
integrated lecturae, class participation and acknowledgement of the
learners' understanding. While she made use of small group participation,
she needed to listen in to specific groups as the discussion progresses to

assist in knowing how successfully students were proceeding and to steer
obvious off-task or off-subject responses back to main focus. Elements in
simple rhythmic pattern transferable to all stories. Clear development of
class from theroy presented to simple skills to growth of skills. Provided
resources for participants. Clarified different styles of presentation of
story-telling and of choices made by well known people who tell stories.
Completed presentation with an excellent story in her won style illustrating
all points of her presentation.

4/88 Provides an introduction of all participants by asking them to share
their name and tell their favorite season. This not only affirms each
individual but immediately sets the enviroment for student participation
and individuation, and focus of class on each other. Since this was a shared

lesson the pacing of the !esson was a result of both teachers' expertise and

planning. After her partner's presentation, Thompson changed her placement
as focus of grouup by comming into the center of the circle and talking to
students by turning her body in relation to the student's position in the
circle. She was capable at getting students to interact and showed skill at
having students develop many ideas. Her directions were clear. , I am
concerned that too many directions were given at once for the disabled child
to fully assimulate. Sequencing of the distrebution of art supplies would
have facilitated a more orderly transition to art activity.

Summary: While the first presentation clearly demonstrated a wide range
At preRantation 2kills and thoughtful preparation for the presentation, the
second example demonstrated only some of the same skills. This trainee

ritiV9 been handicapped by the ineptness of her partner. I feel that the
workshop was not well planned out logistically or in concept. The lesson
wzs prssented at an awareness level which seemed appropriate but seemed
lacking intotel involvement of the teachers. Given this trainee's obvious
skills and understandings in the first presentation, I am left disatisfied
with this demonstration.

Toni Dort
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5/86 Opening personal background shos remoteness from audience. Her
body pasture is enclosed ,,A/ith hands it*. ,.:coets. She gestures '.1T.tle tn
hands, body or facial expression Fal' .11eviticlEt grcup by
virtue of this remote and closed t.-:Idy placement. Failed to acknowledge
audience by behaviors. Whi;e providing persona philosophy, it is not clear
what the focus of this portion of the presentation is. This portion would
have oeen clearer if she had dernoatrated or brought out this philosophy
through her teaching, elaborating as she s'eveloped the lesson the
philciobhical underpinnings.

The pacing of the presentation provIded too long a time period for each
section without deve'.optrent of nsw cTroept or understanding' in the
participants. The objective of the lesson wee: not clear Her directions are
not clear. Participants seem unclear of when to move or respono. No aeot.1
of understanding or new learning seems to be exnibiteci by participants.
although they maintain interest on the presentation. Positively, Dort does
pick up on student cues to keep interest. Sshe also provides guidelines
while going along. Students were not aked to respmd about experience nor
was synthesis attempted by Dort.

When a student entered late. Dort provided her with a synopsis of class and
suggestion of a way for student to enter into enierience. Used imaginative
realm. Allowed students to do without much gwdance towards a
development of specific skills or knowledges. Does synthesize througn
student input the philosophical statement made earlier. Privides resources
for participant use. Attemped to use relateL s in her appoach utilizing
movement, visuals, MUSIC and storytelling. Provided instuments but
did't introduce them or their capabilities, i.e. tone color, to the participants.
This lesson stayed on an awareness level without attention to the needs of
this population, merely with the trainee's approach to teaching ( a limited
approach).

Sept 1986 In a workshop for students, similar problems are demonstroted
as in ealier lesson. Dort allows music to go on too long to make point. She
does not select out the specific focus for the student. Her philosc,phy of
starting where the student is or where their strenths are seems limited to
staying where the student is or where strengths are. She does not build
skills and new learning through her lessons, utilizing only resources
children already possess. This trainee does not have a clear idea how to
devleop a learning experience which is sequential and builds new insights
and understandings on entry skills. She wastes much time in each lesson
providing little verbal direction or feedback. She tends to synthesize. for
the children rather than having children synthesize from their experiente.
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4/88 Working with JO lee:: !lacy Thompson, Eiort Cemonstrates stronger
voice and inflection thar in earlier presentation. Her behaviors continue to
be similar including tonding to walk around with hands in pockets rather
then truely interacting with children. Seems much more content in
presenting lesson than in noticing stodent behaviors and making
adjustments in presentation accordinyly. She edicts responses from
children concerning specifics and does provide clear directions. Her
positive reinforcement of appropriate signals, benefits the learning
expertance. Again the lesson demonstrates Only awareness le:ye] activ:ties.

Summary This trainee has demonstrated some pins from work in prog -am.
She still needs to find material appropriate for age group and to develop
learning rather than present materials where child is. Her tendency to
remain remote from the learning experience demonstrates her own
insecurities and protectiveness of self. Ratner than engaging students in a
learning experience, she places experiences out for the students to become
invovled in them as they may. Of the trainees, this is clearly the weakest in
content development, presentatiunal skills, awareness of student learning,
and class structure.

Bonnie Burnside

6/86 Provides handout for participants. Elaborates on this nandout which
shows sjpecific music goa;s cooresponding to IEP goals. Handout provides
structure. Clear concepts. Summarizes at each step of the lesson. Clearly
provides for a development of learning skills and concepts in music and in
application to other art areas and special education goals. Developed lesson
sequentially. Reinforces primary concepts of overall workshop. Provides
integration of materials from other trainees' workshops, thus synthesizing
and applying and helping trainees to absorb and apply this material as well.
Provides excellent resources for trainees to follow up lesson for greater
understanding and personal development.

4/88 Presents handouts describing eitiology of autism. Introduces us to
case client in an interesting and informative way so the audience becomes
personally involved. Talks about moving from child's own pattern to a new
pattern. Animated presentation of case study .,Ttrnonstrates level of
personal involvement with client. Concludes yeur of study by summarizing
her own work, learner gains and assumptions of what :aused success.
Provides her assessment tools which provides a simple and clear means for
others to assess their own clients or students. Demonstrated positive
behavior skills wi h student/client through video tape: reinforces
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positively, clear directlon giving, modifies es needed, moves class along
quickly, uses student natme to encourage attending skills, everthing links up
within lesson, end asks students to do 5S mu0 as possible while cuing
student behavior.

As she presents video tape she brings insight into our viewing of it by her
remakes. She requires participants in case study to look for certain
behavioral cues while watching video. She provides references for teachers
to use for further self discovery. Provides time for participant discussion
and questions. Interacts with and helps problem solve with group.

Summary: This trainee demonstrates involvement, growth, and skills in
teaching and presenting related arts experiences to students and to
teachers. She presents her material and insights in a way which
demonstrates enthusiasm, mastery of material, insightful synthesis of her
own learning experience, and a genuine understanding of the learning
process and learner needs.
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Amendix B

KARTS DRC Evaluation Committee Statements and Letters to DRCs



COMMITTEE EVALUATION STATEMENT

SHERRI BGESE 8/3/68

Ms. Boese's file indicates that she has participated in the majority of the
DRC training activities.

Ms. Boese became involved in the project as a person with a high level of
skill and has continued to improve. Outside evaluators have indicated that
Ms. Boese is an excellent presentor. She is also highly committed to using
the arts with individuals with handicaps. An area of weakness, which was
noted, was in the "paper work" area, but, Ms. Boese has taken steps to take
care of this area.

The Committee recommends that Ms. Boese be awarded a certificate of
completion. In addition, us. Boese should continue with her plans to work
in the :Irpai ot arts with the handicapped.

hARTS DRC Evaluation Committee.

Terry Bachus Nancy Mann

Ralph Bartley Elaine Klugman

Placido A Hoernir.ke, Chair



Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3,193

Ms. Sherri Mese
239 Nor.th Ridgewood
Wichita, K$ 67208-4158

Dear Ms. Boese:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source contractor with

Kama% State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66102

phone 913-281-3308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certifica(e attests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality traimng program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

The committee would like to recognize your professional growth over the past few years. You
have opened your mind to the possibilities of this area of special education. We would encourage
you to maintain your enthmiasm and continue to spread the word.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your career.

Sincerely,

KARTS DRC Evaluation Comm ittee:r
kA.

Terry Berms

Ralph Bari.101

ii /b-e)vimz,
P lacloo A. HoernicKe, Chair

PAI-1/31e.h

Nancy Man

Elaine Klugman

lr 2,

An Equal Emptoyment/Edueational Opportunity Agency



COMM I TT EE EVAL UAT ION STA1EMENT

BONNIE BURNS I DE 8/3/88

After a review of Ms. Burnside's file, the committee wishes to express its
commendation to her for her efforts in providing art to the handicapped.
She not only meets the minimum requirements, but has far exceeded them.
Thus, the Certificate of Completion should be granted.

We, as a committee, would encourage her to continue her professional
development in the arts for the handicapped. It is her type of
professionalism that will motivate and stimulate others, both teachers
and students, to greater aspirations in this field of special education.

KART'S DRC Evaluation Committee.

ferry bachus

Ralph Bartley

Placido A. Hoernicke, Chair

4 r

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman
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Kansas State Department of Education "`
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

Ms. Bonnie Burnside
1771 North 73rd Terrace
Apt. 2
Kansat r;aity, KS 66112

Dear Ms. Burnside:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source contractor with

Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue. Kansas City, Kansas 66102

phone 913-281-3308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to your involvement in a umque, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

ms. Burnside, the committee would like to commend you for, not only completing the minimum
requirements, but for exceeding them far beyond what you would have needed to do to comply
with the.proiect

We would also like to take this opportunity to express to you what we see as your strengths. You
have quality skills as a group presentor and should continue to use these skills. It should De
noted that you have shown a great deal of professional growth as you have worked with the
project This should continue to serve you and your students well in the future. You have made
a great deal at progress in your efforts to learn about and integrate into your program other
"Art" areas. This and your other efforts are commendable.

A copy of thls letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your carper.

Sincerely,

KARTS DRC Evaluation
(11

t.1

Terry Bachtui

/cote 4ce
Ralph Bartley

#6:1

Placido A. Hoernicke, Chair

PAH/ikh

if
N ncy2(... .t.r(

c; r

Elaine klugman

r
An Equal Employment/Educational Opportunity Agency



COMMITTEE EVALUATION STATEMENT

TONI DORT 8/3/68

As noted by letters in Ms. Dort's file, she does well in working with
various levels of students. She has experienced growth in being in touch
with teachers and involved in the writing ,of student IEPs. Ms. Dort has
attended every required meeting and did every required assignment. She
has also become more comfortable in using the art process and the
outcome of her final project. The committee recommends that Ms. Dort
receive a certif icate of completion.

KARTS DRC Evaluation Committee:

Terry Bachus

Ralph Bartley

Placido A. Hoernicke, Chair

1r5

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman



Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3, 1 op,e,

Ms. Torn Dort Fenn
2611 27th
Great Bend, KS 67$30-7123

Dear Ms. Dort Fenn:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source coniracior With

Kansa+ Slaw School for the Visually Handicapiwd
1100 Stale Avenue. Kansas City, Kansas 66102

plume 913-28141308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resourw Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your career.

Sincerely,

KARTS DP.0 Evaluation Committee:

c5ext-

Terry Bachu:3

Ralpn fiartlev

Placido A. Hoer nicke, Chair

PAI-1/jkh

1,(a-IZtly vp../z/rt
Nancy MarrIV

Elaine Klugman
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COMMITlEE EVALUATION STATEMEIIT

JOLEEN HAFFNER: 8/3/88

Ms. Haffner's file indicates that she has participated in the majority of
the DRC training activities. Her relationship with school administrators
and other personnel, according to letters in her file, are positive.

Comments from outside evaluators indicate a need for more organization
and growth in the area of arts content and methodology.

The Committee recommends that Ms. Haffner be awarded a Certificate of
Completion. Further, the Committee would encourage Ms. Haffner to work
on organizational skills and increase her use of arts in her work.

KARTS DRC Evaluation Committee:

Terry Bachus

Ralph Bartley

Placilo .A. Hoernicke, Chair

1.r7

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman
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Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3,1988

Ms. Jo leen Haffner
5770 Elbo Dr ive
Manhattan, r 66.5V

Dear M. Haffner:

send all correspomlence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sok source contractor with

Kansas Slaw School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 Stale Avenue, Kansas City. Kansas 66102

phone 913.281-3308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, af,..r carefui review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certmcate attests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued SucceSs in your career.

Sincerel'y ,

KARTS DRC Evaluatmn Committee:

Terry Bachus

141' 441-.
kelp fsart ley

Placido A. Hoer nicke, Chair

PAH/ikh

;7I

i.:r7 /zee/4, 17

Nancy Mann

(? /cry

Ka kill 77-71-1.,1

Elaine Klugman

irs
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COMMIllEE EVALUATION STATEMENT

TAMMY MERL 8/5/88

Ms. Herl's f Ile indicates that she has fulfilled all the requirements and
will receive a Certificate ot Completion to be placed in her file. Ms. Herl
has a strong willingness to learn and adapt to new situations involving all
age groups. She should continue to expand her work with the arts and be
productive in everything she attempts to do for people of all ages
involving the arts.

KARTS Dki: Evaluation Committee

Terry bachus

Ralph bart ley

Placidn A Hoernicke, Chair

1

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman
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Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3,19S8

Ms. (mare Heri
R.R. 11 Box 200
Mount Hope, KS 67108

Dear Ms. Ilea

send aH correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source contractor with

Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue, Kansas City. Kansas 66102

phone 913.2814130S

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materiels in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

The committee would like to recognize your professional growth over the pest few years. You

have opened your mind to the possibilities of this area of special education. We would encourage
you to maintain your enthusiasm and continue to spread the word.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your career.

Sincerely,

KARTS DRC E,i3ivation Comm ittee:

Mk(Nt
tAA.k

Terry Bemis

Ralph Barticy

p/YldLeze
P lacido A. Hnern mkt, Chair

PAH/jkri

Nancy11.:1tffiln(

N31-4)-rfy
Elaine Klugman

T

8EST COPY AVAILABLE
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COMMI flEE EVALUATION STATEMEN1

BOBBIE KOEN 8/3/88

Ms. Koen's f ile indicates that she has completed a majority of the project
activities. Her case study was judged thorough and her presentations
were numerous. There is documentation in her file that her presentations
were of above average quality. There were excellent visuals and she.
handled questions from the group very well. here was a good sense of
pacing and good motivation was provided.

The Committee has recommended that a Certificate of Completion be
provided. The Committee also recommends that the following areas be
reviewed for possible strengthening: Submission of materials in a timely
fashion and continuing to work on the expansion of her expertise in music.

KARTS DRC Evaluation Committee:

Terry Eiachus

Ralph Bartley

Placido A Hoernicke, Chair

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman
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Kansas State Department of Education

August 3,1988

Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612.1103

Ms. Bobbie Koen
5209 W. 61st North
Wichith, KS 67205-9054

Dear Ms. Koen:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source1 contractor with

Kansas Slaw School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66102

phone 913.281.3306

It is our pleasure to Inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materiels in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate *tests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

The committee would like to recognize your professional growth over the past few yllar's You
have opened your mind to the possibilities of this area of special education. We would encourage
you to m.aintain your enthusiasm and continue to spread the word

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued suceess m your career.

Sincerely,

KARTS DRC Evaluation Committee:

Nanby Man

koeL.

Terry Bachus

4.--422171
Ralph Bartley

e
Placido A. Hoernicke, Chair

PAH/Jkn

Elaine Klugman
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COMMI TTEE EVALUAT ION STATEMEN r

,

SHARON LOVELESS 8/3/88

As noted by various letters in her file, Ms. Loveless works well with her
students and peers. She has persistence and fortitude in working toward
her goals. Ms. Loveless proves to be very energetic in her presentations
and teaching. The Committee recommends that Ms. Loveless receive a
Certificate of Completion. It is further recommended that she consider
better utilization of her time in attempts to avoid being overwhelmed.

KARTS DRC Evaluation Commictee:

Terry Bachus

Ralph Bartley

Placid() A. Hoernicke, Chair

1.13

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman
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Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3, I 988

Ms. Sharon I. oveless
1000 Platt
Olathe, rs 66061-2940

Dear M. Loy Qless:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source comnu tor with

Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66102

phone 913.281.3308

it is otoi' pleasure to inform yOU that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to your involvement in a uniquo, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your career.

Si ncer ely ,

KARTS NC Evaluation Committee:

grWu. Zat-tuAL

Terry Bachu.z.

Ralph Bartley

.4 deivvi.A.C16,
P laoldo A. Hoern lake , Chair

PAH/tkh

ZZ

Nancy Mann

alext
Elaine Klugman

./../r. )4, 4
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COMMITTEE EVALLIAT ION STATEMENT

KAY MARTINEZ 6/3/88

Ms. Martinez' file indicates that she has completed a majority of the
project activities. Her case studies were thorough and extensive. There
is documentation in her file that she has utilized the professionai growth
aspects of the program. Her presentations were a specific area of growth
and her evaluation in 4/88 and her appearance on a prepared video were
energetic. Ms. Martinez made a major contribution to the production of a
video on the DRC experience.

The Ce%mmittee has recommendeo that a Certificate of Completion be
provided. The Committee also recommends that the following areas be
reviewed for possible strengthening: Continue to work on pacing of
presentations, continue to concentrate on integrating all aspects or the
art

KARTS pRC Evaluation Committee:

Terry Bachus

Ralph Bart ley

Placido A. Hoerni ke. C.hair

115

Nancy Mann
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Kansas State Department of Education
Kan4as State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3, 1908

M. Kay Martinez
1412 Morgan
Parsons, KS 673,57-4338

Dear Ms. Martinez:

send all correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source mmractor with

Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 Slaw Avenue. Kansas City. Kansas 66102

plione 913.281.3308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to ynur involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

The committee would like to recognize your professional growth over the past few years. You
have opened your mind to the possibilities of this area of special education. We would encourage
you to maintain your enthusiasm and continue to spread the word.

A copy of this letter will be placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued I;uccess in your career.

Sincerely,

KARTS DPC C.waluat Ion Comm ittee:

Terry Barra

Ralph Bar tley

Placido A. Hnernicke, Chair

PAH/Jkh

Nancy MC

Elaine Klugman

An Equal Employment/Educational Opportunity Agency



COMMIT lEE EVALUA f ION STATEMENT

JOLEEN IHOMPSON 8, ./88

.After a review of Ms. Thompson's file, the Committee would like to
recognize Ms. rhompson's professional growth over the past three years.
She has opened her mind to the possibilities of this area of special
education. We would encourage her to maintain this enthusiasm and
continue to spread the word. The Committee does recommend approval for
ertification of Completion

1)k(.. Evaluation Committee.

Terry Bachus

Ralph Bartley

Placido A. Hoernicke, Chair

Nancy Mann

Elaine Klugman



Kansas State Department of Education
Kansas State Education Building

120 East 10th Street Topeka, Kansas 66612-1103

August 3,1933

Ms. %Jo leen Macy Thompson
134 South Elm
Ottawa, KS 66067-2135

Dear Ms. Thompson:

send all Correspondence to:
Arts with the Handicapped and

Kansas Arts Resource Training System
sole source comractor with

Kansas State School for the Visually Handicapped
1100 State Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66102

plum 913.281.3308

It is our pleasure to inform you that the KARTS Evaluation Committee, after careful review of
the materials in your file, has recommended that you receive a certificate of completion. The
certificate attests to your involvement in a unique, high-quality training program to integrate
arts-related services into programs for individuals with handicaps.

The committee would like to recognize your p ofessional growth over the past few years. You
have opened your mind to the possibilities of this area of special education. We would encourage
ynu to m.aintain your enthusiasm and continue to spread the word.

A copy of this letter will ee placed in your District Resource Coordinator file. We wish you
continued success in your oreer.

Sincerely,

KARTS DRC Evaluati Committee:

tiA4,

Terry Bachus

/414CAe'l
Ralph Bartley

P lacido A, Hoernicke, Cnair

PAH/jkh

a a
a:44,

Nancy ann

CL
Elaine Klugman

An Equal Employment/Educational Opportunity -Agency
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Arcendix C

Tabulation of Evaluation Data for KARrs Workshops for Third Year



((at.
WORKSHOP SV UATION

LocationDate IQ

-Trwrr

ObjeOtives
W040:,wovkshop objectives clearn1:4= Did they meet your needs?
Suggested improvements:

Matarials
DitlOaterials fit objectives?
Suggested improvements:

Staff.
Was,the presenter thorough?
Suggested improvements:

Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content Or personal)*

Are they meeting your needs?

(1){0A

or contradictory:kx0)

Do you, want to become better acqainted with other participants',
Suggested improvementsOVINANL-f hiore.lAiti-CAckfOn r-

. corrsrsiN\ Sessios 1-415A oc peril ci c>on,k

StrUCture
Are-group size and composition helpful to Learning? I
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate
Suggested improvements:

6. Media/ Aucsio-Visual bloriK
Are learning aids appropriate?IlavbSupplies adequate?i CL`.

Suggested improvements:

7. Future Needs 4-btoL
Have you discovered additional learning needs? git V-t0C)

What? tit

Inoivo() (N more.,
a. TIM

Was pace of learning activities approprtgikeq-4 g4404044%.
Suggested 4rrsL lopmewbg,



7'771,744:7741.17.7-7"."- 7 ''.4:r ;;',.i.=*'- -`,f7 '' , , ' , ,,,,., ,

9 'aith9ds
Which type of learning activities worked best? .F.

Which encountered problems? jno___

CA'S

10. Energy/ Attention
Are more/fewer breaks needed? q--OR

Was your energy or, attention lowe at certain times?
r\o-cdowX *\*Iist

When? r-rgi A C 1 A

Why?

Li- No

0, IA .,1401... 0.. 11 0,

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop
learning? IQ` 1-04c
Suggestions: '

Pnot-e,

(:N4-rj` 4427Q\ rt,k(Ostil- '4\ cxxcs9 A -041-

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? 14,5 I
Suggested improvements:

WOO& Ik V.A. re. woc- kiao.k,)
enco\Aroika .serNa 004-fici parks

13. Facility
Comments: worviertA\

supportive of your

ck,00---to fin Li

ofc.

&i.Y1 qi`64 rt. rs

Suggested improvements

eAArn rY\-01't., pc-.P..42-c.):)nc,r-ekt,
v\cxruk.

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop
presentations? (circle number)

Never

1 2

15. How would you

Terrible

1

Some A Great Deal

3

rate this workshop? (circle number)

2 3

when you make

16. / came to this workshop because: -1 otok.t.S.-tro

(IcAlf Yroaicalt-- ko 1:,,nJ ml dupc,r4PwAi--(5) INtrts-te

2/10.17-1(2)



A

'Tokt:A*
% .1 '. :

Goneral Assessment f BE7 COPY MOM
or ;Jorksho:)

Given by tAkce2S on the f...,11owincj C.ates kC)IWA: r7

Name: " ajor Alts Area of ExpertiseJ

VYNWS(C,

LO
Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item,.

1. before the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOWO MODERATED HICAD

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

5. Before the workshop, my
ageTaty to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of being
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
own feelings of being
empowered were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) conl'ident that

can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"

SMALL
2

SMALL

2

NON- LOW
EXISMNT

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOT:)
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LO;

1

A
AT ALL LITTLE

1 2

122

MODER:1T* HIGTI

AnOVEAVERAGE
AVERA,"

3
4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERA

3 4

A1162AVERAGE
(AURA

3 -4

y

AVERAGE
lAVERA
KBOVE.

HIGI

3

AVE ABOVERW
AVERA

3

AbovEAVERAGE
z1VERA

3

AVERA

3

SOYE-
#:

,AtsOVE
\AVEIN
\ 4

m,

CIOOD
41.0 4.14

c%TZNIL74.t
5-

Nr.017,1



'tenses. Arts Rescurce %tattling System

General Assessment Of DRC's participation in Workshop
given by jace.a.

OA the fUiig datesk 1

Name of person coapleting forms major
Arts Area of Expertise iskitgA.\ Mv.sick)
Were you the presenter of this workshop? NOn YES1

Please rate the quality of the participants and situation by circling
the appropriate ;esponset(circle onlyone response per item).NA, means
hbtApplicable.

1. The physical space and equipment
(chairs, tables, a-v materials) were
adequate for thetocekshop

2. The participants were eager to
participate in the activities

3. The participants were reluctant
to participatethey just wanted to
observe and not get involved ALL MCST 15-

4. The participants were skeptical
abcut the arts activities and
expressed doubts as to their rel-
evanoe to the classroom

tt."

NA

0%.14E FEW NONE NA

5. The participant clearly under
stood the intent (purpose/goals)
of the workshop

6. The participants used the skills
/ taught to create unive/personal
products or performances

ALL MOST SOME

SOmE FEw NONE NA

SOME FEW NONE NA

7. / would rate the participants workshop entry leveL as follms

ExTmuctlfoin G13 OD ?)Fty POOR?

8. I would rate the participants workshop EXIT leveL as &Alms

MODERATE? FAIR? PCOR?

GO ON TO THE

123
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2

9. The participants asked where they
could get more information about the
activites covered in the workshop /5 Me5
10. The parecipants did not want to
stay until the end of the workshop ALL MOST

U. The participants left early ALL MOST

12. The participants took my handout
materials and asked for additional
information ALL

13. The puticipants had come pre-
paredhad read the cetside assign
ment .

14. The participants offered add-
itionerideas and methods related to
topics X covered

15. The participants stated that the
activities were fun

16. The participants stated that
they daubed their students could
do the activities

ALL MOST $ae FEW NONE

ALL MOST SCIME

17. The participants stated that
the physical setup/materials needed
for the activites were too difficult
to obtain for their own classrooms ALL MOST SOME

18. The participants were inattentive1/2P
(did other things during my presentation)
such as read mail, graded papers ALL MOST SOME

19. The paraticipants asked if / could
coma back repeat the workshop for other
teachers who did not attend ALL MOST

NONE M

FEW NONE NA,

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



20. The participants Asked if I could
do workshops for thEer students MIL MOST san
21. The participants asked for bcoks,
fibs, exhibits, (other resources)
related to the sierkshop activities ALL /17 SCME

22. Overall I lould rank this group of participants

a.ONS OP TSE BT rvz

;b:yERY G0ODQ-0

. c.GCOD (Z)

d.P'A1R

e.POOR

23, Other'canments



Frr
. .

7-04*0.-C F cistals

Location/Facility (Site of Program)

TEACHER (WORKSHOP f:OR TcHy,
Draft copy, not fc.,r gen. dist,
Devel. Copyright (c) 1934 by
Anderson/Morreau. Property of
NCAH.

Date 3.0ca.%c0 City State Region

Specific Activities of Provided:

1. Your present Position

.1.-

1.1 1 Special Education Teacher Aide
1.2 Regular Education Teacher 1 Volunteer
1.3 k Art Teacher Other (please state)

..M5 s.W)A\f\.:-

2. The number and ages of disabled and nondisabled individuals with whom you work:

1;4
1.5
1.6

Trainal,le mentally handicapped
Educable mentally handicapned
Learning disabled.,"
Behaviorally disabled
Physically handicapped
Visually impaired
Hearing impaired
Severely handicapped
Nondisabled

1_0
Unknown/not categorized
Other (please Vete)

A es Served
Overi'

16-210-7 8-15

SOY*

TOTAL

3. Is this the first time you
children?

3.1 Yes

3.2 7 No If No, how many other workshops (not counting this workshop)

ot t.;~~04

aufaiarwa*

0...,mftma awiamagna ftawaaaatj!
oftmamaftaV,

o......wammammo eawwwAil

ommiwaaiali

aimtwraMi

amMOOM11WM MabYliiiftliiMa

have participated in a workshop on the Arts and handicapp4

1'
-;

3.3
3.4

have you participated in the past 3 years.

0-3 (0 3.5 7-10
4-6 3.6 Other 7-1mM number)

4. My purpose in attending this session/activity was (check all that are appropriate):
4.1
4.2

4.3

To acquire art skills for personal use.
To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my students in
developing social skills.
To acquire skills needed to teach art more effectively.

BEST COPY AVAIMIC191Z



4.4

4.5 5
4 . 6

640

(0 19U Andurt;on,lorreau (G) wor KSHOP ror; TEACHER

To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my students in
developing skiPs in other curriculum areas, e.g., math, reading.
To acquire skills needed to use art acti.vities to assist my students in
developing skills needed for independent living in the community.
Other (fill in)

rr) ih,faeo.ve.evAcc.. eed wt.y\42.,,s,%

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the numI')er under the appropr
response:

5.1 Increased my awareness in the area

5.2 Provided me with new skills in the area

NONE :011t)
1

NONE
1 2 V.2..) 3

5.3 Provided applicable information for classroom use NONE
1

:0.1)

5.4 Contained clear content NONE SOIZ5 $(31UC

1

Ab

6. Please rate the effectiveness of the presenters by circling the number under the
appropriate response:

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

A ,

Maintained a stimulating environment LOW MOIDERA7.E IllO
1 2 31

t!

Encouraged questions and opinions LOW MO il¢,kRATA hill
1 2 l,.I.. 3.

I'

Knowledgeable in content area LOW MODERATS HlG
1 2

Explained material at appropriate level for LOW MODEOTE
understanding 1 2 3

Please check all types of assistance which you received from the workshop by circlini
the number under the appropriate response: ..

re

i7.1 The presenter helped me plan arts activities which X. -W-N NO NA/UNq
can be presented to my students. 1'.1.) 2 3 i

7.2 The presenter gave me guidelines and specific Y NO NA/UNd
:...suggestions for arts activities which I can use ,.

for developing my own arts activities. 1 2 3 ,

7.3 The presenter gave me ideas that I can use in
N

NA/U
teaching other subjects through the arts.

,N.I'1.11)1 2t 3

7.4 The workshop presenter gave me specific art lessons Y NO
and demonstrations of how to use art activities with
students having disabilities. 1 2

127

NA/UNC.,

3
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VO4 F iWIN vaunt rinirry,:euka ,yufl wVKINZMUF

7 5 I learned how to do new activities (increased my
own skill level) which will help me use art activities
in my own classes .

7.6 I was given specific art lessons which I will use
with my students .

NO NA/UNC .

2 3

NA/UNc
, 3 lw 4t.11

8. Please circle the number under the appropriate response to the following questions.
Your options are: "YES", "NO" and "NOT APPROPRIATE/UNCERTAIN?"

8.1 The presenter made the intent (purpose/objective) yit NO NA/UNC
of the arts activities clear to me. 3

8.2 I used the arts skills taught to create unique/ ...YWN NO NA/UNC
personal products or performances. 1 Ltl.) 2 3

Please rate the level of your skills before and after the workshop by circling the
number under the appropriate response:

9.1 Level ^' skill/knowledge in the area beforehand. L MOD TE -NIG
1

3) (
3

%N.......

k
MODE/PATE 4-f

worshop. 1 2
IG 1

1\5)
9.2 Level of skill/knowledge in the area after the LOW -

3 l

I10. Please rate your Impressions of the entire workshop by circling the number under thi
response which is most appropriate. Your options are: "NONE," "PARTIALLY" and
"COMPLETELY." i

10.1 At what level was your purpose(s) reached by NONE PART LY P.COMPET41
the workshops? 1 ° 2 3

t10.2 In terms of my work, the WORTHLESS OF VAkUE EXTR LY
workshop was: 1 2 0 ) 3 ir

10.3 Would you attend a similar or different workshop NO POSSLY ))EFI Lon the arts in the future? 1 2 t,.! ) 3,.

10.4 Are you more likely to use art activities as part NO POSSIA..LY PEFlDi4.ELof your teaching as a result of the workshop? 1 2 (1) 3 t

Thanks for your help in completing this form. Plase return it to the presenter,, or to t ethe front table before you leave today. Please be sure you also sign the attendance sheet,
giving your name and address so we can keep you informed of other arts workshops and. .events. THANKS!

FAND N-3 4/85jc
P S
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Date II 111 lig

Proirmlw%

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

1. Objectives
Were workshop objectives clear?
Suggested improvements:

Did they meet your needs?01/4

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives?6(1* Are they meeting your needs?
Suggested improvements:

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough
Suggested improvements:

44-5
(onsistent3 or contradictory? VIDkodk

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content Or personal)?

AbIP ' ILA . A , A vs.el
Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants?
Suggested improvemeDts:

W9NCAp5

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning?
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate
Suggested improvements: 1,-vN

SparrX,

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriate?Sfirs Supplies adequate?
Suggested improvements:

(.9L

-6r6 LAgo

6
7. Future Needs

Have you discovered add4i nal learning needs? *les Nimis
What? rYlOACI4-4

ia.)..) PNCA- QM/136V* PercsYNX,
S. Time

Was pace of learning activities appropriate?(T-qp,S
Suggested improvements:

tigNASA vicopar) 40O ev(o.re...

1P49



9. Methods
Which type f learning activities worked best? Ay_41_44121-4./24/1

r0c45-,k-- ProcreZ5
Which encountered problems?

1,
10. Energy/ Attention

Are more/fewer breaks needed? ArCA. 10()Cr kymj,\.
f5

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? lor---Lte)

When? fOk4er tiVAC..1\9)Wer tt\ 414-1 0S41 VOA tItACIA

Why?

11. Climate
Is the overall
learning?
Suggestions:

0.%

climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? 6-40.4.

Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments: Comy,tvcify

1.6(\ tjo C NA7011111

Suggested improvements:

,),(9.isbyr5
/0u,SG1

14. Will you use information sha:ed during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never

1 2

Some

3

A Great Deli
1-4114

5 (c)

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible

1 2 4

Excelle

16. / came to this workshop because:

ta,)\.00VN/KISI, -VD kexr-r\ rylort, V\ rvisu-- ,0 kacit.,\ Wkstm.

2/10.17-1(2)



1 ,e

AF.TS STYSTEM Tioica*47:coliik05

General Assessment for rorkshcp on

Given byin6W.....ktilas...on the folloWinc, Cates17V,/

Name: . Major Arts Area of Lxpertise.S).

PAWSVC....

VO
Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. before the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was:

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
71Etie arts topic ot the workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences was

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of beiny
empowereu were

8. After the workshop, my
NEYeelings of being
2,122nLell were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel infter this
wor't:sho) conl'ident
I can work in these art-7
areas without relyina
on "rigid - cookbook"

NONE SMALT107%

1 2

NONE SMALL

1 2

MODERA)TE HIGU,
(3 %. -a)

MODERA10 HI

AVERAg1/4

3

AVERAGA

3 Li

NON- LOAh AVERA
EXISTANT

1
4-Li-
. 3

%

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

NON-
EXISTAn

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

A
AT ALI, Lir=

7".w.V711

(51

ABOVE
AVERApik 44'91)

4 V..±)

ABOVE
AVERAG

4

(WERAG

-4

bOVL
VERA

ABOVE
AVERAG

AVERA

3

AVERAG

3

SO:117.-

WI:A" C,001)

4
1-;:.;

3
TO

IEST,..COPY MADAM _ .

BOVE
VERA*

43ovt
AVERA45
\ 4

111,' *

5

,
. 11,



411.

Kansas Arts Resource Training System (KARTS)

Workshop on:

Date:

Presenter:

Participant:

Place;

c A , JA . /

'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Assessment on Content
(Circle whether this is pre or post)

1. List thlee major components or categories of 401.. Ale.

PIAVt41WeJF

_ 4 ALa AA '44 44 a' 4s

b. ,E6u1412. A441,-(44/4144,"

3. Give an example of a/an..

activity that can be intecrated with an academic area.

Al . 4 AMA . . A A I.

-

AAI A A. _".. A4/1

4 . Give

eow4,__61,44 A.A.t.a.,
an example of how th4..4.tw4-11.t8.y ..vion.,Pee ouiveopmf-

activity could be adapted for:

a. Visually Impaired or Blind Students

b. Educible Mentally Handicapped Students



c. Learning Disabled Students

5. Give an example of an Individual Education Program (IEP) goal

this..V.44-X.44 ............... activity would be appropriate

for if the student were learning disabled.

ItA. Alt .

6. Information. Please place a check in tne appropriate response
on Bcth Sides of the item.

CAA.. t&_

4.tpdt.: td-(94A.,

eADVAkii_c0 yd4k,v,

...0101010,

de7K 4.42444";10. 44.uee-4- hsett

g:: gV rt '''AM Mart Pi
Pt :CIAV M crt4o 1-4m rP HV 9 )4k4
Pi Po rt a. 41 51
PA. 0 m mMMOgrto-AM ort Ft 0 44Mm
m IA 0 n rtO 0049 cm
O m m rt

'4 giMt/ rt
".1 0 n o Pjo mrtcma tn rt n
re t It

APt OflrtPi
Pi&c mt3 c

PS 23
Pi I-0 0 0. f)

La).

Cr '-09 Sc n m p-rt
et,
0 Cr

M c
to CD

24. Am' 4e.tifrpotAe4.t. .

61 meti nott eamalt. £64 -441,444,4
dti. hors's...14r4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

64-04 )14414$4.401"(94.

)4/W440444r 1111' 46a4$4 4133
Ail JAL



7 .

8 .

9 .

..
'-hinpe,vg,a447 ate

7
)24.14-e. at. ace_ Ser.:44.e_

e , AyS4,
111,484441 t -41 4C-,41

edrAtt frAt etx-ete14%0* Atz, .

444fAz P /2.6.z&
---ceee.yo 4 e_4,v etyse

444. 14r/1444°'te

10 . .4(6.41: ** ?I 45 OOOOOOOO

C4 kr.. -4-1

ttfe'velAaltf ;de..e.frice

/1-41#t4At

134
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Kansas Arts Resource Training System (KARTS)

Workshop on: ,7)/2Alhifi 71:is cla,ftlico,41

Presenter: d',,,f*Ci# J;q4,6/d/F
Participant:

Place: jineatf,(5, 4i.f,(414,f)

Assessment on Content
(Circle whether this is pre or post)

1. List three major components or categories

.e/14, pos r-cycipyte

a. c17c.- ,Aireekki

?fog sde1/A,7

Otesiyalfri
re?Oeciitell

C IiitriUMSJI `it/

plety

__Z-GieveliShtif

.gfacLi-kt elioctzlteg

2. De f ine... Jo' 716L 4-'1644VVO6k-AL 746e1 74-7 1:11a1'414 rer

#:414-/a4zzazi . al,411.5
4.2.4-peele6- 0/ ect)

3. Give an example o etatailhj"-ej2-4..L
Piemn4

activity that can Oe integrated with an
tedi& At /06- V /1/19ok,7 Ain d'iseci 0 here

t4I 0-
),y,fre t Sci2-tuld t4 emAs 4444.11.,4/42.7

padAai./3 te-ostatAt 00-41-4, 141.12.4-6?-4-f e

c are
-LA) F1/firs Szictc44613-

tg-)

4. Give an example f how this4-43.0.al*.v. twie. .

akcx-wz- (oak,
activity could be adapted for:

a. Visually Impaired or Blind Students - /1-f)oh
etle,kt riedoneeet-c- 7e-t_ 4..ear /7414z.

'sfirotott, Ago 21 -

040.CL 747

tt14444,.

b. Educible Mentally Handicapped Students_ Wawd

13rda
÷k auut cowl. (0,0 silow do (IP .10144.4,1



c. Learning Disabled Students

0// leecOft.-t-

,A,,detiezzi 5;k 3h
5. Give an example of an Individual Education Program (IEP) goal

this .... .40.4Pre activity woLld be appropriate

for if the student were learning disabled.

t-Ai 4 met A42itt sa ba,,

6. Information. Please place a check in tne appropriate response
on Both Sides of the item,

mH0HOHnmml
rt 0. 4 0' X* 4
t-e* 0 M M4 M 4 0la' 0 M m

rt O MM°
M(btbrp

O 0 PI
O Pa. 0 H.4 r?rpLhn

Mp p. nO 4triA
m rt
(DQI 14.ft I-1 0 4
1 1. ha.

M rP

0
0rt

M.

net 4ctAt
(914Aci-oNcs cavtAza-ti -
Da lu

f-IlLjrc

4-oreA:e,t, 4.a-th.(

'

14024.6.tUI

go-J2,

MZMM07.:C<
V 0 0 N. a. 0 Pd. 0m ro 0 0.1 m M
Pt .1 06 V 4 0"40 1.4 M 0../ Pt /I.00Nwitm0).1 10 n P. rt t< 0w.o ll 1.4 (1)
O PI A) a rr la Oil
rt rt V 0 1.4 4 Pi40P4 0
Ptt g g g 4

1

2

3.' siii."41111-4Af.
4.

5.
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7.

9.

PcS
Aqt.44

S

10.

S6Pt4-66-0-f col:meeif pemg-ixt_, tg.01-A-6A.d
5occet.i eArgrike.- (Socce pivra))44#9,1 ese-er th

14Y- 7"te 1 CA/ (571ceee-164- Celia,. 4440:17 kiu.'1:erfefirg.

a% I BrY 7 //.14,1/40/1 reree.- /z,6"._A4

kge-h-i.,&

.1 A.- 1

. A-rf ettj e, sr. 7eltaa.... 91c4 dand- (41

13



Date

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

1. Objectives N
Were workshop objectives clear?
Suggested improvements:

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives
Sur.gesteri improvements:

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough? Consistent or contradictory?.
Suggested improvements:

Ncyr \ r(1,C or pae_Y-v) aiNC9. cAenc,

C.)%sCivzias top on CAI:4)60u on 0P1'6- betinMevi of.04 txert,tzik
4. Participants

How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content or personal)?

o es-1 weA16.) CO(' tot\
)Ok1.

Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants?)t_SN
Suggested improvements:

.Wi-crmum ViertkACg3

310,VO% 0C corms

Location
T-

ceirktild)

Did they meet your needs?

)

Are they meeting your needs?_yea

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning?
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate alL(g) No()ye,t
Suggested improvements:

,
.

.

To op.-3 -A oo bi c) rs o orn

,

6. MediV-AudiO-VisUil -

Are learning aids appropriate?Supplies adequate? vui0b
Suggested improvements:

7. Future Needs
1C.A POHave you discovered additional learning needs? c:Isej

What? poe-A" /(j,rA tr. () V1R.e.a.ka nrvNcerccsttr
S. Time

.eWas pace of learning activities apor opriate?ydi) NO(
Suggested improvements:

Tr 1 irn t 0 Sir/ c sckRAA,k, Too SloW)GotatiA

trAwill 400 letts3k: Too Sc okfier uncAt\
138



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best?

Which encountered problems?

10. Energy/ Attention
Are more/fewer breaks needed? C

'

fx per.%D-cliip,1

CPCAS lb'

rnor-ei.1)

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? 42a0 No(3)

When?

C'trIAIrk;t)Why?

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your
learning? Aje,s()
suggestiond:

12. Dates
Was the scheduling cobenient for you?
Suggested improvements:

Ag)

Comments: N. tce, iNcA:\ Cov1/40 t(kk wYJIN 4Lum

n uLta) Goo& - 0 so ct, 1.0 c_krif-kre\c,. s4a.0.0n.

'DK
Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make
presentations? (circle number)

Never Some

1 2 3

A Great Deal

(3)
5 6

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible irxcellent
(3)

1 2 3 4 5 6

16. 1 came to this workshop because:

D RC Neasuitock 4,() cANsO1 II kt.)04, '04o-wits:SI

,NrvA revArt& Aki.,(9, lc NiT A met4 incp,

, 1_ rv...e.eZ e.A io ArNaIrsiDivl mc, elx-e-Aio
2/10.17-1(-

13 ;.) BEST COPY AVAILABLE



70.\-0,V41/40c forMs

Location/Facility (::;ite of Program) _menn,
Date ity -709-R-YEx., State Region

Specific Activities of Provided:

1. Your present Position

1.1 I Special Education Teacher
1.2 Regular Education Teacher
1.3 Art Teacher

2. The number and ages of disabled and

Trainable mentally handicapped
Educable mentally handicapped
Learning disabled
Behaviorally disabled
Physically handicapped
Visually impaired
Hearing impaired
Severely handicapped
Nondisabled
Unknown/not categorized
Other (please ;tate)

TOTAL

1:4 Aide
1.5 Volunteer
1.6 Other (plpase state)

i- "Therac)it4aLvaisazi2
v..c.Q.kA ks.) e); SeeaboAX

nondisabled individuals with whom you work:

Aaes Served
Ovei

0-7 8-15 16-21 22

v ./
/\\/

v
10.Vds)

IMMI11111L100 ONNIi.jLv
v

onomilmaulor

3. Is this the first time you have participated in a workshop on the Arts and handicaprchildren?

3.1 ___4___ Yes

3.2 LI No If No, how many other workshops (not counting this workshop)
have you participated in the past 3 years.

3.3 0-3
3.4 4-6

3.5 7-10
3.6 Other (fill in number)

4. My purpose in attending this session/activity was (check all that are appropriate):
4.1 3 To acquire art skills for personal use.4.2 = To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my students in

developing social skills.
4.3 (40 To acquire skills needed to teach art more effectively.

1.49



12" To acquire skills
developing skills

4.5 3 To acquire skills
developing skills

4.6 a. Other (fill in)

! '"

needed to use zit': activities to assist my students in
in other curriculum areas, math, reading.
needed to use art activities to assist my students in
needed for independent living in the community.

cr05.)

5. Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the number under the appropr
response:

5.1 Increased my awareness in the area

5.2 Provided me with new skills in the area

5.3 Provided applicable information for classroom use

5.4 Contained clear content

NONE
1

NONE SOC.) gUCO
1 2 3

P
2soriit) ouc6

L 3

NONE SOftt) .1\1U

1 3

6. Please rate the effectiveness of the presenters by circling the number under the

6.1

6.2

6.3

6,4

appropriate response:

Maintained a stimulating environment MODERATE1LOW

2 3

Encouraged questions and opinions LOW MODEaATE HI
1 2 CD

3

Knowledgeable in content area LOW MODERAT.E HIGH
1 2 3

Explained material at appropriate level for LOW HI
understanding 1 2 3 (t

7. Please check all types of assistance which you received from the workshop by circlini
the number under the appropriate response:

7.1 The presenter helped me plan arts activities which
can be presented to my students.

The presenter gave me guidelines and specific
suggestions for arts activities which I can use
for c_iveloping my own 7)rts idivitie

pro:;0!'r Hlt I c:<in u H
U Ht'ut)(_Hi tho

141

1

N

N N C
2DI 3(..?_)

NO NA/ NC

3

N CN



t,c) 1=4 Anaersonpworreau t,t); livuRK:DHOP I-UR TEACHER

7.5 I learned how to do new activities (increased my
own skill level) which will help me use art activities
in my own classes.

7,6 I was given specific art lessons which I will use Y
with my students. 1 M

YEAS-
," .g.'N

0.1

1

NO Neb/UNC

2 3

NO NA/U
2 3

8. Please circle the number under the appropriate response to the following questions.
Your options are: "YES", "NO" and "NOT APPROPRIATE/UNCERTAIN?"

8.1 The presenter made the intent (purpose/objective) YV-,..\
of the arts activities clear to me. 1(,5) 2 3 1

NO

8.2 I used the arts skills taught to create unique/
personal products or performances. 1 2e-.)

9. Please rate the level of your skills before and after the
number under the appropriate response:

9.1 Level of skill/knowledge in the area beforehand. LOA
1 if0

9.2 Level of skill/knowledge in the area after the LOW
workshop. 1

NAti1C
3

wc kshop by circling the

2 3

MODRATE HIPH
2 3

10. Please rate your impressions of the entire workshop by circling the number under th
response which is most appropriate. Your options are: "NONE," "PARTIALLY" and
"COMPLETELY."

10.1 At what level was your purpose(s) reached by NONE
the workshops? 1 '

10.2 In terms of my work, the WORTHLESS OF
workshop was: 1 2 (A)

10.3 Would you attend a similar or different workshop NO
on the arts in the future? 1

10.4 Are you more likely to use art activities as part NO
of your teaching as a result of the workshop? 1

2

3

LY
2 0,Z

POSS LY

-COMI)g.E1
3

VALUAB.LI
4-

ITEI
f

3

3

Thanks for your help in completing this form. Plase return it to the presenter, or to tilethe I ront table before you leave today. Please be sure you alsc sign the attendance sheetgiving your name and address so we can keep you informed of other arts workshops and
evc!n Is , THANK:3H



To 4cA 0c fOr-nrra

areAebrckei)
age.c)

Name: ljor Arts Area of 1:xuertise

Please rate the cluality of the presentation by circling the anpro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. 1:,,-fore thc:

thc.: arL.: tJpic cif the worksho was:

2. After the workshop my lovcil/knowle6co
in the arts topic of tne workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal c=nitment to these NO1;E

kinds of arts experiences was 1

1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these NON- LOW
arts experiences (ability EXISTANT
to internalize the 1

v-tistic process) was

SMALL

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of being
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
own feelings of being
empowered were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be sponta.leous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. 1 nr,w fel tafter this
worksho.t;) ccnfident

can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookboc'e-------L--

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

1

- r-
.

AT A,L

1

14'3

:10',"ATE

;10Dr'TIATE

AVERAGE AEL=
3

4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVER.I14

3 4

AB6VE
AVE' GE (WEI

3

AVERAG

3

AbOVE.
IAVERA

.4-

ABOVE
E AVERA

3 4 .

AVER

3

AVER.'

3

ABOVE
DiVERA

,A6OVE
,AVERA

1

T:s

HIG

-5-

HIG)

5

hIG

5

hIGH

5

HiCi

5



Ddte__ 0- ct) -0%qt

1. Objectives
Were workshop objectives clear? Did they meet your needs?
Suggested improvements:

1ce avCCeSe.()Aic1/4,-\., bei.v3e-e-r) .ekerrNst.0\-0.t iserjAn

0f1 Tv\wriNi4. 03A Cil\CZCS) c1C70t-fr\exA 0(1

-Tcy1/4.,\ N4k, ofs cc:AN cnc:s

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Location u

3orne.0

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives?,

Sur.gesteri improvements:

e4vN4,-k
1a9)Are they meeting your needs?

e&v1/4cr-A i')(\ r\e,k,Aekrs-
3. Staff

Was the presenter thorough?
Suggested improvement

nrZ-Vxre-C9 Cb r CS\otre-lel NY\'
TOO isC\CV\ CAND.102-S OCC.eillAlk W1 \I .11-SWCA WidS

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content or personal)?

)Conslstent or contradictor_D.N.

r'e..SCxxrCQ.Sf-

Do you want to become better acquainted with other pariicipants?
Suggested improvements:

fnur-e--A \mg- ka ktAk,-Voieor--s-s Ds& for

mlAe-6)
5. Structure

Are group size and composition helpful to learning?

5

blon11.
NO

a,4) r\o`N
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? iv041) bkorTs0J
Suggested improvements:

°Tr r SrrY\kigi Crd*S

6. MedW-Audio-Visilil
Are learning aids appropriate?
Suggested improvements:

borN

upplies adequate? Vinl,94

kclonlek()

7. Future Needs
Have you discovered additional learning needs?4,14)

What?

8. Time
Was pace of 1earning activities

Inor4z-A\N\s,- c'or Cor\c,AttAcAk.of\
Suggested improvements:

*)z,a, rftrti N\v'e
diCAP(1 Sor SM.

6AL:116Cq.-e4lakniC----1QrK/±941V\0#12,

appropriate? bkOk5)

144
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



1. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? W\-Vry-te. wtrtbnkS''\wAlg

VilUniCA#5) \I'lt)4Act-lhsta\Ork)S- CNC.d\rQ

WHIvIc..Qibkxv:2A
Which encountered problems? Too

TM) 1,04-cy._ oc

10. Energy/ Attention .

Are more/fewer breaks needed? ...Tg:th:)cco.ASt5.) C1\04140
.

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? 4L(nO) NIIIIAK)

When? ki_\,v_V\ 0Q0,5 5ez_flon)QA) _mcALQcQ A. N?__S).\. k& 0..k.ker4 isf\)(9)

Why? S.0 f10 A

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your
learning? ye5(at T\CAD) bar\ IS(a)
Suggestions:

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? VI2a(p) INJO(i)
Suggested improvements:

k or) S vActols () (-) c9kkmA bcA6), C'oc-crA 6 v-Rr

SeT,915-(-Rr \ONgIN re.,por# clocA5 kdotrt.

13. Facility
Comments: Vtrk-) cro& Lo.) 0 k(3)

Suggested improvements:

01& rooms oth fAbors (.(1')

morQ. roorn(D)
14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never Some A Great Deal

Its 2.1) 3(co) Po 6N 6(9)

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible Excellent,

1 2 3 0) 50) 6(7)

16. T cLinw to this workshop because: lK)0441Z61,40Q-4.)

5-1.u.ckcy4 s kNowWay, (.5) IfYIV-10ve. 4-r_ckch\ (V) 4eChNT.)-acA.g3
To e vv,03 id-rew-s 40 40 \42,0,m. Nr\-ke.c&'

ckolcbroic

145



.10 1.

-1-0+0,1 OC C'OrIns -12

Kansas Arts Resource Training System

General Assessment Of DRC's participation in Workshop
on%s- Q.0.,,b-cA:Vthgiven by

on the following dates Zikt-. I

Narre of person ccapleting form: ; major
Arts Area of Expertise

were you the presenter of this crkshop? NO lika OCNV

Please rate the quality of the participants and situation by circling
the appropriate response:(circle only one response per item).UA means
Not Applicable.

1. The pthysical space and equipment
(chairs, tables, a-v materials) were
adequate for the workshop

2. Tthe participants were eager to
participate in the activities

3. The participants were reluctant
to participatethey just wanted to
observe and not get involved ALL MOST gale

NoC)

Jae PEW NONE NA

4. The participamts were skeptical
about the arts activities and
expressed doubts as to their rel-
evance to the classroom

5. The participant clearly under
stood the intent (purpose/goals)
of the workshop

6. The participants used the skills
I taught to create unique/personal
products or performances

7. I would rate

SLY GOOD?

8. I would rate

00 la I GOOD?

vI

ALL MOST

,.
SOME FEg NONE NA

SOME FEW NONE NA

the participants workshop entry leveL as follows

(MoD F POOR?

the partidrants workshop }MT leveL as follows

1r)

(,- D? MOD TE? FAIR? POOR?

I

CO C:1 ri\D THE NT PlrE
1



2

9. The participants asked where they
cculd get more information about the
activites covered in the workshop ALL MOST

10. The participants did not want to
stay until the end of the workshop ALL MOST (SCME ; NIF NA

U. ,-S.The participants left early ALL MOST CME NA

F Ew NONE NA

12. The participants took my handout
materials and asked for additional
information

13. The participants had come pre-
pared--had read the outside assign
tment ALL MOST SW MI NONE e

ALL

Y4)T

FEW

14. The participants offered add-
itional'ideas and methods related to
topics I covered ALL MOST

15. The participants stated that the
activities were fun ALL

16. The participants stated that
they doubed their students could
de the activities

17. The participants stated that
the physical setup/materials needed
for the activites were too difficult
to obtain for their own classrooms ALL MOST SOME FER N15 NA

ALL MOST SOME

NONE NA

FEW NONE NA

18. The participants were inattentivekal
(did other things during my presentation)
such as read mail, graded papers ALL MOST SOME

19. The paraticipants asked if I could
come back repeat the workshop for other
teachers who did not attend ALL MOST SOME
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20. The participants...asked if I.Could

do workshops for th1er students . ALL MOST

21. The participants asked for books,
films, exhibits, (other resources)
related to the workshop activities ALL MOST

22. Overall I would rank this group of participants

a.ONE OP' THE BEST ME HAD 9,

lb:yERY GOOD D\.

c.GOOD

d.FAIR

e.POOR

FEW NM NA

23 . Other cornets
-vec\ONtis werc. cx\--\-er\-\ ye, cAlcc): 0cy,k cAo-k. Cc-orn Chxr veszcvkcx.i

vo.r..iic;vc& \A) iin \r\e:vr sitAbiznis 4
"

14 S



--1-&-w* ocm
rxaft rot for gen. (.1"1.
r.71v121. (c) 1 Ly

Ar,derson/nrreau. Property of
NOAH.

Location/Facility (Site of Program)_

Date 100% City State rat Region. 3, W.

Specific Instruction/Activities Provided:___

1. Your present position

1.1 Special Education Teacher

1.2 "!gular Education Teacher

1.3 Art Teacher

AEL5. broA ;on

1,4 1 Aide

1.5 Volunteer

1.6 Other (please state)

2. The number and ages of disablbd and nondisabled individuals with whom you work:

AGES

Trainable mentally handicapped

Educable mentally handicapped

Learning disabled

Over
0-7 8-15 16-21 22

5 Li

sg 3
Behaviorally disabled

(-/)

Physically handicapped CZ

Visually impaired

Hearing impaired

Severely handicapped

Nondisabled

Unknown/not categorized

Other (please state) c/A re_

TOTAL V-vr\cpak.y.-.1.
1-1 9

Q. 5
7

1 4 f;



3. My purpose in attending this session/activity was (check all that are dppropria%):

3.1 II To acquire art skills for personal use.

3.2 1,1 To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my studcnts in
developing social skills.

3.3 I To acquire skills needed to teach art more effectively.

3.4 17 To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my students in
developing skills in other curriculum areas, e.g., math, reading.

3.5 \Li To acquire skills needed to use art activities to assist my students in
developing skills needed for independent living in the community.

3.6 a Other (fill in) TO beme.c't1(\ Lefin
4. Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the number under the

appropriate response:

4.1 Increased my awareness in the area NOV:1/4 SQA

1(1)

4.2 Provided me with new skills in the area NONE
1

Saa,
PO)

4.3 Provided applicable information for classroom use NONE 5D
1 'P

4.4 Contained clear content NONE 3;t4t
1 ? V5

MU

3

MUC1P--

3 gy
muco;\
3:.1)

MUC)i-A\

3

5. Please rate the effectiveness of the presenters by circling the number under the
appropriate response:

5.1 Maintained a stimulating environment LOW
1

5.2 Encouraged questions and opinions LOW
1

5.3 Knowledgeable in content area LOW

1

5.4 Explained material at appropriate level for LOW
understanding

1

MODER
2 146!)

MOITE 414Q1.7"*N.

e.,
MODE

2

MODE
3

6. Please check all types of assistance which you received from the workshop by circling
the number under the appropriate response:

6.1 The presenter helped me plan arts activities which
can be presented to my students.

6.2 The presenter gave me guidelines and specific suggestions
for arts activities which I can use for developing my own
arts activities.

1 5 o

NO NA/U

2QL,k1 3

YEkb\I

w_up 2u) 3 L.P.2)



7.

I/

Ple,:se check all typcs of assistance which you received from the workshop by circling
the number under the appropriate response:

6.3 The presenter gave me ideas that I can use in teaching
other subjects through the arts.

6.4 The workshop presenter gave me specific art lessons and
demonstrations of how to use art activities with
students having disabilities.

6.5 I learned how to do new arts activities (increased my
own skill level) which will help me use art activities
in my own classes.

6.6 I was given specific art lessons which I will use with
my students.

YA) 26) NAM)

Yb g) NAM)

Y

)

q7N NO NA/311)
WI) 2

tiA/U

'3

Please circle the number under the appropriate response to the following questions.
Your options are: "YES",."NO" and "NOT APPROPRIATE/UNCERTAIN?"

7.1 The presenter made the intent (purpose/objective) of
the arts activities clear to me.

7.2 I used the arts skillOtaught to create unique/personal
products or performances.

YUN NO NA/UNC
OV 2 3

1,21?) NA/Ub

8. Please rate the level of your skills before and after the workshop by circling the
number u0er the appropriate response:

8.1 Level of ckill/knOwledge 4n t..Ae area beforehand. LO MODERRE
1V.1) 201

8.2 Level of skill/knowledge in the area after the LOW MODE E
workshop.

1

9. Please rate your impressions of the entire workshop by circling the number under the
response which is most apprapriate. Your options are: "NONE," "PARTIALLY" and
"COMPLETELY."

9.1 At what level was your purpose(srreached by
the workshop?

9.2 In terms of my work, the workshop was: WORTHLESS

1

9.3 Would you attend a similar or different
workshnp on the arts in the future?

9.4 Are you more likely to use art activities
as,part of your teaching as a result of
the workshop?

NONE PARTIALLY COMR Y

gJW 3

OF mg WEXTREMWLUABLE
M?)

t110 POSybY UEEkl1,t3

ii
PplIF DEFIT

Thanks for your help in completing this form. Please return it to the presenter, or tothe front table before you leave today. Please be cure you also sign the attenlance
sheet, giving your name and address so we can keep you informed of other arts workshopsand events. THANKS!!
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AlkiNcAR-3. kolMomodzs
on .190c? akvrolorl To .1-02A *

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Date

1. Objectives
Were workshop objectives clear?
Suggested improvements:

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives?
Suggested improvements:

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough? Consistent or contradictory?
Suggested improvements:

Location

5 Did they meet your needs?b-y-e

Are they meeting your nceds? ps

\I es-6\ v,c)c-tirscAVve._ Pos)-bi v1/442_.

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content or personal)?

(3) we_\ _ 1. a.
Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants? 67'4IWS
Suggested improvements:

i Of\ S I kkiKts

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning? OrlieS
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? 1,11.11.

Suggested improvements:

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriate? asSupplies adequate?
Suggested imRrovements:

UiN.\ 11kk if54 o ai barns

7. Future Needs
Have you discovered additional learning needs?LSICI:

What?

8. Time
Was pace
Suggeste

of learning activities appropriate? 6--Iftz,s

k siir +krotAlfrN
improvements:

rfl sesst, tv,cm-ck

152



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best?(

C)\ke5 SVNGt F Loor.k.-43-k-oesmiic,S) 142 CAvr</)

Vily;;Ierierts2 4-- 6su),

Which encountered problems? 1.etc,low-42,0Joy00 rfyyltivnk-Cor-

-k.\\ kccs
10. Eriergy/ Attention

Are more/fewer breaks needed? 2Stie.2 SPJC)

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? nxi)

When? ca)VAtZ-QW\W\01)-11Y1,6r:AN6tf\ti\000 K41_441(V)

Why? Q4-X)00,7M c-e.L,N1 0,RA

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

learning? 13.u1e
Suggestions:

101 0\alkni kowi't 1,\Arrxej

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? 5.1-ie 14\V.s

Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments: C0\69(9,) y\ce& ift6p.Q._CA(vkir-S

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never

1

Some A Great Deal

2 3

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible

1 2 3 4

16. I came to this workshop becaus6:

2/10.17-1(2)

5 3

Excellent



Date

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Location Vit W'10(04.0%

1. Objectives 1.-1316.

Were workshop objectives clear?1- Did they meet your needs?11-LiCS

Suggested improvements:

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives?7-ir Are they meeting your needs?_lvia
Suggested improvements:

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough?Ir GS (gonsisten3 or contradictory?
Suggested improvements:

worylvctAA, v,s1(1)*CuA) I ovarviw

;iNkrocper.Mve.
4. Participants

How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content Or personal)?

(5) h0 *ve5--k) koe,1 bo-1-1,N trviAl 1-, (Ateg
Do you want to become better acquainted with other participantsr7-14eS
Suggested improvements: 1' Nun Is

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning?4ff5 3-01<

Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? L4L42.75 i-NO
Suggested improvements: ) s-ole.

'Too IfY0,r) aav%

LA,.. (.91,0 +00 6mcA,1 \

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriater7-(es Supplies adequate? j:AireiS 44A
Suggested improvements:

7. Future Needs
Have you discovered additional learning needs? 7-L/94, 1--P/aAjc\

WhatOmov.teN.M onacooks) Orvencio. Mort ppsonad

8. Time
Was pace of learning activities appropriate? 4-9eS /161Valik

Suggested improvements:

1 54



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? 0-0eApeflergt0,\

Which encountered problems? _kw Navg)N.

10. Energy/ Attention
Are more/fewer breaks needed? 3-AR) 3-01c

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? 3-NO S----efe

When? kr 11N164 iterAlz_ & OIYA0

Why? ilW_A- IDarleAP16,1hosly__

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

learning? 2::_tiez
Suggestions:

Qon4ervki P-szcorsoz\1/4-A CK\V I1i proce.ss S4s5(045
roiievk ogi.er pese.SreNTWOMNS

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you?
Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments: QxtkiLoi Grcki

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never

1 2

Some A Great Deal

3

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible

1 2 3 4

*Excellen

16. I came to this workshop because:

\PGA INSe.cASe. MCA 1,Wk.s3 Acvt, c(viiLt. kr-\

() OK',
2/10.17-1(2)

1 55



KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

General Assessment for Taorkshop on_511:3Apri rAULOVIC4 :)ccitywi.

Given by on the followi.ng C,ates

Name: Major Arts Area of Expertise

OPomo. C3)1116~1+
(1) mimic:-

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
yriate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. Before the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was:

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was:

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

LOW

LOW

,JMALL
9

NONE SMALL

1 2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these NON- LOW
arts experiences (ability EX1STA('JT

to internalize the 1 2

artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of beiny NON- LOW
empowered were EXISTANT

8. After the workshop, my
own feelings of being NON- LOW
empoweted were EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

2

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can fork in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to thv arts

NOT A
AT ALL LITTLE

1 2

156

7
MODERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

5
AE)VE
AV7:;RAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

AVERAGE
3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3 4

AVERAGE

3

AVi.:RAGL

3

AVERAGE

3
AVERAGE

3

4
ABOVE
AVEkAGE

/WOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

6
ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

SOME- TO A
WHAT GOOD DEAL

3

HIGH

5

HIGH

9

HIGH

5

HinH

5

HIGH

5

7
HIGH

HIGH

5

6,

TO A
GREAT
EXTENT

5



To fo..t*1

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Date rnckty1) pe--eg Location

1. Objectives
Were workshop objectives clear?
Suggested improvements:

C2)e. ,NAe pe.swaPcx\ e)cp.ri'tnce._

Did they meet your needs?

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives? 1-11v..z5 Are they meeting your needsVII-Li

Suggested improvements:

1/00\A f 0 (,. (AJ Q- i 1 ec214.- ( \ S ) h tA44 .1 elU 0 1 eCQ (-). \
-X. IcuNok 42.xpen encedt.

3. Staff 1 i-_,
Was the presenter thorough? (6O-nsistent) or contradictory?

Suggested improvements:

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content Or personal)?

(6) Ve:L) 0,)e t lathlr\ co4er)+ 4.a-sacy.L,rteg.cPs

Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants?
Suggested igiprovements:

WO\A.lai V-No,ve, bel2f1 Cd\oc& ir\m/e- i4DcAL\ oentsrl (Kr,p, cor
oc.,;(A.\ nierct.c.A,o() k&p p vcktsooc

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning?lt-leS
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate?
Suggested improvements:

l'1(14/C°t) eQc i":")UrjL I(Y\CI`Cver. I(C14-(9.,C100r )0.trnOCA 00c6r0
OCYY)

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriate?
Suggested improvements:

00 V.X.AA tc,CL

-0 K
Supplies adequate?

tho 4-0.1)QA SOIT\QOc Sol

7. Future Needs -NO
Have you discovered additional learning needsr*- ii

What? k !I 21' t) ;?..(

ofvf-q. trij MLA'S
6. Time

Was pace of learning activities appropriate?S-Irs i-ofeN

Suggested improvements:

1 57

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

-1-



Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? X

V3(r. 1106, iT
o\c 0 v<c) ç OA c. Apo, (

Which encountered problems?

fy,. r ,AC:c(AN
1-0K

10. Energy/ Attention
Are more/fewer breaks needed?6:2L 1-looa

A

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? ii/VC)-- i -uk-

When? c'e.k Oleo p A UT V\ ci l cAl Q V g..44._,
Why? ,N.C.Ivs- luvIchc-pfur,.c.6\

11. Climate

.:

Is the ove climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

learning? e.)

SuggestionY

12. Dates - 0

Was the scheduling convenient for you? 0- (Ipti

Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments:

AJO,

Suggested improvements: (y-1(rQ,

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never Some yreat Deal
a

1 Ci;) (j) (Fi)

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible Excellent%

1 2 3 4
(6-)

16. I came to this workshop because:

(JD DK. -TrzA,,-)111 r \ mort, COCA: ki

2/10.17-1(2)

1Z. r O.



lrl.U4A1ZZ KI.J.LM;

KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

General Assessment for Viorkshop on Tnv7 tc(q),At.,)1

j

Given by \41-) k2SCLrc,,,, on the following C.ates OgrA,

Name: Major Arts Area of Expertise

Please rate the quality of the presentation
priate response: (circle only one response

by circling the appro-
per item).

1. Before the workshop my level/knowledge 25
in the arts topic of the.workshop was: LOW

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences wa

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (abiliLy
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of beiny
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
own feelings of being
empoweted were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to thv arts

NONE

1

NON-
EXISTANT

1

SMALL
2

SMALL

2

LL

LOW

2

NON- LOW
EX1STANT

1 2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

MODILTE

3-
MODERATE

ilb
AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

a
AVERAGE

3

AVERACE

3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

ci
HIGH

HIGH

3
ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

g,
ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVEkAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

ABT7E
AVERAGE

HIGH

5

g
HIGH

5

HK-7

go
liTnH

5

3
HIGH

5

HIGH

5

HIGH

1 2 3 4 5

"I

NOT A SOME- TO A TO A
AT ALL LITTLE WHAT GOOD DEAL GREAT

EXTENT
2

159

3 4 5



lk kAPIIONv\ OV510)

Date V)e&t 1 qqA,

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Location

1. Objectives i-t00
Were workshop objectives clear/V-T5 Did they meet your needs?6-4e,
Suggested improvements:

2. Materials I - tlovra.

Did materials fit objectives?fx1M Are they meeting your needs?9-le 1...btor

Suggested improvements:

3. Staff 1- blook
Was the presenter thoroughilf-4?% Co
Suggested improvements:

oozSZ o vso.rv tv..3 04Nc . csArtfe--

t) 0r'vn 0.1) kk hoc* i0

4. Participants
How well did thsiviesenter relate tcz rur (conteot otrtersonal)

nsistent or contradictory?

Chvx.,k. p

C'oloW
nevklutoJ

needs
v-n,c!.xprrNiirts.,ar\ vor, Osr iitnirv)...Lrlopot

\\ oo& iat,u41/41 reA kko res:.1/4.1c 11).L. w, fu or\ rutc9

VZc
fprtstiNk.cr pt-9...W\k V%-) KEA- 't V.(Alei

Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants?5- tits
Suggested improvements:

-T.- te\Sk r\..t.4.4k k A"- Lk. I i Art C ern kert on , /4

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning? e 5

Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate?
Suggested improvements:

0\ likkbt crov--xe-S1 ckrowA

6. Media/ Audio-Visual I- OK
Are learning aids appropriate?0-944supplies adequate? fo- tr,s
Suggested improvements :

0ve... 1'1 kft..61 h-No kr\4ir4ou4f, esp.
klb,\\ wt.n44 wek-

7. Future Needs
Have you discovered alTional

what?
---rmrve,AioevA c,,K; rairoN6

-sort**

leArning needs? L1/2 Lots f\K?
Ne40Workinc5 p-tultie., I r\ rni c.Ki rick

c'or

a-oK

8. Time
Was pace of learning activities appropriate611 1-rnocli4"-K,LA;(N.R.
Suggested improvements:

\A-r\t_ cor D Re NeAwor-\\In
Pkol.- tAAcZ t - Not_ preSeM 4Kk VAS

1.6C



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? Qb9es-Vci, lor,4 Ocn\-\J

,rNit_farlfv\e,bowk stu.1%c)...-- DID-40.r \i0ANOrNj %(-A-k-5:)4c-IrN

Obcers- ()A./0 r\ """ Cymitie4kk rt.A04 NDO\ *Sper UC\,%,(.3rNedoir±-)1,41)Ler

Which encountered problems c: 11. % A (

csafsk pcAlte, 00 orNC

--().v.6-4_,E, CACt

10. Energy/ Attention o
Are more/fewer breaks needed? k-bkciAk: -
Was your energy or attention lower at certain times? V"."(°'

When? r\ s.,Wv.7.0 4 00 koNi%--- ix moy\ b rtuAc+-6Z.Ltrawi

Why? 'I_,stx) Mort. &.K.C..}41ApplwA CuSQ.cAurat(4 -

-htco,ryst- w-,c,orn 1\4\ \ \iLL,k\v-t. e y, ef\-\

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

learning? u-tv Nc:) 'UtV\kf,s

Suggestions: '

ryvisAtA ir)alvtak&cA tva 1r) cAkp_rc:, Ct-'9

kkA\CfA (Q , or\ ,

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? '01o44-,

Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments: GO l(5( ifY\9-51:4 btA CAC4A 0(.0.)131.

1f\ktl, \1\Q2AtWL.. v>sie,--5,2, trve\l-4t,,,z_

(AciocS4.-
Suggested imbrovements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never SOMG A Great Deal

(4) 5 (4,)

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Excellent

1

Terrible---------
2

ENt3)

16. I came to this workshop because:

K ART S

2/10.17-1(2)
161



7.0\...0,S31142)

KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

(Process Form)

General Assessment for .i(Drkshop on Gic'4.e(C

Given by on the following clates 5-
Name: Major Arts Area of Expertise (4-V 1.,..,kmAA

\-1111Asic.

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. Before the workshop my level/knowledge 1

in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW MODERATE HIGH

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of beiny
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
. own feelings of being
empowe.ted were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to tilt: arts

a
SMALL

2

SMALL

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

.1 2

NOT A
AT ALL LITTLE

2

MODERATE HIGH

5
AVERAGE ABOVE

AVERAGE
3

4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

ABOVEAVERAGE AVERAGE

3 4

3 a
AM/AVERAGL D 13

AVERAGE
3 4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

gL
SOME- TO A TO A/

104WHAT GOOD DEAL GREAT b
EXTENT(! V/

3 4.

I f1/406

1 (94
lam

5

111GB

5
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Pre-Post Questionaire A1WA)42A1 SLSA
Top lc: C;;11' tea Education

Ancwer True or Fai

.11.1 Children in the gifted programs have no need for the arts because they are high
academic achievers.

All children in gifted programs have highly developed creative abilities and can expand
even further through the arts.

1_3 The arts can he used effectively to deal with some of the social/emotionai issues of the
gifted chi ld.

Gifted education is considered for categorical reimbursement from state special
education funds.

F- 5 Gifted education is a frill that should be reconsidered and cut when funds are limited.

6 The arts can he used to expand the creative imagination of difted students and r.on
address CP goals and objectives for these students.

Fill in the blanks:

7 Improvisational drama can be explored with gifted students to provide..,(21011 011- a--(2

OJ(j asweit
-PW Raii2.44tics-

8. The reative arts address the U 14X1itct..Q

learning styles and needs of gifted students.

9. Gifted students have iMtd/ C*Llt 511) CtOL.12

0--K- I_ A if

bitkiket-691/1 (56 uten cataLitt;

aeitfixinue/
special needs.

10. The education system can explore the potential of the arts for gifted education by

44/u. cueUrzyvt:
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Pre-Post Ouesti onai re

Topic: Early Childhood Education

Answer True or False:

1 . Early Childhood education can utilize the arts to teach the basic only rarely.

The housekeeping area Is a natural place to introduce drama.

Storytelling, drama and movement can flow together to emphasize academic topics.

-.2_4. The visual arts should emphasize ;ne "right" way to draw or paint objects.

5 Movement should only be done outside and is disruptive to the classroom if allowed to
happen indoorsf 6 All children are on the same developmental level at the pre-school age.

Fill in the blanks:

7. Pre-school cM1dren draw and paint at trieir Owfl_LQ

8. The cesc N°-
prope.r echnique.

of the arts is of equal value to a preschool cni id as teaching the

9. The purpose of early childhood education is to provide

CtiParitilhe.- cLuei-tru/Ki
&)..cia.0 Atitoito

1 0 P lease
areas.

list five ( 5) ways the arts can encourage growth in social , academic and emotion&

av4v ocL& tupt. z&eit atn,r 4 f).

0.5D ---)uer& (r)c;.0..9) (

(-4:- cjx:ASLciii\s A2_,n601 ok_up\.3

eivka 4514 e.A. Gus -f2.51-tak-c3 A 7Aduvildael

3 . ro 'Amyl 044 Ucds
,ruAr Gu---avks cukk_d ILAA-11(-- (Lev\ ec_6Z_f-.5

(6k jajk-le j24fmtoceg'481-._ 4-kod i5 UcaUaZS
prv ifrt,s de...)sa 5

0.-c Ua_f2A ary\-S
/1;)04"1:u-4 .184



TRANSI'v IONAL COMMUNITY WORK SETTINGS
CHUCK TERRELL
June 15, 1988

1. List the four key elements of Transition.

SAW O. NE* .v.04* Woe 104.0*.00.10.1.01.......0/...04....111

2. Write five services listed in the Individual Transition Plan

.01 11.
3. When are individuals referred for Transitional Planning?

11= . v..
4. %id need to focus on what four domains when developing a students Transition Plar0

11.

5. What groups are targeted for Phase I I.T.P. planning?

...Oft 0...04.6 ...41iWaift.%.".Y.M..re... 0004
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NoA t!.1"krosno- ma& \VIM
T-40Vh0A\ 0

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Date (0 1 tti) Location

1- OK
1. Objectives -5

Were workshop objectives clear? Did they meet
Suggested improvements;

1\c4tr noor\
(2.,).9.Akkrk- rc0

your needs?-bloivk

Loo4e4Q) YYNo rR.-

% i

2. Materials 9e6
Did materials fit objectives? 46- Are they meeting your needs?_kielaNlywx.
Suggested improvements: iAto

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough?
Suggested improvements:

it;It or contradictory? 1*.bkork

4. Participants
How well did the praenter relate to your ne -ads content Or personal)? ,

ory.9..i As2.s 'I. .t.c: Wo*,r o r'N 9.. V Loet- us ts \ 1 - \corN mokiwY\QA-at

- I ,.!__ "CLIC C C ...1 Com Ik:/kb.411c peek ikil

\ 0.5z) c)eAv--9A ,r, ermakkverN %.0i,,oas i
Do you want to become better acquaintPd with other participants? v Lie,,4
Suggested improvements: 1-btcois

5. Structure
Are group size and composi tion helpful to learning?, %jiv
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? Li-tie;s 1-crts

Suggested improvements: 40 kv4L 0,c. ;11A (...-

C`irvz.A-v,t-ve.. (AWN- CorNai 10 t\er--

6 . Media/ Audic.-Visual
Are learning aids appropriate?MAS Supplies arlequate? 1
Suggested improvements: 1-bd IDA fk

9041)-ter *or-c- or Ioc" Lks dbo oity1/441/4.tk

makuiciA cxrc-Q. er\ern LLs.e nr\e&ic),
7. Future Needs

Have you discovered additional learning needs?k: n)c.
Gm.ccus,,A.k.Par. 42..)...4eiS to" 0P %c-IN:01

What? sat 11,r,z 41. 11)0Air le CDC/A"-

otyber-or,
8.

or\ rn,3 V \to Cor-PoSsiblt spe. 40,1 Serviesz
Time
Was pace of learning activities appropriate? 7-1(2.. t.nr\cf.A.k.

Suggested improvements:
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9. Methods
Whicktypesof learrang activitiwkwqrked best?

kryroryium tr,vorily\o,40mr\ Vs0, cAvire. va-crt ob,coes- Q.A.fon CAA

42->i-Wevr\Ai6A A\
I

Which encountered problems? at&exicAlgilata
1" fk MnliVIct%74 NCY\SL

10. Energy/ Attention 1 - ic I - mom

Are more/fewer breaks needed? 47j9sz arbWrOs

Was your energy or attention lower .4t certain times?L4-yeZ V.-No
prY\ trvv,fe-r- \v"0,..-- 5 %0...) 04.01

When? \O c)

Why? oçccL& (Y\
n-vzi

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your

learning? yp-Lv?... abwirNhk,

Suggestions:

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? ca.:-(AZ7-kie.5,,..b\GINV-,

Suggested improvements:

13. Facility
Comments: Gooa

V'Y'CP-AW.YY ObStCVCV\0,10\SQ.c..)

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you u.5.e information shared during this workshop when you make

presentations? (circle number)

Never Some A Great Deal

i 2 3 0 so

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible Excellent
5 1

1 2 3 4 (D

16. / came to this workshop because:

2/10.17-1(2)
Ir
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(Process Form)

KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

General Assessment for Workshop on nwe, \t)
Ackf,-1,01- ) L-)

Given by V,\04-\ on the following clates

Name: Major Arts Area of Expertise Li-
rnJ..i

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. Before the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was:

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was:

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
EiTiErty to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of being
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
. own feelings of being
empoweled were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"

LOW MODERATE

9,

LOW MODERATE

SMALL
2

SMALL

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1.

NON- LOW
EX1STANT

1 2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

.1 2

AVERAGE
3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

HIGh

HIGH

Li

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

3 4

HIGH

5

4
HIGH

5

HIGH

5

ABOVE *E--

3
AVERAGE

AVMIAGE

3 4 5

5
.9...1 ADOVEAVERAGE 111GHAVERAGE

3 4

ABOVEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

1 ABaEAVERAGE
AVERAGE

3 4

NOT A SOME-
AT ALL LITTLE WHAT

2 16s 3

a Aft

5

HIGH

5

Li

TO A TO A
GOOD DEAL GREAT

EXTENT
4 5



Oow auk
`,

Learning Disabilities

T 1. Children diagnosed/identified as learning disabled have
low intelligence?

T LI) 2. Identifying children with learning disabilities is easy.

T 0 3. Children will outgrow their learning disability.

j 4. All Children with learning disabilities have perceptual -

motor difficulties.

5. Optometric training, food dyes, Feingo d diet,Aand
neurological recrganization are e C1/2tok

6. Another term for "learning how t& learn" is Xt

7. The most popular program in public schools is
414324)1A.S.L.QC_Lia 16,.b1ei kte-rn

8. The field of learning disabilities is relatively young?

9. There are generally more boys than girls in an I.d. classroom.

Or F 10. Written language and more specifically spelling is the major
academic skill deficit in Ld. children.



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? c.t?)(dx.

Which encountered problems?("AV,v1e,.10*. MearIew010

10. Ellergy/ Attention
Are more/fewer breaks needed?'4,,:_U

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times?

When? 7.:.:....11"/aLf:)..)7 OtV, _4°Hj 0.*.1. 40. *warm% 40./.....ftwl.....IW

V1An PWhy? on .r....011 .1.,., ,Nnma.100P

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your
learning?
Suggestions: 1

12. Dates
Was the scdu1ing convenient for you? s'1.1.11,z,:, (4.-01-c

Suggested improvements:
C o (1c cA blr-1k CA; \d, ArA.1

13. Facility
Comments:

C
Gcx..y. 4 ,AtNivk. "

D. A'.:A- 'rf-()

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make
presentatioris? (cxrcle number)

Never Some

1 2
"i*N1

3 (4 I

15. How would you rate this workshop?

Terrible

1 2 3

16. I came to this workshop because:

A Great Deal

Cr Pl: (6)

(circle number)

Excellent

Ce)

bic\<,

6k(A(\z,,

(a) oRr.'If-tkN ENC\ rV-AA C) /./.1t leWP. CAf1A

971.51/4)) klry":= 11,0 kv-csA-r-c-C 444 1**.pktiA K4RTs

kratsktnliv&O.17-1( 2 )
1"



Date c
WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Location 01101w

1. Objectives CeN.kc
Were workshop objectives clear?AcArt, Did they meet your needs?"i_.-k.AL

Suggested improvements:
71/4.<>. (Abe-5a\

Materials
Did materials fit objectives?le-49, Are they meeting your needs?
Suggested improvements: ,

.-v,)(m\
Nu,i7k. 'In r-fs INCO,* N kNONSIOLlk -

Y01-61-0 kANS bOt."*1/4
vak) (\C.o. t' \fitpC,k1

1

3. Staff
Was the presenter thorough?"7- , \C5nsistent or contradictory?1-ble
Suggested improvements:

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content or personal)?

L-,layac.:-.4....)Q.1- Goo saittaiza EtigiukAor\vAl,_\).x.,\\ of\i),AK j&ks

Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants? q=
Suggested improvements:

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning?"]--
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? L-Lee:

Suggested improvements:

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriatere Supplies adequate?
Suggested improvements:

\04) wor

7. Future Needs
Have you discovered additional learning needs?:224,

what? Cs,111S:Q=.21/6...Q4A_LLU)a
-kor\w-e, N 0 0 ctfhl ea *0 dOCAVAQM/ C. i(1 e 4,43,,,u_xateftstt..!

8 . Time -1-Aor-41.- Yoo.,L)kt_ +Ket, 7 r-ftuov,r4v4- INAtthsoo-V) 0 vs* Of CP) 1,0
Was pace of leareing .ctivities appropriate7tA-1/4,v1,9,-cAttAc4,
Suggested improvements: #

owt,K0 NOreric ). r-tkoJe-(9,,

verocAop,)cor ryvy--4- INictim\-k1 cdN wk(1./\ Lx-xxs v`12-51r42-1"4'

.170



7-0-vA' 7

KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

WrQQC55

General Assessment for Workshop on ccA-c...-.0Ct-6.,0iNc..)-0.cu..\rvr\c)/
va-C,

Given by....\:\v2ArvAc.iL: ,c.,0A on the following clates ts1.115A

Name: Major Arts Area ci Expertise

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-
priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. Before the workshop my level/knowledge LA 25

in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW MODERATE

2. After the ..arkshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of being
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
. own feelings of being
smpowel'ed were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

lq. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to thv.: arts

1

44
SMALL

2

SMALL

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1

NON- LOW
EX1STANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

2

NOT A
AT ALL LITTLE

HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

AVERAGE
3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE AVERAGE

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

3
ABOVE

3 4

A
Li

AB
AVERAGE 111G11(*D-H

OVEAVERAGE

3 4 5

i
3 3

AVERAGE ABOVE
HIGHAVERAGE

.

3 4 54
1

AVERAGE ABOVE
HIGH(frAM,AVERAGE

HIGH

3 4

SOME-
WHAT

3

3
TO A TO A

GOOD DEAL GREAT 0-11
EXTENT

4 5



1

KARTS Pre/Poot Assessment on Arts Resources

Prepared by

Frances E. Anderson, Ed.D.,ATR
Professor of Art

Illinois State University
Normal,I1

For June,17,1988 Presentation

Kansas School for the Visually Impaired

Name or identification number date

1. Three major computerized data bases through which one nay find
information on arts for the handicapped are: (circle one option)

1.Educomp, Artsinfo, ERIC

2. ERIC, Psyinfo, Educomp

3. Psyinfo, CDI, Educomp

4. Psyinfo, ERIC, Axtsinfo

5. ERIC,CDI, Psyinfo

6. none of the above

2. The computerized data 14w..se that includes a comprehensive listing o,

over 50 thousand educational clicuments, journals and grant final
reports is: (fill in the blank)

3. (circle)True or False: The majority of published data related to
arts for special needs uhildren may be found in the Artsinfor system.

4. (circle)True or False: There is an estahaished format for reporting
case studies that is generally accepted by the American Art Therapy
Association.



2

5. The most convincing arguements for justifying the arts for special
needs students to a school board will be in the form of: (circle one
option)

a. Quoting hard data research studies

b. Citing one or two subjective case studies that really
demonstrated child change

c. None of the above

d. a and b

6. Briefly explain the Greene and Hesslebring study and why it is
important to justifying the use of art in the classroom.

7. The first comprehenJive review of the research literature was
undertaken in 1981 and is titledAReview of the Research Literatuxe
cm Arts for the:Handicapped: 1971-1981. This review is till in print
and nay be purchased by writing to:(circle one option)

a. the author

b. the resource center at the KS School for the Visually Impaired

c. Sterns Book Store in Chicago

e. KS Very Special Arts

f. Very Special Arts/USA in Washington,D.C.

g . options arc, and f

174



3

8. A good source of publicaticas on arts for the handicapped is:
(if you wanted to purchase them) (circle one option)

a. Wry Special Arts/USA in Washington,D.C.

b. American Art Therapy Association national office in Chicago

c. Music Educators National Association Clfice in Washington,D.C.

d. Sterns Book Service in Chicago

e. University of Kansas Bookstore

9.0ne basic reference in the visual arts for the handicapped that
wvuld be appropriate for parents and laypersons is: (circle one

option)

a. Art for the Handicapped by Anderson,Cochado and McAnally

b. Approaches to Art in Education by Laura Chapman

c. PreparatIon forArt by J.K. McFee

d. Beyond Creating by the J. P. Getty Trust

e. none of the above

f. all of the above

10. Cite one basic text in music for the harlicapped child that would
be approprite for parents/and laypersons (give title and author).

11. Of the two basic special eCtication texts- (a)Kirk, S. A. and
Gallagher, J.J. (1986). Educating Exceptional thildren (5th ed.)
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, or
(b) Hallahaln, D.P. and Kauffman, J. M. (1988). Exceptional Children:
Introduction to special education (4th ed.). !Jew Jersey: Englewood
Cliffs.

(1) Which would be more appropriate
a orb

(2) Which would be more appropriate
a or b.

for parents and laypersons?

for arts teachers/therapists?



t.cAN* 1

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Date fl.t/t- 6//i5,/ location *SS\kilrk

1. Objectives
Were workshop objectives clear?lt4t Did they meet your needs?1-I44
Suggested improvements: 1

2. Materials
Did materials fit objectives?11-4(2.5 Aresthey meetirig your needs?..1415S
Suggested improvements:

e.

3. . Staff
Was the presenter thoroughq4a
Suggested improvements:

or contradictory?1:11tv*

4. Participants
How well did the presenter relate to your needs (content or personal)?

we,t
Do you want to become better acquainted with other participants?
Suggested improvements:

5. Structure
Are group size and composition helpful to learning? 7-v5
Are physical arrangements for group work appropriate? 4,ces
Suggested improvements:

6. Media/ Audio-Visual
Are learning aids appropriate?Tiy46Supplies adequate? 1-/i(4S
Suggested improvements:

7. Future Needs j
Have you discovered additional learning needs? V-4005

What?

enorA-mk"ti, 'to Q. itAt
B. Time

Was pace of learning activities appropriate?Tl/QS
Suggested improvements:

176



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best?

Which encodntered'problems? clocRA

cA 0\44.0\ociccipACINS5

10. Energy/ Attention bloiNet-

Ar more/fewer breaks needed?S-OP: V014-14 WOO

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times?%441C) Q-49VS

PlktAnre*I\ &C4C\Kk

:1111tats

When? S

Why?

1 DAN 140.1\f; NC4er (,kAr

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your
learning? 6-40_Z
Suggestions:

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you?
Suggested improvements:

tek`lierr wit:4\51ZZ. We- C o vact \ Nye, ,ko1/481 YYW z- irrot-: tor eckcAr-
,Cittsizr\Vtr 1(

13.- Facility
Coi.Aents: (Nritg- firiO Olat- %po-vt--

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make
presentations? (circle number)

Never Some

1 2 3 (2)

A Great Deal
1

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible

2 3

1- b)0Alc

Excellent
1-bitA3f.

5

16. I came to this workshop because:

)0(ZQ:1"r.17.111V43 f\tftba

2/10.17-1(2) 177



9. Methods
Which type of learning activities worked best? Aura: MitS

90.a.00(cstAkif,v) cvm\o,tk1/4.)1 p.40ereAove\ (Koiv6Ai

Which encodntered*problems? cAocA,A

0:blooNit,
10. Energy/ Attention

Are more/fewer breaks needed?S-014k

Was your energy or attention lower at certain times?4-04C)

Why?

Lis4041.sa Wet.

11. Climate
Is the overall climate or mood of this workshop supportive of your
learning?
Suggestions:

12. Dates
Was the scheduling convenient for you? j_trAg,..t

Suggested improvements:

tekNils 1/401bhstASZ Cov1/4,1.6t.VN,Nve, Ar.oa Mkve, irevu tot" e oth.
''-tsizi4tr. cs,rn.

13.s Tacility
Comments: Gmcxh.- colf.R.040.1004..

Suggested improvements:

14. Will you use information shared during this workshop when you make
presentations? (circle number)

Never Some A.Great Deal
2 ::5 I I- bicole.

1 2 3 (F) (Fs) CD

15. How would you rate this workshop? (circle number)

Terrible

1 2

16. I came to this workshop because:

Excellent
I- bkonlk

S.
1/421

L))URCTI:roN'ArN mtao.?)1/4 \'4

2/10.17-1(2)

17S



NAME DATE
TRAINLNC; SESSION: PREVOCATTUWETVOCATIONAL ARTS
TRAINER: HOERNICKE

PREiEST

Please respond to each of the following items.

1. A good source for ;quickly reviewing a great numb r o
jobs nd tasks assRciated wi h.those

2. A good approach to assessing a studentc vocational
potential for a particular job is o us

&I' CAL_ ' A

3. Personnel who provide vocational assesemen in special
education (in Kansas) are usually certified b

0 041S-

4. A students vocational interests may be categorized as

3a416wAkfik44
Hama blvila

A.

B.

,Ol

5. The Kansas State Plan for Special Education mandates that
vocational education for special education students be
provide:. by special education personnel.

A. Trat
B. False

6. A worker function code of 063 is an indication of a job
which is probably appropriate for a person in the mildly
mentally retarded category.

A. e

B. False

7. The worker function code for Sculptor
is:

i. A work sam le should be develpped from the reults of a

9. Two critical factors of a work sample are:

A.

B.

10. The ARTS are an appropriate
students with disabilities

4. True
se

vocational

179

aspiration for



--rok0A NO 1

KANSAS ARTS RESOURCE TRAINING STYSTEM

C4F-0U347\,\.

General Assessment for Viorkshop on

Given by on the following (.1,ates 6V/VW

Name: Major Arts Area of Expertise(63111(afi
a nuts iczs,

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the appro-

priate response: (circle only one response per item).

1. Lefore the workshop my level/knowledge a
in th, arts topic of the workshop was: LOW MODERATE HIGH

2. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop was: LOW MODERATE HIGH

3. Before the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these NONE
kinds of arts experiences was 1

4. After the workshop, my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences was

5. Before the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the
artistic process) was

6. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (abiliLy
to internalize the
artistic process) was

7. Before the workshop my
own feelings of beiny
empowered were

8. After the workshop, my
.
OVinTeelings of being
empoweted were

9. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem solve
in this art form was

10. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to thv arts

1

SMALL
2

NONE SMALL

1 2

1

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

NUN- LOW
EXISTANT

2

NON- LOW
EXISTANT

1 2

ZERO LOW

2

NOT A
AT ALL Lyru

1 2

ISO

AVEAGE
3

Al
AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

1

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

AVERAGE

3

ti

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

4/
ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ADOVL
AVI;kAGE

4

5
ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

51
4

ABOVE
AVERAGE

4

SOME- TO A
WHAT GOOD DEAL

3 4

HIGH

5

HIGH

5

HIGH

5

et
liTrm

5

LEIGH

5

6
HIGH

5

HIGH

5

TO A
GREAT
EXTENT

5
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KARTS



Kansas Arts Resource Training Syster. (KARTS)
District Resource Coordinator

Posr WCRKSHOP 'MAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT
TM TEM

Ccapi,

Directions: Please complete this form by BLOCK PRINTING or typdng your
answers giving as complete answers as your are able. Than, return it
to: Dr. Frances E. Anderson, 311 Orlando Ave, Normal, Il. 61761.
PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FGRM AS SOCK AS POSSENGEand WITHIN 7 DitTS
or RECEIVING TT. THRNKS1

Name:
last first

Mailing address: ,City
street

Phone # (home) (Wbrk)

Ks,
Zip code

(area code) (area code)
Agency and/or program in which you hrtinwork:

.1%111=11111111111

City KS
zip code

AREA OF EXPERTISE:

1. Has there been an increase in your areas of expertise in the fine
arts as a result of your participation in the KARTS program this
yearriND YES2

1.2 If yes, please rate your expertise on All arts form listed belay
and note your level of expertise ("B" for beginning, " for
intermediate, ar "A" for advanced) REF= KAM 3nd me and AFTER
INITS-3nd year

Drama(level before KARTS)Beg. 60 CUr.Level:Beg.0,Int.5;Ad.2.
Vis.Arts (level before KARTS)Beg.2,Int.4,Ad. 1;Cur.level:Beg.0,
Int.2, AAL 5.
Movement:(level before KARTS)Beg.5, Int. 2, Ad. 0 Cur.Level Beg. 0,
Int. 1, Ad. 5.
Music:(level before KARTS)Beg. 3, Int. 4, Ad. 0; Cur.Level Beg.0,
Int.4, Ad. 3.

Storytelling(Level before KARTS)Beg. 4, Int. 31 Ad. 0; Cur.Level Beg.
0, Int.2 Ad.5.

Other: (please specify) (level before KARTS)
Current Level



2

1.3 Has there been an increase in your special education expertise as
a result of your participation in the KARTS programrthis year? No ;

YES 7 .

If yes, pdease list the specific special education area (content
and or handicapping condition and ages ) and note your level of
expertise BEFORE KARES and your CUPRENT'Level)by placing a "B" for
beginning, "I" for intermediate, and "A" for advanced after the
special education area.
(Limit your answer to no more than 5 entries)

Ph.H. (BEPORE KARTS) B (1) ; AMER KAM I(1)
Learn Dis.B (1); After Int..(1); Work with Ment. Hand. beg.(1) to
Ad.(1); Work with EMH Beg.(1) to interned. (1) , Parents from
beg.(1);to Ad.(1);Gifted from beg. (1) to adv.(1); Adaptations fram
intermed.(1) to adv.(1); Wbrk with Deaf/Blind (beg. 1) to Ad (1) ; LD
from beg,(1) to adv.(1); TMH from beg to interned (1); HD from
interned. (1) to advanc. (1); SMH from beg. to intermed(1); physically
handicapped from intermed.(1), to advanced (1).

FEEDEACK ON VI:IRKSHOPS OITMET) DURING YFAR

2. For the workdhops listed belay, please provide an overall rating of
their usefulness to you a. rnrsonally and b. professionally. Muld
you also please adicate onwhat topics from each workshop(if any) you
would like to have additional information/training ?

1. CUrric. Devel thru inter-
active arts (sireadiaKS)

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option)

Professional Usefulness

Extremely Very Sam Little No
Useful Useful Use

1(3) 2(3) 4(2) 5

1(2) 2(3) 3(3) 4 5

would like more information about:
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2. Body Moveuent-Mettler

Personal Usefulness of workshop

Extremely
Oseful

Very
Useful

Some Little No
Use

(circle one option)
(not applicable 4)

1(1) 2(1) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(1) 3 4 5

would like more information About:

3. Drama for Classroom - Extremely Very Same Little No
Sanville Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(3) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4 5

would like more information about:

4. DRC Presentations in music,
movement and storytelling

Extremely
Useful

Very
Useful

Some Little No
Use

Perscmal Usefulness &workshop
(circle one option) 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(1) 5

Professional Usefulness 1(3) 2(3) 3(2) 4 5

would like more information about:

5.Tech. Asst. & Demonstrat. Extremely Very Some Little No
sessions in music,movement,
storytelling & visual art

Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(1) 3(3) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4 5

would like more tion about:
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6. DRC networking, year Extremely Very Some Little No
review-Craighill Moran Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(4) 2(5) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(6) 3(1) 4 5

I wculd like more information about:

7.Guided Imagery & Assess- Extremely Very Some Little No
nvnt-Mdrey Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulneas of workshop
(circle one option) 1 2(3) 3(4) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1 2(3) 3(3) 4(1) 5

I would like more information about:

8. State forum-Movemant- Extremely Very Scene Little No
N. Canner Useful Useful. Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(3) 3(2) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(5) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more infornation about:

9. State Forum-Comounic. Extremely Very Some Little No
thru arts-Curr Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulne_is of workshop
(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(4) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(2) 3(5) 4 5

would like more information about:
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10. Communic thru music- Extremely Very Some Little No
Bruscia Useful Useful Use

Ftrsonal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(5) 2(3) 3 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(1) 5

I would like more information about:

11. Pre-Voc,Voc training- Extremely Very Some Little No
Hoernike Useful Useful Use

Personal USefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(1) 2(1) 3(4) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(4) 3(1) 4 5

I would like more information about:

12. Literature Review- Extremely Very Some Little No
P.Anderson Useful Useful Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(2) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(1) 2(5) 3 4 5

I would like more information about:

13. HOG to market yourself Extremely
Useful

Very
Useful

&.1wq, Little No
Use

Personal Usefulness of workshop
(circle one option) 1(3) 2(4) 3(1) 4 5

Professional Usefulness 1(3) 2(5) 3 4(1) 5

I would like Imre information about:
Networking

186
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14. Photography Extremely Very Some Little No

Personal Usefulness
Useful

of workshop
Useful Use

(circle one option) 1(1) 2(3) 3(1) 4(1) 5

Professional Usefulness 1(2) 2(3) 3 4 5(1)

I would like more information about:

NEEDS AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

3. What do you currently feel are your three most pressing needs in
enabling you to teach/ train persons in the arts for the handicapped?
(Limit your response to only three.)

1.(most pressing) time (2), supplies

2.(next most pressing) need for central office to act as a clearing
house, marketing and development of opportunities, networking.

3.(third most pressing problem) lack of monetary compensation, more
direct experience with the arts and handicapped children, energy,
public relations/advocacy for the arts.

4. What are the three most pressing problems you are having in
teaching the arts to persons with handicappdng conditions:(Be specific
and limit your respcmse to only three).

1.identifying groups of children who need arts, lack of pay for
working with special education and the arts.

2.(next most pressing problem) materials, lack of support of the
local school district.

3. (third most pressing)-in teaching the arts to persons with
handicapping conditions(be specific) lack of time and money, getting
children imvolved, the lack of a music library and music resources.

5. Has ycur comfort level increased in any of the arts forms as a
result of your KARTS training this year? NO YES 4 . If yes, with
what art form(s) experiences( limit your answer to no more than 5)
has your comfort level increased as a result of your KARTS training
this year?

1. music(2), visual arts, storytelling

2. movement (3)

3. drama, guided imagery, music

4. storytellip; (2), music, drama
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5.visual arts(2), integrated arts

5 b. Which of these listed above wculd you feel comfortable
teaching to peers? all arts (2), visual arts (2), storytelling (1),
music (1), movement (1).

5 c. Which of these listed abovewould you feel comfortable
teaching to students? all arts (2)visual arts, (2), storytelling
(2) rowertent (1) music (1)

6. With which art(s) forms are you least comfcrtable ? (Please list up
to 5 areas/or activities):

6 a. personally: =sic (2), movement (1), clay (1), drama (1).

6 b.in teaching to students: drama (1), music (1), movement(1),
clay(1).

7. Has your comfort level increased in teaching any specific
handicapping condition as a result of your KARTS training this year?
240 YES 4 . If yes please list (up to 5) handicapping conditions
in wbich there has been an increase in coecrt level.

1. baind, visually impaired, physically handicapped, paraplegic,
spina bifida.

2.S4H, multiply handicapped, deaf, blind and visually impaired(3).

3.TMH, EMH young adult, severely emotionally disturbed, multiply
handicapped.

4.E24H,autistic.

5.hearing impaired.
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8. Please assign a rank order fram ONE (top priority ) to TWELVE for
the following items IN TERMS OF YOU OWN NEED FOR TRAINING : Please
assign only one number to each item.

a. Motivating, encouraging students 100 12, 12
b .Developing student self confidence 9, 11, 10
c. Using a iariety of teaching methods 12, 10,9
d. Teaching students to read 8. 8. 1
e. EValuating effectiveness of instruction 4. 4. 2
f. Managing disruptive behaviour amnng students 11, 11, 9
g. Identifying student needs 1, 1, 1
h. Ptesenting individualized learning activities 5, 5, 8
i. Increasing knowledge in the content areas 7, 7, 3
j. Planning instructional activities_61 6, 4
K. EValuating student performance or progress_2, 2, 6
j. Wtiting IBPs in the arts 3, 3, 5

identifying student needs was overall no. 1 (both year two and this
year); evaluating student performance or progress and and evaluating
effectiveness of instruction were tied for second. Writing 1EPs in the
arts was third. Planning instructional activities was
fourth.Increasing knowledge in content areas fi2th. These were the
same top 6 priorities as last year accept no. 2-6 were in a slightly
different crder (IEPs in the arts was 2nd last year and increasing
knowledge in the content areas was third Last year).)

8.1 Are there any other items that should be included in this
list? Please list them and be as specific as you can.

9. IS there any other feedback, CT comment(s) you would like to make
either about the program in general or in terms of any specific
component? (Your convents will be held in confidence by the
evaluator).

9.1 May we quote your comments? Yes (Please sign indicating your
permission to be quoted)NAME DATE

PLEASE IIMURN comers) FUN AS SOCN AS POSSIBLE TO DR.
F.E.ANDERSON,311 Orlando Ave. Normal,I1. 61761. Thanks for your time
and effort!!!
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KARTS FINAL EVALUATION

1. Indicate three strengths you brought to the KARTS training program and how they have helped you expand the Arts
with the Handicapped Program.

&At- ttAltituirt)

CLAcazk,,.. aJLjL up-4.e tw.12, A PAI ct.; tfieit°47 '7145 ketb..4A Gyr-4-116

2. Please name at leag three new skills or strengths you have developed through the KARTS training program.

CALL- 4,6:a 67) vglb 4 e 4:e.0 6 Ay ;i4 tet Ac_ette:Ker_ddLt_._

ef 11,4,)

3. What are the areas of improvement you needed to work on in the KARTS training program?

4. Huw have you reached your goals on improving these areas?

jWilt A _o_a_LbA. 9.41

j4.4.1444:141

Pia?

46.4;/A a ."4-ed_11:74.41

Akaz..) aa:tri) diy-Zelf4;51,

Let

5. What. were the 5 most important and benefidal aspects of the KARTS training for you? Please list in order of
tm9.çtance.

I Pito Auo A4.2.44

e
-P4.4 12-Artia)

6, What were the 5 least beneficial aspects of the program for you?

Ut, D tL.41.4.x4.-4-4

191 BEST COPY AVAIABLE



NAME Bonnie Burnside

DATE June 28 11988

KARTS FINAL EVALUATION

1. Indicate three strengths you drought to the KARTS training program and how they have helped you expand he Arts
with the Handicapped Program.

I entered the o ram with ex . rience in ada ti the art fvrm of music to A.;ach en

of many handicapping conditions. I also had some presentation exPerience apd understood

the "process" philosophy of the Arts_with_the_liandicappaLizogramiaLicansaa,____

2. Please name at least three new skins or strengths you have developed through the KARTS training program.

I have been i.ble to fine tune t

I am much more comfortable using_art forms other than just music

I now have a network of people and resources to draw upon_when_needed

3. What are the areas of improvement you needed to work on in the KARTS training program?

Personal and ofessional owth

Believing in my expertise and knowing I should share it with others

Getti comfortable with Visual Art for m self

4. How have you reached your goals on improving these areas? worked with a movement therapist using

movement dance, and visual art to foster my personal rowth and comfortability in

working with others. I took time to really listen, observe, and receive from MY

students which affirmed skills in teachi them.

5. What were the 5 most important and beneficial aspects of the KARTS training for you? Please list in order of
importance.
Training with the "experts" in a variet of art forms

Public and Statewide recognition, Possibly national exRosure

Presentat&on clrportunities

Networki..v4 with others in the field around the State

Small group size helped the experiences to be intense and personal when need be

6. Whet were the 5 least beneficial aspects of the program for you? Themprentice program

Paperwork - I I t tests evaluations at the end of each session

...Intensive training sessions lon er than three days

ive r te ies traini

, nAvAlnptng TEP gnaln in the Arts_could have been a beneficial procebs with a working



KARTS FINAL EVALUATION

NAME

DATE (o)

1 Indic-Ate three strenothr, you brought t:., the KARTS training program and how they have helped yri, ecpand the Arts
with the HardaPoec: Program

\Tc-, . \- k&\

C IVkSN (N.NNr\A\ki\c/ SsIt# VCA r\Iet) \ -10 WACIQV k\k Clt°\C)
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2. Please name at thrve nt,yy iH Qr. ,:otrtIncitn, haw; throudh the KART rnri orvurarti.

SVA1, Q4, 4%ert-N.

A 5C/.. Qkt\talt. ;i C(\

Whiit tiN the ar.e-as or' improvement you needed to work on in Ine KARTS training prooram.:.

4. 1-klyy have reached your goals on improving the'se tirea5P,' c%,\-\.e..\\&:k\C, yinrWEtAc

cvt\A %);ct.N,

\.,46,k)0\ cxi .

5. What were the 5 most important and benetliLial aspects or the KARTS training for you? PIL.ase list, in order of
Imrortance,

Wc \*;KMAY13

(tb_i_Krk

I%) \U'
5 ot.N.-\_ A k s..._ * . (.1- k l Ii r \''..1.-1----

6. What were thelleast beneficial aspects of the program for you') -ts.. 3,,(' Zi..k,f1\.0 Qi:CiS c-ZI.W,SA"5.4 ci

"k-Si VKLPSACISC\ '\ C\11(1_ VA),M\S'W ', GAMMA- C- p4wiicrz 4 u3\gA -t-R9,_64L \
L
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KARTS FINAL EVALUATION

NAME i\(\ NIT I A) >

DATF

1. Indicate three strengths you brought to the KARTS training program and how they have helped you expand the
with the Handicapped Program,

2. Please name at leaV

Arts

112ievt:y r
ea-ee _L-ee 6-,r7votA4 ritiz cr a 4

vz) 44.d2eL.-u-tey 0--74-4A-(

ce-eaezee-4 V-e, ea
ee new skins or strengths you have developed through the KARTS training progria'n,

AA
1/4711-(447..3. What. are tl areas of improvement you needed to work on in the KART. raining pr

4. How have you reached your. goals on improving these areas?

ze-4A. te-a-e

5. What were
Fportance.

12)2iA CULA
I

the 5 most important and beneficial aspects of the KARTS training for you? Please list in order of

lert.-4-4-6. at were the 5 least beneficial aspects of the program for you?_

ti-V1 1/..-1371-4P< vu. C._.-R,1 ,42...,_,/,4r
o-eciLt-Let_e Cv-z-744. 41-44C

yel6fseL7
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KARTS FINAL EVALUATION
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

NAME ) 0 P ( k ii 6 [----

DATE June 27 1988/

1. Indicate three strengths you brought to the KARTS training program and how they have helped you expand the Arts
th the Handkapped Program.

1. a variety of experiences with Special Populations, 2. training as an art

educator (K-12), 3. a willingness to llsten,, try new experiences, and learn

(both personally and professionally),

2. Please name at least three new skills or strengths you have developed through the KARTS training program.

1. a "comfortableness" with arts areas (previously unknown or litited/guarded

experience), 2. an awareness of personal growth in the arts as well as profes

ional growth & readiness, 3. a sense of self & a stronger sense of direction,

4. the friendship and mutual understanding of 10 other committed individuals.
3. What are the areas of improvement you needed to work on in the KARTS training program?

1. understanding, familiarity, and knowledge of various arts areas (movement,

music, and drama specifically), 2. awareness of the impact the arts can have

an individual, 3. the presentation of a "professional" self, 4 knowledge of
the overall system and how it works.

4. How have you re4ched your goals on improving these areas? Most of my "goals" were not consciously known
at the beginning of the training. I was oriented to become involved and learn more about the
overall program through the regular training sessions. However, much more occurred. By the er
of the first complete year of training I knew so much more about the program and its potential,
If I became goal-oriented, it was to gain as much (both professionally and personally) as I
could within the remaining time of the program. I was able to become "honestly" involved in
each session, absorbing and processing what I could handle. Being able to .EXPERIENCE war the
best learning procedure for me. Hearing/seeing/feeling & sharing with others also had great

5. What were the most important and beneficial aspects of the KARTS training for you? Please list in orderVue
impmNtance. 1. Personal growth & developed awareness of self and therefore, and increased aware-

ing
similar appreciation and value of the arts. 3. An increased "comfortableness" and knowledge of

lactinn pf refprenre A. re-

0. I a. 0 - II I .

source material and personne2kelated to the five arts areas as well as various types of special

ance, respect, and encouragement....of being valued.
ccept

6, What were the 5 least beneficial aspects of the program for you'? 1. Time demands (away from family and at
timeJ in comflict with other responsibilities), 2. The loss of two or three DRC's and an in-
ability to resolve the lack of closure, to re-establish a relationship (thought to be valued),

and to really have an acceptance of each person's decision. 3. Limited time with presenters was
valued more in retrospect (often, we may have needed more intense training and less break-time
to really benefit as much as possible...maybe allowing some personal or informal one-to-one.
LIremmrntmLly II f' fi-

4. Again in retrospect, the apprentices should have been involved sooner to also "take advantag
ot experiences with presenters. 5. High expectations for the continuatioa/extension of thei (1rwithout any mnorof=
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NAME Sharon Loveless

DATE July 1, 1988

KARTS FINAL EVALUATION 'JUL 0 5 1989

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 Indir.ate three you brought to the KARTS trait.. ,g program and how they have helped you expand the Arts
with the HdridK.iAprA,U Program.

Enthusiasm for the att. processes I had ,?.xperienced in Arts for Special Needs individuals
prior to KARTS training.

Willingness to risk personal growth through art processes.

Understanding of a variety of art processes be they grounded in music, the visual arts,
Previous exposure to programing, in other words. dramatic arts nr movement

rwine It rit.w tLtref.,..)th; yciU have thruurJh the KAPT':-. trait!. prourain.

Confideue_i_a_my_akility to be 4 coroultant t111ers

Knowledge of the nuts and bolts of presenting successfully involving publicity,
timing, needs of target population (how to assess and facilitate communication),

adaptations, materials, skills in integrating the arts, etc

Marketing knowledge.
Whot ji Hi:orknent you needed to work on in the KARTS training program'?

I had difficulty with anxiety or comfort level before groups of people

I tried to accomplish ton much at one setting, overwhelming peers.

I was afraid and unsure as to how tn write IEP goals that involved the art processes

4 rww u r, lchrU , QuaiS cr aNy QvIt ol lhee 411-ea!-J

Practice and the receiving of positive feedback have reduced the anxiety level enabling
me to utilize the skills with a wide variety of populations including Lansing Maximum
Security prisoners in protective custody without a guard in the room giving weekly sessi(
for six months this past year and working with the physically multipL handicapped at
Ulyses KS and_personnel who serve this group at KNI and a blind woman in the Lawrence
Support Group presentation with copresenters. I have convinced supervis-ts as to the*bac

Who' YNt" anu Leie a asprv:ts o1 the training for . ou Pira5 Iist r w*dvr uf s ic

1,0agoing training_in the arts processes.

2. Awareness of my own personal stren tts throu h interactions with feedback fr-m a
fellow school district teacher s comments to William Freeman shared with me and my
being reinforced by Roberta Shoemaker on skill level coupled rith outcomes in art
therapy techniques, seeing Maureen's interactions with staffed BD s.:udent artwork

Craighill-Moran's and her reinforcement of my work
3. The opportunities afforded to practice with student special needs populations

of widely varying disabilities and abilities and with KARTS peereflart processes techniq
4. Promotion of KARTS program consultants (mailings, printings, publicity, visitations)

r. ;t1 *!1 proixam yuV.
5. Marketing technique session and vocational goals (last session) information

Least: 1. I am the type of personality that I want what I want right now and I wish we had
been able to have no resistance to leaving our school setting to attend the invaluable
Very Special Arts Festivals. I tried to uegoiate more than two days off tha_pul
school year and Wichita went beyond this prior to employment agre'ement so I missed
that session and sobbed in the school restroom.

2. The competitiveness that all of us, in my opinion, are or were largely anware of
as we joined with one another in KARTS and the powe: struggles with energy197



valu4-4eof the arts in home school districts and gained knowledge through training of
IEID Assessment tools for measurement and how to concretely write up objectives to
remediate weaknesses and build upon existing or unknown/unexplored strengths of students.
Olathe School District Special Education Director had view arts as nice but not that

pimportant until he saw the results of mainstreaming, academic performance I was asked
to provide training to the district's personnel at the beginning of the school year
(unable to do so as I was completing 15 hours of summer school Gifted Education certification
and seeking a job in this field with numerous interviews scheduled so Bonnie led sessions
without me). My Special Education Director also nominated me for an International
Award for Innovations in Special Education involving the US Dept of Commerce, Paris, France
and Independence, Missouri cosponsorship. This allowed me to document, share photographs
and data with school district personnel.

divvted into the mistrusting, guardedness and lack of good open communication and therefore
respect for one another's work until we began with our sporadic connectedness to make
connections and support one another.

3. The needing to meet on Friday evenings and being often exhausted after travel and
school load of high stress crisis interventions and pressures to document and teach
all subjects to widely dispersed academic levels of performance. At times I just
tried to copy notes to absorb details of what I was to be aware of, vote on, think about
etc. feeling very overwhelmed. Personal needs for relaxation. were greatly accomodated

however in KARTS programing blessedly
4. I missed interacting with Betty Wellsbacker, Roberta Shoemaker, Bob Ault, Art Hoernicke,

reduced time with William Freeman and those early on people-Wanda Huffman, Eletra Vanlrberg,
and those who needed to leave our program as DRC such as Judy Heil and dear Auggie
None of this is a fault of nor could have been remediated by KARTS programing and I
missed our last Council session (my fault) I just wonder if all know how much they
have meant to me personal, professional and to all of us gals?

5. EXTREMELY BENEFICIAL BUT EXTREMELY FRUSTRATING - bait in magnittide of reading materials,
and other media to grab ahold of and such little time to read with work schedule, travel
schedule and professional activities connected with teaching workshops and coursework
running interference BUT the sadness of the loss of the second KARTS grant means time
tn organize and sift through the many gifts.

BEST COPY AVAILAFLE



NAME_

DATE

KARTS FINNL EVALUATION

.he ri_Boese

June 29 1988

?1ST COPY AVAILABLE

1. Indicate three strengths you brought to the KARTS training program and how they have hr loed you expand the Arts
with the Handicapped Program,

I had _baen_ imtalved with Very Special Arts K. thrauah the_aaprentic_e

prngram and RR a rinnsultant. - -

. ita_State_Unimeralt_v_._

EIRsnorVeriMjtioulDtFaVPiggloPesdUr901.11YK 1-4(irraN1510 pug7111.y.2, pLaiNgRe eh'IM argemAP
. .

I believe my presentation skills/ thoiigh'gooa kiom the start-haire becothe

more attuned with the audience. I feel that I am more able to internalize

arts experiences on a personal level. I am more knowleabl of artq areas

and their relatedness.
3. What are the areas or improvement you needed to work on in the KARTS training program?

Bein on time with a er work has and alwa s will be the bane of

personal and professional lives.

4. HOW have you reached your goals on improving these areas? I hired a secretary and am in the

proress of moving _m_v_ off jceoiit ofilny home. Hopef_ully this will, leave work

as a lace for relaxation and family.

5. What were the 5 most important and benefiLial aspects of the KARTS training for you? Please list in order of
importance.

_Tra with the h. h caliber of consultants w-s forever beneficia

2. Consultanting at a ma or Arts Festival

3. Working and sharina with the other DRC's

4. Internalizin arts areas on a ersonal level

5 . The support and cariLa_of all persons involved with the
KARTS family

6. What were the 5 least beneficial aspects of the program for you?

1. Time spent on paperwork

. Working hard for no financial gain

3. Personality conflicts between DRC's

4. Personality conflicts between the leadership l 9
5. Communication was an ongoing problem, not unlike any other group



Appendix F

Evaluation Forms

(See Appendix C for some of these forms and for examples of the
content measures used.)
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KANSAS AMTS RESOURCE MINIM SYSTEM

General Assessment for Workshop on

Given by on the following dates

Nam:
Major Arts Area of Expertise

Please rate the quality of the presentation by circling the
(circle only one response per item).

1. The workshop experience increased my awareness
in the arts NONE

2. The workshop experience provided me with new
skills in the arts °NONE

3. The workshop experience gave me information
that will apply to classroom use NONE

4. The workshop contained clear arts content

5. The workshop increased my personal comfort
level in the arts

6. The workshop increased my professional
comfort level in the arts

7. The presenter maintained a stimulating
environment

8. The presenter encouraged questions and
opinions

9. The presenter was knowledgeable in the
workshop topic

10. The presenter explained materials/demonstrated
skills at appropriato, levels for my under-
standing

11. The presenter gave me guidelines and
specific suggestions for arts experiences
which I can use for developing my own
personal arts experiences

12. The presenter helped me plan arts
experiences which can be utilized
with my students

L:W

YES

YES

appropriate response:

SCME

SCME

SCME

GREATLY

MANY

GREATLY

MCCERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

MOCERATE HIGH

MOCERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

NO

NO

201 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N/A

N/A
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13., The presenter gave me ideas that I can
use in teaching other subjects through
the arts

14. The presenter gave me specific arts
lessons and demonstrations of ways to
use the arts with students who have
specific disabilities

15. I learned how to do new arts experiences
(increased my awn skill level) which
will help me use the arts in my own
classes

16. I used the arts skills taught to
create unique/personal products,
or performances

17. I was given specific arts lessons/
experiences which I will use with
my students

18. The presenter made the intent
(purpose or goals) of the arts
experiences clear to me

19. Before the wcrkshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshop %BS:

20. After the workshop my level/knowledge
in the arts topic of the workshopiwas:

21. My own purposes in attending
this workshop were:

YES

YES

YES

NONE

YES

LCW

Lag

Nor
REAMED

22. The workshop was valuable NCT Saadi/VT
to me personally AT ALL VALUABLE

23. TN:workshop was valuable NZT SCMEICAT
to me professionally AT ALL VALUABLE

24. I am more likely to use arts experiences
in my teaching as a result of this
wcrkshop NCT SOME-

AT ALL %%AT

25. As a result of this workshop
I feel I can teach/provide
these kinds of arts experi-
ences to non-handicapped
persons

2f)2

NO

NO

NO

NO

N/A

N/A

N/A

MANY

N/A

N/A

MODERATE HIGH

MODERATE HIGH

PARTIALLY
REACHED

MODERATELY
VALUABLE

MODERATLY
VALUABLE

TCTALLY
REACHED

VERY
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

MODERATELY MORE
CTTEN

YES NO

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

EXTREMELY
VALUABLE

EXTREMELY
VALUABLE

A GIEAT
DEAL MORE

N/A
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26. I have taught these same types of workshop experiences to the following
types of handicapped persons (circle all handicapped populations to
wham you have taught this activity)

HI VI LD EMH TMH PH BD SMH OHI ECH Sp/L

27. As a result of this workshop, I feel confident that I can teach these
same sorts of arts expnriences to the following handicapped
populations (circle all that apply).

HI VI LD EMH TMH PH BD SMH OHI ECH S;-/L

281 I can teadh the workshop arts experience to peers YES

29. Before the workshopmy own
personal commitment to these NONE SMALL AVERAGE
kinds of arts experiences was

30 After thelmorkshop,my own
personal commitment to these
kinds of arts experiences ues

31. Before the workshop my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the artistic
process) was

32. After the workshop, my
capacity to "own" these
arts experiences (ability
to internalize the artistic
process) was

33. Before the workshop my own
feelings of being

IEESnagi were

34. After the workshop, my own
feelings of being
empowered were

35. This workshop has made
me aware of the krportance
of my own personal "process"
in the arts

36. As a result of this workshop
I feel confident that I can
improvise in this art form
(as opposed to falling back
on recipes)

1 2 3

NONE SMALL AVERAGE

NO N/A

ABOVE HIGH
AVERAGE
4 5

ABOVE HIGH
AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5

NON- LOW AVERAGE ABOVE HIGH
DISTANT AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5

NON- LOW AVERAGE ABOVE HIGH
DISTANT AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5

NON- LOW AVERAGE ABOVE HIGH
=STANT AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5

NON- LOW AVERAGE ABOVE HIGH
DISTANT AVERAGE

1 2

NOT A
AT ALL LITTLE

1 2

wyr A
AT ALL LITTLE
1 2

3

SOME-
WHAT

3

SOME-
WAT

3

4

A GOOD
DEAL

4

A GOOD
DEAL
4

5

TO A
GREAT
EXTERT
.5

WA
GREW
EXTE/T



37. This workshop experience
"turned me on" (made me
aware of abilities/skills
I never knee I had)

38. As a result of this work-
shop, I have gained
increased Inpect for
different styles/unique
ways of working in
the arts

39. This workshop experience
has increased my per-
sonal investment in
(excitment about)
these arts forms

40. As a result of my work-
shop experience, I am
more personally aware
of the energizing
aspect of the arts

41. Before the workshop my
personal level/ability
to be spontaneous
and to problem so3ve
in this art form was

42. I now feel (after this
workshop) confident that
I can work in these arts
areas without relying
on "rigid - cookbook"
approaches to the arts

43. I an now more able to
transfer my personal
skills in the arts to
problem solving/creative
adapting of the arts
to my classroom work
with children.

44. This workshop experience
has made me open to
(more vulnerable) to
my personal issues

45. This workshop experience
has made me aware of my
own needs to work on
"personal issues" (need
for healingewholeness)

4

NOT A SOME- A GOOD TO A
AT ALL LITTLE WHAT DEAL GREAT

1 2 3 4 EXTENT
.5

NOT A SOME- A GOOD TO A

AT ALL LITTLE WHAT DEAL GREAT
EXTENT

1 2 3 4 5

NOT A SOME- A GOOD TO A

AT ALL LITTLE WHAT DEAL GREAT
EXTENT

1 2 3 4 5

NOT A SOME- A ODOD TO A

Aa' ALL LITTLE - .UHAT DEAL GREAT
EXTENT

1 2 3 4 5

ZERO LOW AVERAGE ABOVE HIGH
AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5

NOT A SOME- TO A TO A

AT ALL LITTLE WHAT GOOD GREAT
DEAL EXTENT

1 2 3 4 5

NOT A
AT ALL LITTLE

1 2

NOT AT A
ALL LITTLE

1 2

SC/4E -

;CAT

3

SalE
;CAT

3

NOT A SOME-

AT ALL LITTLE WHAT

1. 2 3

2 ) 4

TO A
GOOD
DEAL

4

TO A
GREAT
EXTENT

5

A GOOD A GREA1

DEAL DEAL
MORE MORE

4 5

A GOOD A GREAT H/A

DEAL DEAL

MORE MORE
4 5



46. This workshop has made me NOT AT A SOME- A GOOD A GREAT
feel more personally grounded ALL LrTTLE %HAT DEAL DEAL

1 2 3 4 5

47. Before I can be a gool
arts/special educator, STRONGLY DISAGREE UNCERTAIN AGREE STRONGLY 'N/A
I need to have "my own DISAGREE AGREE
act" put together

48. I am aware of the importance
of integrating my personal NOT A SOMEWHAT A GOOD A GREAT
arts experiences with my AT ALL LITTLE DEAL DEAL
professional work 1 2 3 4 5

49. As a result of this work-
shop. I feel able to make
the transition from
personal artistic involve-
ment to the application of NOT A SOMEWHAT TO A TO A GREAT
these experiences to my AT ALL LITTLE GOOD EXTENT
work with special needs EXTENT

populations 1 1 3 4 5

50. I feel that this workshop OF NO NOT VERY IMPORTANT VERY EXTREMELY
was personally IMPORTANCE IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

1 2 3 4 5

51. I feel that this workshop OF NO NOT VERY IMPORTANT VERY EXTREMELY
was professionally IMPORTANCE IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

1 2 3 4 5

52. My overall assessment POOR FAIR SO SO GOOD TERRIFIC
of this workshop was 1 2 3 4 5

53. Is there any additional information you would like to have? Please moment
if you would like more information.

54. Other Comments:

205
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Kansas Arts Resource Training System

General Assessment Of DRC's participation in Workshop
on given by

on the following dates

Name of person completing form: ; Major
Arts Area of Expertise

Were you the presenter of this workshop? NO YES

Please rate the quality of the participants and situation by circling
the appropriate response:(circle only one response per item) .NA means
Not Applicable.

1. The physical space and equipment
(chairs, tahdes, a-v materials) were
adequate for the workshop YES NO NA

2. The participants were eager to
participate in the activities ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

3. The participants were reluctant
to participatethey just wanted to
observe and not get involved ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

4. The patticipants were skeptical
about the arts activities and
expressed doubts as to their rel-
evance to the classroom

5. The participant clearly under
stood the intent (purpots/goals)
of the workshop

ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

6. The participants used the skills
I taught to create unique/personal
products or performances ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

7. I would rate the participants workshop entry leveL as follows

EXTREMELY GOOD? GOOD? MODERATE? FAIR? POOR?

8. I would rate the participants workshop EXIT leveL as follows

EXTREMELY GOOD? GOOD? MODERATE? FAIR? POOR?

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

21 )6
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9.'The participans asked where they
could get more information about the
activites covered in the workshop ALL

10. The participants did not want to
stay until the end of the workshop ALL

11. The participants left early ALL

12. The participants took my handout
materials and asked for additional
information

13. The perticipants had come pre-
pared --had read the outside assign
ment

14. The participants offered add-
itional ideas and methods related to
topics r .7nvered

ALL

ALL

ALL

15. The ly,c.icipants stated that the
activities were fun ALL

16. The participants stated that
they daubed their students could
do the activities ALL

17. The participants stated that
the physical setup/materials needed
for the activites were too difficult
to obtain for their own classrooms ALL

18. The participants were inattentive1/2P
(did other things during my presentation)
such as read mail, graded papers ALL

19. The paraticipants asked if I could
come back repeat the workshop for other
teachers who did not attend ALL

207

MOST SOME NONE RAFEW

MOST SCME NONE NAFEW

MOST SOME NONE NAFEW

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

MOST SOME NONE NAFEW

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

MOST SOME FEW NONE MA

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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20. The participants asked if I could
do workshops for thier students ALL MOST SOME FEW NONE NA

21. The participants asked for books,
films, exhibits, (other resources)
related to the workshop activities ALL

22. Overall I would rank this group of

a.ONE OF THE BEST I'VE HAD

b.VERY GOOD

c.GOOD

d.FAIR

e.POOR

23. Other comments

2 11

MCGT SOME FEW NONE NA

participants
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KARTS Pre/Post Assessment on Arts Resources

Prepared by

Frances E. Anderson, Ed.D.,ATR
Professor of Art

Illinois State University
Normal,I1

For June,17,1988 Presentation

Kansas School for the Visually Impaired

Name or identification number date

1. Three major computerized data bases through which one may find
information on arts for the handicapped are: (circle one option)

1.Educomp, Artsinfo, ERIC

2. ERIC, Psyinfo, Educomp

3. Psyinfo, CDI, Educomp

4. Psyinfo, ERIC, Axtsinfo

5. ERIC,CDI, Psyinfo

6. none of the above

2. The computerized data base that includes a conprehensive listing of
over 50 thousand educational documents, journals and grant final
reports is: (fill in the blank)

3. (circle)True or False: The majority of published data related to
arts for special needs children may be found in the kxtsinfor system.

4. (circle)True or False: There is an established format for reporting
case studies that is generally accepted by the Anerican Art Therapy
Association.
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5. The most convincing arguements for justifying the arts for special
needs students to a school beard will be in the form of: (circle one
option)

a. Quoting hard data research studies

b. Citing one or two subjective case studies that really
demonstrated child change

c. None of the above

d. a and b

6. Briefly explain the Greene and Hesslebring study and why it is
important to justifying the use of art in the classroam.

7. The first comprehensive review of the research literature was
undertaken in 1981 and is titled A Review of the Research Literature
co Arts for the Handicapped: 1971-1981. This review is till in print
and may be purchased by writing to:(circle one option)

a. the author

b. the resource center at the KS School for the Visually Impaired

c. Sterns Book Store in Chicago

e. KS Very Special Arts

f. Very Special Arts/USA in Washington,D.C.

g . options arc, and f
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8. A good source of publications on arts for the handicapped is:
(if you wanted to purchase them) (circle one option)

a. Very Special Arts/USA in Washington,D.C.

b. American Art Therapy Association national office in Chicago

c. Music Educators National Association Office in Washington,D.C.

d. Sterns Book Service in Chicago

e. University of Kansas Bookstore

9.0ne basic reference in the visual arts for the handicapped that
would be appropriate for parents and laypersons is: (circle one
option)

a. Art for the Handicapped by Anderson,Cochado and McAnally

b. Approaches to Art in Education by Laura Chapman

c. Vreparation for Art by J.K. McFee

d. Beyond Creating by the J. P. Getty Trust

e. none of the above

f. all of the above

10. Cite one basic text in mmsic for the handicapped child that would
be approprite for parents/and laypersons (give title and author).

11. Of the two basic special education texts- (a)Kirk, S. A. and
Gallagher, J.J. (1986). Educating EXceptional Children (5th ed.)
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, or
(b) Hallahan, D.P. and Kauffman, J. M. (1988). Exceptional Children:
Introduction to special education (4th ed.). New Jersey: Englewood
Cliffs.

(1) Which would be more appropriate for parents and laypersons?
a or b

(2) Which would be more appropriate for arts teachers/therapists?
a or b.

2 I
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NAME - DATE
TRAINING SESSION: PREVOCATIONAL/VOCATIONAL ARTS
TRAINER: HOERNICKE

PRETEST

Please respond to each of the following items.

1. A good source for quickly reviewing a great number of
jobs and tasks associated with those jobs is

2. A good approach to assessing a students vocational
potential for a particular job is to use

3. Personnel who provide vocational assessment in special
education (in Kansas) are usually certified by

4. A students vocational interests may be categorized as

A.
B.
C.

5. The Kansas Scate Plan for Special Education mandates that
vocational education for special education students be
provided by special education personnel.

A. True

6. A worker function code of 063 is an indication of a job
which is probably appropriate for a person in the mildly
mentally retarded category.

A. True
B. False

7. The worker funGtion code for Sculptor 'is:

8. A work sample should be developed from the reults of a

9. Two critical factors of a work sample are:

A.

B.

10. The ARTS are an appropriate vocational aspiration for
students with disabilities

A. True
B. False

212
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The arts add discovery and dimension to the lives of all of us, hcluding special
needs individuals. Movement, visual arts, music, drama, stayteiling, and

creative writing advance the expressive, emotional, cognitive, social, physicai, and life
skHls of special students. The related arts integrated within the curriculum can support
student progress towards attainment of educational and therapeutic goals and objectives
listed in an Individualized Education Program (IEP). Active learning experiences in the arts
process can: engage the child's interest, lengthen his or her aftention span and on-task
behavior, increase aesthetic awareness and imaginatio- to respond, interact, express,
create, ond enjoy a fuller life. The value of ongoing quality arts experiences with special
students is evident in the impact on child change in the acquisition and transfer of skills,
r9sulting in increased self-confidence, realization of potential, and understanding of the
unique capabHities of the individual.

The Kansas State Department of Education, Special Education Administration Section,
in:tiated training and technical assistance programs in Arts with the Handicapped in 1980.
As this state-wide effort developed from providing services to a hundred educators, related
services personnel, parents, and administrators, to several thousand, it was necessary to
initiate new approaches to personnel development. It became apparent that cost
effectiveness and self-sufficiency in programming could be achieved by systematizing the
delivery of personnel development in arts related services, resulting in reliance upon
Kansa,. resources. An advanced comprehensive training program was designed in
response to the identified needs of Kansans, and, after extensive field review, it was
submitiod as a grcAnt application to the United States Department of Education, Office of
Special Educaficn Programs, Division of Personnel Preparation. This program, called the
Kansas Arts Resource Training System (KARTS), was funded in October 1985 and today
brings q..rality trnirinr) in arts related services geographically closer to Kansas schools and
ensures ongohg programming and resource availability through 12 highly-skilled District
Resource Cool.dinators (DRCs). It is through these efforts that more Kansas educators and
related services perschnel will become more comfortable, experienced, and confident
with the arts process lu integrate quality arts experiences in the educational development
of the special students they serve.

("Front cover r-ooto captions read left to right f:on; the top row )

Tommy Bonnie Burnside. Toni Dort. Sherri Austin. Sharon Loveless. Joleen Mocy Thompson. Koy Martinez.
Eobbie Koen. Judy Heil. Joleen Haffner. Moureen Craighill-Mor1/4.,i. Coordinator. Norma Canner. Consultant.
Aggie Leoch-Clork
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Mara Capy, Ed.D., Movement and
MI" Storytelling Consultant, brings joy to
special students througn participatory arts
sessions in Wichita.
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Photo by Vic Bilson

Photo by Vic Bilson

D ianne Dulicai and William C. Freeman
Iwo sharing their expertise with DRCs and
other educators

A4 overnent Training with Dianne Dulicai,
MA, ADTR. Training of educators is a

major portion of the program. Nationally
known experts from related arts fields teach
theories and methods for c'assroom use, and
provide high quality arts experiences.

auted:sko

qtir

Photo by Vic Bilson

A dapting
ma Arts
Experiences
for Special
Populations
in a
workshop
with Frances
E. Anderson
and DRCs at
KARTS
Summer
Training
Retreat.

Photo by Joieen M. Thompson



" 'EOM THAT_MAKE THE KARTS PROGRAM WORK FOR KANSAS_COMNIUNITIES

(Descriptions read right to left.)

M aureen Craighill-Moran, MA, Coordinator KARTS
gim Program. Her background as an art therapist working
in public and private schools has enabled her to bring
vitality and excellence to the coordination of this special
grant program.

W illiam C. Freeman, MA, ADTR, Director, Arts witn the
Handicapped and KARTS Programs. His expertise is as

a movement therapist providing direct services for special
education students and in the development and
administration of in-service training with teachers and
related services personnel.

N orma Canner, MA, ADTR, Program Consultant. A movement therapist with over 35 years1H. experience with special populations and author of ...And a Time to Dance.

rances E. Anderson, Ed.D., ATR, Program and Evaluation Consultant. Professor of Art at Illinois
m" State University, founding member of the American Art Therapy Assn. and author of Art for
All The Children.

Photo by Aggle Leach-Clark

DISTRICT RESOURCE COORDINATORS
District #1 (Northeast)
(Descriptions read lett to right.)

B onnie Burnside, MME., Specal Music Education. An
Adaptive Music teacher in the Kansas City school

system who incorporates music and movemeni with a
wide variety of special needs students.

S haron Loveless, MS Ed, Special Education. She works
with special education students in the Olathe school

system and specializes in visual arts.

Distcict #2 (Southeast)

1111 .1:11_461:6411,

Photo by Joleen M. Thompson

oleen M. Thompson, MS . Special Education. She works ,-

*" with special students in the Ottawa school system and
uses the related arts to focus her students on their
academics.

K ay Martinez, MA. MS. AIR, Art Therapist. Director of Art
"In Therapies at Parsons State Hcspitol. Kay uses art
therapy to expand the boundaries of self awareness to
the special populations with whom she works.

e; Photo by Aggle Leach-Clark

0

Photo by Joleen M. Thompson

District #3 (South Central)

ggie Leozth-Clark, M Ed., Counseling. Aggie is a
Imo counselor in Wirtita working with special populations
ranging trom ages 5 o SO. She works in the public schools
as well as for private (igen :ies using performance, art
and music.

B obbie Koen, MA, Educational Psychology, Founder
ad um" and Director, lhari Scnoal for Special Education. She

uses the related arts t) enrich the academic program for
her learning disablec' students.

S herri Austin, MME, Special Music Education. She uses
IIII special music, art, drama and storytelling to work with

both gifted and emotionally disturbed stjclents in Wichita r.ublic and private school systems.

Photo by Aggle Leach-Clark
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Photo by Aggie Leoch-Clark

District #4 (Southwest)

T ammy Herl, BA, Art Education and Art Therapy. Tammy
NM is our at-large DRC, recently from Dighton, Kansas,
now working at Kansas Newman College as Director of
Public Relations.

T oni Dort, MM., Master of Music She works as an
um Elementary and Adaptive Music Specialist in the
Great Bend school system exploring growth through
interrelated ats processes.

District #5 (NorthwefliNorth Central)

udy, Heil, MS., Counseling with an Arts Therapies
emphasis. She has brought arts therapy experiences to

special populations including students, psychiatric in-
patients and persons with disabilities in the Hays area, as
well as in other areas of Kansas for over twenty years

oleen Haffner, MS., Psychology/Art Therapy, MS.,
". Special Education. She helps her special population
students in the Warnego Special Services #320, 323, 329
Cooperative to better deal with educational/emotional
stress in their lives through the arts, with focus on
academic confidence.
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Some of our special students
I'm that experience the joy of
creativity and confidence in
learning brought to thern through
the arts with the handicapped
programs.
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The District Resource Coorainators have
MIMI completed their first of three years of training
in the KARTS program. They will be providing
techrical assistance ond in-service training in the
related arts to the educators, therapists parents
and others in their local districts and regional
areas. They will also serve as models in their
communities for incorporating the am 4.. music,
visual art, movement, drama and stoi r,elling into
the curriculum of the special students ;hey serve.

T Photo by Jo leen M. Thompson
he Kansas Arts Resource Training System and Arts with the Handicapped programs are
administered through the Kansas State Department of Education, Special Education

Administration Section. The Kansas Arts Resource Training System is funded as a Special Project,
Grant No G008530251, Project No. 029KH50151 by the United States Department of Education,
Office of Special Education Programs, Division of Personnel Preparation. The first grant period
commenced on 10-1-85. This brochure was designed, produced and printed with funds
provided by this grant.

The Arts with the Handicapped program is funded through Part B, EHA. The director of the
ma Arts with the Handicapped program and the Kansas Arts Resource Training System is
William C. Freeman.

The ideas and stcments presented in this brochure do not necessarily reflect those of the
No Office of Special Education Programs, United States Department of Education. They do
however reflect ihe philosophies of the grant application, the Kansas Advisory Council on Arts
with the Handicapped and the Kansas State Department of Education, Special Educaion
Administration Section.

he Kansas Arts Reriowoe Training System and ArtsT
with the Handicapped programs are implemented

through a sole source contract between the
Kansas State Department of Education and Emporia
State University.

Please write or call for more information:

MAUREEN CRAIGHILLMORAN.COORDINATOR

IIMM

KARTS PROGRAM, KS ST SCHOOL FOR THE
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED. 1100 STATE AV
KANSAS CITY. KS 66102
913-..281-3308 EXT. 413
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